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Introduction
The articles collected in this “true” millennium issue are gathered from around 

the world -  from the countries of Australia, England, and Slovenia to the states of 
Michigan, Illinois, Nebraska, Arkansas, Texas, Arizona and California in the U.S. 
And, as always, our topics are equally diverse. Appropriately, speculations and 
concerns about “The Future” — within fiction, popular television, and scientific 
theory — populate these pages, inspiring questions and opinions about the growing 
dominance of our Internet-centered world and the possibilities and problems that 
become its inevitable consequences.

But we also move back in time in this issue to include discussions of how and 
why the life of historical figure, Richard III, and particular Beatles’ songs retain 
popularity here in the 2F ‘ century. We also revisit the alleged Communist threat of 
the 1950’s. Still other articles keep us right in the moment with analyses of British 
women’s magazines and American horror films, teen television sensations, and 
the state of “fun” within the “work” world of the contemporary U.S. The most 
politically focused article in the issue deals with the use of cartoons to criticize a 
repressive government.

Among the articles dealing with our quickly expanding techno world (a term 
that Janez Strehovec defines eclectically in his article “Machines for Ultimate 
Questions”) we find Susan Brown Zahn’s analysis of the impact of Martha Stewart’s 
move to the Internet (“Martha Stewart’s Intimate Invitations to e-commerce”). 
Zahn examines how the Martha Stewart Omnimedia Web site re-situates the practice 
of shopping from its previously public, interactive, and potentially powerful activity 
performed by women to a private and elite “mediated interpersonal communication” 
experience -  that is, the situation of the isolated middle-class woman sitting before 
her computer, manipulated by an array of media-generated “cookies” depicted on 
her screen. Strehovec’s own article is a complicated exploration of the state of 
science fiction today, inextricable from a “techno” culture which revolves around 
rave parties, VR-environments, DJ culture, and “high-adrenaline technologies, 
special effects and high-tech, high-definition devices.”

Both Djoymi Baker in “Every Old Trick is New Again: Myth in Quotations 
and the Star Trek Franchise” and Kate Harts in “Deconstructing Buffy: Biiffy the 
Vampire Slayer and the Discourse on the Gender Construction” reveal how ancient 
myths defining heroes and heroic journeys have been appropriated by popular 
television of today. Both articles offer fascinating insight into contemporary re�
creations of these familiar tales and types. While Baker re-visits the well known 
travels of the multiple Star Trek series to examine re-interpretations of the Odyssey 
myths. Harts provides a contemporary analysis of similar heroic journeys.



particularly with regard to teenage girls and their possibilities for self-definition.
In “Staging (on film) Richard III to Reflect the Present,” James Forse also 

addresses the power of myth through his examination of the many and varied 
depictions of Richard III from Shakespeare through the 1983 British comedy series 
Black Adder. Like Harts and Baker, Forse points to the inevitable conflation of 
“truth” and myth in depictions of history and their manipulation by writers and 
directors to adapt to contemporary experiences.

In “The Seduction of Communism: One Lonely Night and Jet P ilo f  Cyndy 
Hendershot debunks a popular myth of the 1950’s that equated feminine seduction 
with Communist evil. She pairs the Mickey Spillane detective novel and the 1957 
Hollywood film to reject the popular misconception of the time and to imply that 
love and/or the allure of capitalistic excess proved as enticing to these Communist 
women as they allegedly were to the good ole’ American boys it was their Job to 
seduce.

In his discussion of the 1999 re-make of the Robert Wise film The Haunting 
B.R. Smith criticizes the current version for degenerating into a “simple pageant 
of technical display” as he reminds that the horror genre is as dependent on 
suggestion and enticement as it is on visual special effects. And, moving from 
horror to horrifyingly amusing slapstick comedy, Wheeler Winston Dixon 
documents the careers of British actors/directors/creators Rik Mayall and Adrian 
Edmondson from their undergraduate comic skits to their first feature film. Guest 
House Paradiso, also released in 1999.

Other articles focus on very “real” contemporary situations, such as Caroline 
Oates examination of the alleged changing focus and content in women’s weekly 
magazines in the UK in her article “Writing Women’s Magazines.” Like Zahn, 
Oates uncovers market manipulation and exploitation in another area of feminine 
consumption. Steven Carter queries the “work” ethic of today, contrasting our 
disembodied, cyberspace-oriented world with just two generations ago’s manual 
labor emphasis. New conceptions about “the body” become inevitable and it is 
here that Carter’s question “Are We Having Fun Yet?” is addressed. Finally, Arnold 
S. Wolfe provides an in-depth and interesting analysis of John Lennon’s artistic 
work in “Unreal Fields’: Constituents of the Lasting Popularity of The Beatles’ 
Strawbety Fields ForeveT'and Richard Ostrom reveals how the press, restricted 
within the repressive Indonesian government of Suharto’s regime from 1966 through 
1998, used clever Balinese cartoons to criticize and undermine the dictator’s rule. 
We hope that all of these articles catch your interest and inspire further inquiry.

Juli Barry 
Associate Editor



Unreal “Fields”: Constituents of the 
Lasting Popularity of The Beatles’

Strawberry Fields Forever
Were the Beatles slipping creatively as 1967 dawned? A swelling chorus of 

critics and fans were saying so (Aspinall, “Real”)- The Beatles’ recording of 
“Strawberry Fields Forever,” one of their most peculiar (see Mellers) but nonetheless 
popular song-recordings, had been designed for inclusion in their Sgt. Pepper's 
Lonely Hearts Club Band album. But, disappointed by the lukewarm critical 
reception and unimpressive sales of their previous Ip and keen to prove they still 
had their creative “chops,” the Beatles authorized the release of the song as a single. 
Released February 13, 1967 it was in the Top 40 for seven weeks, entering on 
March 11, 1967, peaking at No. 8” (Dowlding 149).

“Strawberry Fields Forever” (SFF) has been widely recognized as a departure 
from the love songs that first triggered the group’s popularity (see, e. g., Mellers, 
Coleman, MacDonald). “It was a landmark song in its day,” a Chicago radio station 
program director (Station #4) said in a more recent (April 1996) interview conducted 
for this study. “And it’s managed to hang on ever since.” More than 33 years later 
SFF can still be heard on radio stations across the nation. Other popular music 
acts, such as Richie Havens, Blur, and Candyflip, have recorded it. Close to the 
apartment building where Lennon was murdered, the people of the City of New 
York have dedicated a section of Central Park to his memory. They call it 
“Strawberry Fields.” Las Vegas, NV, boasts a Strawberry Fields Counseling Center. 
And in 1994 Beatles’ recordings producer George Martin proclaimed SFF the “most 
original and inventive track [made] to date in pop music” (24). These facts alone 
warrant inquiry into the constituents of SFF’s lasting popularity.

A Dartmouth musicologist reminds us that music has no power to “simply 
inflict its meanings upon helpless” listeners. Rather, “texts become popular when 
people find them meaningful in the contexts of their own lives” (Walser 150). In 
this light an inquiry into SFF’s lasting popularity may be best construed as a search 
to discover what meanings listeners have made of it. As I argued elsewhere (“Song” 
71), neither popular culture nor mass communication research has developed to 
the point where either theoreticians or mass communicators are able to predict 
which texts will remain popular. Television news historian David Culbert found 
“no set of principles...which would enable someone to predict which television 
stories will be visually and historically” enduring (141). Similarly, popular music 
research offers no principles which would enable someone to predict which song- 
recordings will endure (see e. g.. Chambers; Chappie and Garofalo; Frith, Sound;
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Gillett; Hirsch; Palmer; and Peterson and Berger). Explanation, however, can be 
as theoretically worthy as prediction. But to date neither popular culture nor mass 
communication nor popular music research has explained the appeal of Beatles 
music for audiences today. To be sure communication researchers as diverse in 
orientation as Marxist-postmodernist Lawrence Grossberg (“Politics,” “Another,” 
“If Rock,” “Is There,” “Reply”) and content analysts Christenson; Cooper; 
Chesebro, Fougler, Nachman, and Yannelli; and Fedler, Hall, and Tanzi have 
attempted to account for the popularity of popular music. But neither they nor the 
popular music scholars cited above have asked, let alone answered, “What precisely 
accounts for the lasting appeal of an enduringly popular musical text?”

It is the cardinal contention of this study that SFF has remained popular for 
more than 30 years due to what I shall identify as one authorial and three “inventive” 
elements. By “authorial” I mean SFF’s authorship; the song-recording was written 
by John Lennon when he was an active Beatle and recorded by the Beatles 
(Dowlding). Perhaps a respondent in another study of the longevity of another, 
contemporaneous, Beatle song-recording best expressed the effect of that text’s 
authorial elem ent: “The Beatles were such popular figures, they almost 
overshadowed their music” (qtd. in Wolfe, “Song” 83) or any particular song they 
released. The term “inventive” aims to descriptively summarize three features of 
the song-recording itself: (1) the relative novelty of theme expressed in its lyrics, 
(2) their “interaction,” and (3) innovations in song-recording production most 
frequently evinced in the recording’s nonverbal audio. The phrases “novelty of 
theme” or “thematic novelty” refer to how SFF’s lyrics have been read as a break 
from the romantic adolescent love song mold of the Beatles’ earlier songs such as 
“She Loves You” (1964) and “(I Wanna) Hold Your Hand” (1964). Lennon 
biographer Ray Coleman explains:

While [fellow Beatle songsmith] Paul McCartney’s gift lay in 
composing love songs, John [Lennon] was incapable of 
songwriting [solely] as a craftsman, “for other people.” 
Conversely, the extrovert McCartney found it hard to write about 
himself. In that, John Lennon excelled...From “Strawberry 
Fields Forever” through to “Imagine,” John Lennon’s work, in 
and out of the Beatles, was distinct [from songs such as “She 
Loves You”] and highly personalized...For although he loved 
the speed of rock ‘n’ roll, his own writing would have to act as 
a mirror of his personality as he grew older and more observant 
and wanted more from life than teenagers screaming his name. 
At twenty-six, John wanted his music to express the important 
things in his life; his childhood memories; his assiduous reading
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of newspapers and magazines; his love of words and sharp 
observation of unexpected phrase; [and] his own frailties and 
rejection of the tough-guy Beatles image (115; order inverted 
for the sake of quotation).

“Interaction” is a term one critic has used to refer to an unconventionality 
audible in some popular musical communication: addressing listeners personally 
through the use of the second person (see Williams). Conventionally, rock lyrics 
are first person narratives (Van Der Horst 48). Indeed, for novelist E. L. Doctorow, 
“All songs are [conventionally again] songs of Justification” (61). Lennon’s use of 
the second person in SFF not only addresses listeners directly but cloaks any glaring 
^-^/Z-Justification in the lyrics. The use of the second person endows SFF with the 
quality Williams (19) calls “interaction,” the inclusion in the recorded song of “a 
you” (1) who is sung about, (2) whose presence is invoked by the song narrator, 
and (3) with whom the song narrator “interact[s].”

Among the innovations audible in the production of SFF are the Beatles’ 
inaugural use of (1) mellotron, a keyboard instrument that sounds like harmonizing 
flutes when chorded; (2) deliberate electronic distortion in the recording of a vocal 
performance, and (3) orchestral accompaniment in the recording of song penned 
primarily by Lennon. Each of these inventive features will be examined in greater 
detail.

Thematic Invention
A critic reminds us that music can serve as a communication medium through 

which “dreams” and fantasies “are unveiled, souls exorcised, tensions canalized, 
strength realized’” (Johnson, qtd. in Frith, Petforming 88). SFF was Lennon’s first 
attempt to use the medium of Beatles music as a means to unveil or exorcise aspects 
of, express tensions about or realize strengths of his childhood: Strawberry Field 
(Lennon added the “s”) was the name of a real Salvation Army hostel in Lennon’s 
hometown of Liverpool. For long-time Lennon friend and biographer Coleman 
the “words ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ signify John’s wish for an eternal childhood, 
where he could remain innocent and happy.. .John enjoyed his childhood memories. 
[They reminded him of] an era of simplicity when he.. .was happy” (Coleman 116; 
order inverted for the sake of quotation). Similarly but more abstractly an adult 
respondent who had Just begun a university teaching career in 1967 said the lyrics’ 
“imagery” evokes a “Garden of Eden.”

As is the case with other lyrics Lennon penned while he was a Beatle, SFF’s 
engender multiple interpretations several of which we shall discuss. One music 
critic contextualizes SFF within a small but variegated universe of fellow Beatles’ 
songs that evoke childhood memory. Particularly in SFF and “Julia” (1969) Lennon
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blends childhood memory and fantasy (Everett 365). Everett’s study of “fantastic 
remembrance” in SEE and “Julia” identifies three categories of memory themes in 
Beatle songs (361-64):

a. Memory can protect the singer-narrator from current misery; 
in “There’s a Place” (1964) the singer-narrators invoke 
memory as “a place where [one] can go/when [one] feel[s] 
low [or] blue.”

b. Memory can also be, paradoxically, a repository of pain; in 
“If I Fell” (1964) the singer-narrator hesitates to give his 
“heart,” because he “must be sure from the very start that” 
his potential beloved “would love [him] more than her.”

c. Memory can also recast the past in a roseate tone.

Everett contends SEE’s lyrics illustrate the latter two categories of Beatle 
commemoration: They may be read as a recollection of the painful time in Lennon’s 
childhood that he passed in an orphanage. But, Everett argues, by marking (thrice 
over) “Strawberry Fields” as a haven where “there’s nothing to get hung about,” 
Lennon sentimentalizes—or, to coin a term, roseates— what were more likely to 
have been grim years. The very phrase “Strawberry Fields,” the recording’s producer 
wrote, “evoke[s] a sunny meadow in shimmery warm sunshine, where you can 
drift and dream in a wonderful limbo” (Martin 14). For a Midwestern adult who 
was attending university when the song was released, SFF depicts “a fantasy world.” 
Consistent with this, the very color of the strawberry; the “red, red” (Shakespeare) 
of the rose; fosters this sentimentalization. “In reality” the real Strawberry Field 
“was hardly the stuff of romance” (14).

Psychoanalytic literary theory provides another lens through which Lennon’s 
lyrics may be viewed, a lens that magnifies Martin’s and Everett’s observations 
about them. According to literary theorists who subscribe to many schools of 
criticism that have been called psychoanalytic, the very act of writing is an attempt 
to bridge. To lyricize, writes Claridge, is to both confront desire and to defer it, or 
alternately, to build a span that joins the “is” to the “desired,” the “ego” to “reality” 
(Schapiro xii). In this context SFF may be heard as Lennon’s attempt to construct 
such a bridge; the lyric, “It’s getting hard to be someone,” both confronts the 
narrator’s painful present and, at the same time, defers complete realization of any 
wish he may harbor for relief. Even more, the line links the expressed wish for a 
separate, integral identity — ”to be someone”— to reality’s resistance to the 
formation of such an identity.
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SFF’s lyrics also bridge

1. a confusingly ambivalent now —’’Always.. .no sometimes.. .1 think 
I know I mean, er ‘Yes’ but...that is, I think...” (verse 3)— with an 
idyllic then, when “there [was] nothing to get hung about”;

2. the “hard”ships of fame, of “be[ingj someone,” with the relative 
“eas[e]” (verse 1) of anonymity;

3. the “real” (invoked in the chorus) with the “dream” (verse 3);
4. the “high” with the “low” (verse 2),
5. “always” with “sometimes” (verse 3),
6. to “think” with to “know” (verse 3),
7. “no” with “yes” (verse 3), and, by implication,
8. up with “down” (chorus),
9. right with “wrong” (verse 2),

10. good with “bad” (verse 2) and so on.

The lyrics enounce other binary oppositions, but I shall confine myself to noting 
only one other: “All” is invoked three times in the song, “nothing” four.

Elsewhere I argued that the lasting popularity of a song-recording released 
later in 1967 may be traced in part to its character as “mythic discourse” (“Notes” 
39). After Campbell, myth may be “defined...not as apocryphal stories associated 
with earlier cultures but as vital contemporary creators of meaning and value” 
(335; see also Silverstone, Rushing): Myths “mediate”—or bridge—real oppositions 
in their host culture (Campbell 335, citing Levi-Strauss). That is to say myths both 
express and fictionally resolve them (see Rushing, Silverstone). “Life and death, 
good and evil,...nature and culture,...individual and institution, the abstract and 
concrete, presence and absence,...normalcy and deviance,” the familiar and the 
strange, the real and the artificial, safety and danger, “tradition [and] change,...the 
personal and [the] social,” and mythic texts and the realities they claim to “represent” 
are among the oppositions myths mediate (Campbell 335-36, 341-42, 346, 352, 
358, 361; see also Silverstone).

SFF enounces its mythic character linguistically in its first verse line, “Living 
is easy with eyes closed.” Here life (“living”) is plausibly joined to death, the 
lifeless body “with eyes closed.” A related “core...concern and deep anxiet[y]” 
contemporary myth mediates (Silverstone 23) is “a yearning for wholeness” 
(Rushing 188) in the face of what Rushing takes to be the corresponding— and, in 
our time, pervasive—fear of permanent “separation from self, society, and the 
universe” (189). Lennon himself maintained SFF expressed the loneliness he felt 
in his childhood: “ ‘Nobody seems to be as hip as me’ is what I was saying. 
‘Therefore, I must be crazy or a genius’ ” (qtd. in Dowlding 148). In the light of
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mythic criticism and Lennon’s gloss consider again verse 2: “No one I think is in 
my tree/I mean it must be high or low.” Here the loneliness, the anxiety, and, 
arguably, the arrogance of Lennon’s subjective reflections on his childhood (in his 
aforementioned comment on SFF) are transcoded, metaphorized: “In my tree” both 
stands in for and transcends—ambiguates—the more straightforwardly declarative 
“hip as me.” This commutation arguably invites listeners such as a radio station 
music director interviewed for this study to first identify the line as denoting 
“loneliness” and then to identify with Lennon as one who experienced a loneliness 
with which the radio executive can connotatively identify, even re-experience. 
Similarly, “high or low” both stands in for and ambiguates “crazy or a genius.” 
Indeed, which of the two did Lennon consider “high” and which “low?”

In her inquiry into the lasting popularity of another popular culture text; the 
film, E.T, Rushing insists that all “statements expressing the[is] contemporary 
sense of fragmentation and the corresponding impulse toward unity are of 
considerable rhetorical [and cultural] significance” (189). Heard as a mediation 
of, or meditation on, such hopes or “yearning[s,j for wholeness” (188) and such 
fears of permanent “separation from self, society and the universe” (189), SFF is, 
like E.T., an expression of “mythic transcendence” (189). In sum, SFF, “a study 
[of] uncertain identity, tinged with the loneliness of solitary rebellion] against all 
things institutional [and simultaneously,] an eerie longing for a childhood of hide- 
and-seek and tree-climbing” (MacDonald 173), endures, again in part, because it 
retains its communicative and cultural power to serve a variety of audiences as 
mythic discourse. For a program director of a radio station in a populous city or 
market, the song’s “longing for childhood...is something everyone can relate to, 
which probably explains its lasting power.”

The following section builds on this introductory analysis by considering SFF’s 
textuality in a way that echoes its organization. An analysis that develops its 
arguments by reproducing the organization of the text it analyzes may have any 
number of advantages over alternatives that develop arguments otherwise. A fact 
about the SFF’s production supports this study’s rhetorical choice: The version of 
SFF that Lennon first brought to the recording studio did not start with the chorus— 
as the song-recording released did. (The early version began with ihe firsl verse 
line: “Living is easy with eyes closed.") Marlin reporls. ho\\e\er. lhat Lennon 
voiced qualms about starting the song with a negati\e thought. Attuned to the 
syntagmatic dimension of verse, even if he never called it that. Lennon eomposeil 
an alternative, the chorus. For Marlin. ‘“ Let me lake >ou down. *eos Fm gtiing it) 
Strawberry Fields’ was a good move, becau.se the lyric now immediately seized 
you[, the auditor,] by the throat. The song made you share an intriguing journey, 
instead of beginning with an abstract comment” (17). In the words of an adult 
respondent interviewed for this study, the song “suggests Paradise.” My attempt to
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craft an analysis of SFF that echoes its organization is simply my way, in Rushing’s 
phrase, of “approaching” SFF “with proper respect” (“Mythic” 267). Indeed, 
semotician Jurij Lotman reminds us that “the choice of a particular form of text 
organization is directly meaningful for the entire quantity of transm itted 
information” (67).

Verse /: For Everett, the lyrics, “L iving is easy with eyes closed, 
misunderstanding all you see...It’s getting hard to be someone” are best read as 
Lennon self-disclosures: “It’s getting hard to be someone” reveals a Lennon who, 
as has been suggested, hurts. Supporting this reading is Lennon’s own claim that 
of all his Beatles compositions, only two were personally “honest”: “Help!” and 
SFF (Dowlding 180; Martin 18). Not dissimilarly Mellers takes SFF as illustrative 
of the period of Beatles creativity he lauds as “mature” (104).

However this may be, the anxiety-cum-loneliness of “It’s getting hard to be 
someone” gives way to the declaration, “But it all works out/It doesn’t matter 
much to me.” For Everett such declarations help the singer-narrator distance himself 
from “his anxiety and express resignation at being misunderstood” (368). The 
declaimed unrealMy of “Strawberry Fields” fulfills the same need. These arguments 
are certainly creditable. But viewed with the lens of the psychoanalytic perspective 
described above, the lines, “But it all works out/It doesn’t matter much to me” may 
not be best read as a simple admission of “resignation” but, rather, as a bridge that 
spans a painful “is” with a relieved “desired” (Schapiro xii). Yes, resignation can 
produce the longed-for relief. But viewing the verse’s final lines as a cognitively 
constructed bridge—as, in a media sociologist’s phrase, “artful accomplishment” 
(Tuchman 97)—acknowledges that other means, such as songwriting, can yield 
the same result.

Verse 2: The song’s movement from anxiety-cum-loneliness to resolution or 
relief is here repeated: The loneliness that “no one...is in” the singer-narrator’s 
“tree,” that no one else can...tune in,” gives way to “but it’s all right/That is I [the 
singer-narrator] think it’s not too bad.” Similarly, verse 3’s “But you know I know 
and it’s a dream” transmits the same resolution or relief I’ll discuss other aspects 
of SFF presently. Suffice it to say now that the foregoing has demonstrated that the 
lyrical inventiveness of SFF is protean. Another study supports the notion that 
SFF’s popularity derives from its thematic inventiveness not so much vis-a-vis 
earlier Beatles songs but, rather, earlier hits in general. Burns’ examination of lyrical 
trends in songs released in the 1963 to 1972 period is rooted in his view that lyrics 
“create a fantasy world in which characters act, plots unfold, and lessons become 
clear” (25). Burns’ analysis of his sample reveals that songs released before 1964, 
the year of the Beatles’ “breakout,” constructed a romanticized notion of love (26). 
Characters in Beatles songs, however, were “relieved of many of the inhibitions 
and requirements routinely placed on [the characters] in previous lyrics” (26). In
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this light SFF not only defied conventions of prior Beatles’ hits (see pp. 4-5, above) 
but defied as well a defining convention of pre-Beatles pop, viz., co-ordinating 
song plot, characters and, after Burns, “lessons” to revalorize romantic heterosexual 
love.

Interaction Invention
I have noted how SFF’s opening lyrics invite auditors rather than, say, preach 

at them. (In contrast, the line, “Living is easy with eyes closed” preaches.) By 
directly addressing auditors, however, “Let me take you down” exemplifies 
interaction (see p. 3, above; emphasis mine). Interaction is also augmented through 
the disjointed style found in such lines as, “That is you can’t you know tune in but 
it’s all right/That is I think it’s not too bad;” and “Always, no sometimes, think it’s 
me/But you know I know and it’s a dream/I think I know I mean a ‘Yes’ but it’s all 
wrong/That is I think I disagree.” Martin insists

the brilliance of the song’s lyrics lies in the way they call up 
strong images, using the often illogical and disjointed language 
of everyday speech. Play back a tape of people talking, and 
you hear words used out of context, sentences in reversed order, 
interruptions, ‘urns’ and ‘ers’ and hesitations all over the place.
The spoken word is a shambles. Listen again to John’s song, 
and you will hear this exquisitely captured (15).

The disjointed style heightens SFF’s interaction because it constructs a 
conversational context. Never before had the Beatles used both in a song-recording. 
Few other artists had, either. A musicologist reminds us that a lyric can “ ‘draw 
attention to itself qua language, by deviating from accepted linguistic norms,” 
including songwriting norms. Indeed the craft of songwriting inheres in hearing 
“ ‘spoken language as a poem’” (Lodge, qtd. in Frith, “Why Do” 99-100). For 
critic Ian MacDonald the art of SFF’s lyrics inheres in their attempt to express the 
inexpressible, to articulate “sensations too confusing, intense, or personal to 
articulate” (172).

Production Invention
A third aspect of SFF’s inventiveness lies in the relative expense and novelty 

of its production history. Compared to previous songs the Beatles recorded, 
production of SFF was far more complex. The Beatles’ first LP, Please Please Me, 
took one day to record and cost approximately $400 in studio time and labor. Sgt. 
Pepper 5 Lonely Hearts Club Band, for which SFF was designed, took four months
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to create and cost $25,000 (Davis 62). The Beatles recorded 20 versions of SFF 
alone between 24 November and 21 December 1966 (Dowlding, Martin). Above, 
I identified the innovations audible in the production of SFF as the Beatles’ inaugural 
use of (1) mellotron, a keyboard instrument that sounds like harmonizing flutes 
when chorded; (2) deliberate electronic distortion in the recording of a vocal 
performance, and (3) orchestral accompaniment in the recording of song penned 
primarily by Lennon. I shall examine each of these inventive features in greater 
detail presently.

SFF marks the Beatles’ inaugural use of mellotron immediately; the song�
recording starts with chords sounded from the instrument unaccompanied. At the 
time he was recording the song, Lennon called the introduction, played by 
McCartney, “unforgettable” (Martin 15). But Lennon was not happy with his voice 
track and asked Martin to make it sound better. Martin accomplished this by 
adjusting the frequency on Lennon’s microphone. This had the effect of making 
Lennon’s voice sound warmer, huskier and more plaintive and lingering (17). Also 
for the first time, Lennon asked Martin to include orchestral accompaniment for a 
song he wrote. The outcome was a Beatles song of firsts: the first use of the 
mellotron, the first instance a Beatle vocal had been distorted and the first time 
orchestral instruments sounded in a Lennon composition.

Another production element that displayed SFF’s inventiveness stemmed from 
both Lennon’s and Martin’s perfectionism. To the unknowing ear, the song seems 
to be a unified creation. But the release was actually a blend of two “takes” Lennon 
had abandoned and came back to later. Martin found the task of combining the two 
next to impossible because the two takes were not in the same key nor tempo. But 
he and engineer Geoff Emerick resorted to even physically stretching the audiotape 
on which the renditions were recorded to conform the take in the higher key to the 
one in the lower. The edit occurs one minute into the song, but it is inaudible to 
most listeners. For Martin, “that edit has stuck out like a sore thumb.” But “nobody 
else seemed to notice” (22). The Beatles had recorded 20 different takes of the 
song, and the final release mixed parts of Take 1 and Take 20. This may not be a 
physically noticeable indicator of the inventiveness of the song-recording, but it is 
a textual—and technological—feature of it nonetheless and, I argue, as much a 
constituent of its popularity as any other.

John claimed to take particular pride in SFF because it differed from any other 
song he had written or heard. And as recently as 1994 Martin dubbed it the “most 
original and inventive track to date in pop music” (24). “The lyrics, or rather poems, 
of John Lennon [as Beatle and as a solo artist] have been psychoanalyzed... They 
are indeed clever, touching, appropriately timely and (which is most important) 
well mated with the tunes” (Thompson and Gutman 121 ).But, as Martin eloquently 
says:
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I am not sure how much cold-blooded analysis has to do with 
one’s passion for a work of art. It is a bit like falling in love. Do 
we really care if there is the odd wrinkle here or there? The power 
to move people, to tears or laughter, to violence or sympathy, is 
the prime mover: [Music’s] call on the emotions is the most direct 
of all the arts (13).

One final instance captures the Beatles’ particular incarnation of what I’ll 
call, after Rushing ( “^ .T ”), transcendent Spirit. Towards the end of the song�
recording, the music momentarily fades and then resurfaces. What one hears are 
chaotic banging and disjointed melodic lines. Martin was responsible for none of 
this. He strolled in late to the studio and found the Beatles recording. “Like 
something from a very bad Tarzan movie[,j John and Paul were bashing bongo 
drums, George was on huge kettle drums... Above it all, Ringo was struggling 
manfully to keep the cacophony together with his regular drum kit” (19). Before 
this, no other contemporaneous rock group dared to include such cacophony in 
their recordings. SFF not only changed the Beatles’ way of creating music but also 
influenced, or inspired, the recording practices of others (Turner 90).

SFF was the first of several Beatles songs Lennon penned that were personal, 
self-reflective and adventurous, giving auditors glimpses into his pre-Beatles’ life. 
(Consider “Julia,” “Come Together,” and the veiled biographical content of “I Am 
The Walrus.”) SFF was a Beatles breakthrough, a harbinger, “a dream” of things to 
come, an expression of both matter and spirit, a “field” of invention.

Illinois State University Arnold S. Wolfe

Notes
1. Ryan Moore, a former student of the author’s and graduate of the Department of 

Communication at Illinois State University, contributed to the initial formulation of 
this section.

2. Space constraints limit the number and variety of references I can make to interviews 
conducted for this study with members of three living social groups which are as 
responsible as other groups, such as popular music critics, for the cultural persistence 
of SFF: They are: adults who were approximately college-age when the recording 
under study was released, contemporary radio station executives and current college 
students. For a more comprehensive accounting of these interviews, see Wolfe, “The 
Beatles’ ‘Strawberry.’’’

3. Elsewhere 1 have argued that ambiguities are a cardinal characteristic of Lennon’s 
Beatles’ songwriting style (“Irony,” “Song”).

4. It is also a processing of memory that not only illustrates Everett’s latter two categories 
of Beatle commemoration—SFF (1) records past pain and (2) sentimentalizes the past.
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5.

6 .

SFF is a processing of memory that illustrates Everett’s first category of Beatle 
commemoration as well: Heard as psychological bridge and mythic text, SFF can protect 
the singer-narrator from current misery.
Cultural studies and popular music scholar Lawrence Grossberg reminds us that “music 
articulates its power” whenever it “attempt[s] to transcend [the oppressions of] everyday 
life” (“The Framing of Rock” 204).
The coding system for radio station personnel indicates the position of the respondent 
(PD = program director or MD = music director); the size (large [L], medium [M], or 
small [S]) of the market (M) of the station employing the respondent, and the reference 
number of the respondent (1 or 2).
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Writing Women’s Magazines

Women’s weekly magazines have, until recently, been seen as a negative 
influence on their readers because of their supposedly anti-feminist agenda. With 
the shift in focus from text to audience, however, researchers have begun to 
recognise the different ways in which magazines can be interpreted by readers, 
and increasingly that readers appear to participate in the development and content 
of the magazines. In postmodern thinking, the divisions between producers and 
consumers have become blurred and contemporary women’s weeklies look as if 
they have been written by their readers and in some cases editors explicitly claim 
that this is so. ^readers are playing a greater role in the magazines, then researchers 
have to consider that the content of such publications may be chosen by the readers, 
rather than by the editors, and that readers are involved in the struggles over notions 
of identity and femininity in the magazines’ pages. In this paper, we explore the 
participation of readers in women’s weekly magazines from the perspectives of 
both readers and journalists, using interviews and observation. We conclude that 
although readers do have some input into the magazines, the appearance of 
participation is largely an illusion created by the magazines to differentiate them 
from the old style, didactic, ‘us and them’ magazines of the 1970s and 80s. Despite 
appearances to the contrary, editorial control over magazines has not been ceded 
to readers.

Researching women’s magazines
Women’s magazines have been explored and analysed by feminist scholars 

since Friedan’s (1963) critique of American magazines in the 1960s. The Feminine 
Mystique set the tone for subsequent work on magazines and rarely has anything 
positive been written about them since. Studies on women’s magazines often result 
in the feminist author focusing on what she sees as the restricting femininity and 
dulling material presented in the glossy pages. Writers such as Ferguson (1983), 
Hebron (1983), Tuchman (1978) and King and Stott (1977) despaired over the 
assumed lack of feminist awareness of (always other) readers, who would not 
have the perception to see through the magazines’ anti-feminist agenda. But actual 
readers were never consulted about how they read women’s magazines. The studies 
mentioned above used content analysis as a method of researching titles such as 
Woman, Woman s Own, Jackie and Cosmopolitan, and reader positions were inferred 
from the content. The discursive space of a woman’s magazine was seen as closed 
to the readers themselves and occupied only by editorial and advertising.

The emphasis on content was in accordance with the prevailing knowledge 
and theoretical perspectives of the 1970s and 80s, when audience positions were
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seen to be fixed by the actual texts (Morley 1995) with no space for resistance or 
critical interpretation on behalf of the reader. As this notion began to be challenged 
by a more interpretative, postmodern and local approach to culture, the audience 
became the focus of attention, and content analysis alone was viewed as inadequate 
to access the nuances and critical reflections available to audiences of popular 
texts such as soap operas (Hobson 1982; Brown 1994) and women’s magazines 
(Winship 1987; Ballaster et al 1991). Viewers and readers were recognised as 
bringing their own experiences and individuality to texts, rather than being 
positioned by them, thus reducing the importance of the text whilst giving more 
power to the audience. However, notions of sociological factors such as age and 
class remain relevant to understanding audiences and enable researchers to go 
beyond the psychological uses and gratifications approach (Rubin 1994) which 
focused on individual responses to the media.

As the audience became to be seen as active rather than passive, the effects of 
this shift were to encourage the notion that audiences not only actively consume, 
but knowingly resist media influences to assert their own agenda over the material 
(Fiske 1987). With regard to women’s magazines, earlier writings on the limitations 
of such publications have given way to a more flexible idea of the reader as able to 
pick the content she wants to read and to disregard the rest (Hermes 1995; Oates 
1997). For some theorists, though, this focus on the audience has moved too far, 
implying a rejection of issues of power and political economy (Stevenson 1995; 
Kellner 1995). Both these authors suggest that the power of media producers and 
organisations to set the agenda and define cultural products should not be neglected 
in an uncritical desire to celebrate the audience. This point shall be addressed later 
in the paper.

A progression from the current focus on the power of the audience is to conceive 
of consumers as actively participating in the production and development of certain 
media forms with a consequent blurring of divisions between producer and 
consumer. Recent writings in cultural studies suggest that increasingly the 
boundaries between these two may be disappearing (McRobbie 1996). Such an 
apparent blurring of boundaries in culture has its roots in postmodern developments 
in society in which differences are erased and previously separate realms merge in 
a postmodern kaleidoscope (Kellner 1995), although some postmodern theorists 
like Baudrillard (1981) claim that audience participation in production is a marginal 
phenomenon. Baudrillard argues that the technicality of modern communications 
remains univocal and that although media seem to demand participation from their 
audiences, the required responses are predecided and controlled. One way that the 
audience can resist this process is to refuse to participate at all in media interaction 
(Stevenson 1995). Indeed, the ephemeral nature of postmodern culture, its speed 
and superficiality, could be seen to discourage involvement and instead promote
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the distant and cool viewer/reader/listener. However, Baudrillard’s suspicion of 
the capacity of the media to generate genuine social response is not shared by all 
theorists. The shift towards participation can be seen in the interactive media of 
television talk shows like Oprah (Livingstone and Lunt 1994), audience 
participation programmes such as Crimewafch where victims of crime tell their 
stoiA (Brow n 1995) and the deliberate dissolving of the distinction between audience 
and performer, characteristic of much postmodern art and media, in which everyday 
life has imploded into the media. The divisions between the real and imaginary 
have become fused in an environment characterised by a proliferation of signs and 
signifiers (Featherstone 1991) and magazines together with other cultural forms 
have changed considerably over the last decade, making it difficult to identify real 
life and fiction in contemporary media-oriented culture, particularly on television. 
This development is intensified when the producers of media and culture claim to 
be just like their viewers or readers, which is how some magazine editors see their 
position. McRobbie (1996) found that the editor and writers of More!, a fortnightly 
magazine for young women, identified with their readers and aimed the magazine 
at an audience similar to themselves and their friends. The young staff believed 
they enjoyed similar tastes and interests to their peers and therefore if the staff 
found a topic attractive and wanted to read about it, it was felt the readers would 
too.

If readers and producers are blurring their traditional boundaries, there is an 
implication that the struggles over representation and gender identity in the 
magazines might be less marked than previous research has suggested (Ballaster 
et al 1991). Identity is, of course, a highly emotive topic for feminist researchers. 
To deconstruct the subject, as post-structuralists do, is to deny the existence of an 
essential identity (but without denying common experiences) and instead to suggest 
that humans are constructed by social discourses and cultural practice (Alcoff 1988). 
The concept of woman is fiction, to be problematized and challenged by feminists. 
Such a view opens up possibilities of difference for women, released from a 
predetermined and fixed gender identity and able continually to construct their 
subjectivity in the historical and cultural field of the moment. Alcoff (1988) suggests 
the notion of position to avoid essentializing gender. She writes:

When the concept ‘woman’ is defined not by a particular set of 
attributes but by a particular position, the internal characteristics 
of the person thus identified are not denoted so much as the 
external context within which that person is situated (Alcoff 
1988:433).

The concept of position allows the subject to move in relation to altering
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contexts of culture, economy, friendship networks and so on, highlighting 
differences amongst women. Within these fields, subjects actively contribute to 
their position by interpreting and reconstructing their history according to their 
access to different discourses. Individuals may define themselves in relation to 
socially held ideals of beauty and femininity, where representations of gender in 
magazines (and other media) can play an important role as cultural sources on 
which readers can draw and also use for (often negative) comparison.

Despite post-structuralist developments in feminist thought, there remains the 
possibility, particularly in media research, of seeing women solely in terms of 
class. This is identified by Ang and Hermes as ‘creeping essentialism’ (1991:313), 
meaning the danger that lies in interpreting responses from audiences as originating 
in a working class or middle class experience. In their view, this precludes a 
recognition of the multiple ways in which viewers or readers make sense of media 
like women’s magazines. This is not to deny the existence of class differences (and 
magazines identify and target audiences in terms of class) but it is to see them as 
part of a subject’s identity, rather than the whole. However, Skeggs (1997) argues 
that class is a structural, rather than discursive, concept, and that women’s lack of 
class resources affects their investment in particular identities or roles. Again, 
women’s magazines can play a part in reinforcing certain positions e.g women as 
carers, offering their readers self-value and validation of their restricted options. 
The weekly magazines illustrate a contradictory approach to the concept of woman, 
which shifts between essentialist and cultural poles. By their very nature of 
attempting to address all women under the umbrella of ‘woman’, the editors embrace 
a particular feminism which positions women as one, emphasising what the editors 
see as common experiences. But the editors also attempt to recognise women’s 
multiple subjectivities by addressing readers in different roles (although certain 
ones prevail, especially wife and mother). Thus magazines both universalise and 
essentialize womanhood but also recognise (if not explicitly approve) difference, 
providing a range of subject positions which readers can take up and with which 
they can identify. There is nothing inevitable about the positions readers adopt 
from their magazines (and of course magazines are not read in isolation from other 
media). As suggested above, readers invest in certain positions which might 
empower them, offer them satisfaction, or because they have limited cultural capital. 
It could be argued that readers have an interest in identifying with particular gender 
positions because of the considerable cultural and social pressures to be seen as 
feminine and therefore ‘normal’ (Ang and Hermes 1991). But if readers themselves 
are represented in the magazines, and it is their experiences which are portrayed, 
then the range of subject positions and the acceptable behaviour of women are 
potentially widened to encompass the diverse and multiple ways of living which 
come from the readers. As McRobbie (1996) notes, between the editors and the
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advertisers the vexed question of what a woman is today is constantly debated. In 
addition to editors and advertisers I suggest that readers might be added, as all 
three have the potential to produce, through the pages of the magazines, definitions 
of what it means to be a woman.

The Weekly Market
We will briefly identify the market in terms of readership, sales, titles, launches 

and so on before exploring women’s magazines and the roles that readers play in 
their production and development. The weekly women’s magazine market is a 
huge industry with total sales of approximately nine million every week (Driver 
and Gillespie 1993). Take a Break, Britain’s best selling weekly for women, is read 
by five million readers and the established weekly. Womans Own, is read by over 
three million (National Readership Survey 1997). Demographically, typical readers 
of weeklies are female, working class, married with children, and aged in their late 
thirties/early forties. For example, Bella"^ core audience is women in social classes 
Cl (e.g. clerical workers) and C2 (e.g. skilled manual workers) with a median age 
of 40. No data is available on the racial backgrounds of readers but from an 
examination of the stories and photographs in Take a Break, Bella and Best, it 
appears that the magazines are read by all women, but the majority of stories are 
from white readers (Oates 1997). However, this may be due to the selection of 
stories for publication, rather than a representation of actual readers.

The UK weekly market is expanding, and new titles such as Eva, Enjoy! Here! 
and Now have launched in the last three years. The weekly market is more volatile 
than the monthly arena, although there has also been a recent growth in monthly 
titles such as Frank, Minx, Passion and Red. However, in 1999 Prinia, the leading 
monthly title, had lower sales figures (510,142) than Take a Break, the top weekly 
with sales of 1,273,820 (Addicott 1999).

Women now have more choice than before over their weekly or monthly 
magazine, emphasising the competitive nature of the market and the need for each 
title to identify or create a niche for itself (Garratt 1996). Although women’s 
magazines are seen by some commentators as having become lacklustre, the input 
of new titles is currently revitalising the market (e.g. Weale 1997).

Contemporary women’s magazines, particularly the weeklies, are different 
from their predecessors of ten or even five years ago. The most marked difference 
is in their extensive use of ‘true life’ material from readers, a trend which is 
noticeable in magazines such as Take a Break, Thats Life, Eva and Chat, although 
true life has not affected the monthly magazines in a similar way. Monthly 
magazines, aimed at the upmarket consumer, continue to offer more fashion, beauty, 
sex, and lifestyle features, and do not attempt to include their actual readers to the 
same extent as the weeklies.
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True life material consists of stories from and about “ordinary” people (but 
always edited by a journalist) in contrast to articles by journalists which feature 
interviews or discussions of celebrities or other issues. The decrease in the number 
of practical ‘how to’ articles (sewing, knitting, craft) and the move away from the 
previous didactic, ‘us and them’ quality that used to characterise women’s weeklies, 
means that the previously clear line between producers and readers has become 
blurred, with weekly magazines launched in the late 1980s/early 1990s invariably 
adopting a true life theme. The effect of this shift from fiction and articles by 
journalists to material from readers and ‘ordinary’ people is to offer readers the 
possibility of participating in their favourite weekly - a line from Bella's promotional 
material illustrates this promise:

Using genuine and original sources, our real life has struck a 
chord with British women. Readers are involved in all senses 
and are active participants in their own social documentaries.
Real life editorial is the cornerstone of the magazine’s appeal.
Bella Media Information Pack 1996 [my italics])

Take a Break goes one step further by claiming that it is actually written by its 
readers:

You, the reader, have created Take a Break. This magazine is 
largely inspired and written by the five million people who enjoy 
it every week. It portrays the reality of life in Britain today and, 
like life itself, our stories are happy, sad, brave and noble. We 
want to thank everyone for their support. We always listen to 
your opinions. It’s you, the reader, we are here to serve (Editor,
Take a Break 16 January 1997:54 [my italics]).

Little work has been done with readers on their participation in magazines, 
and there is also a lack of contemporary research inside the magazines themselves, 
an exception being McRobbie’s (1996) recenl work with magazines lor >oung 
women. By exploring these two aspects ot magazines, it should be possible lo 
reach an understanding of the extern ol readers' conn ibulion to magazines and 
also how the identities of women in the pages are struggled o\ei and def ined.

Readers
Reader participation implies a greater role in the magazine than completing 

the fun crosswords or using a recommended recipe, although these are valid ways 
of enjoying and using magazines. If readers are interacting with the magazine by
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contributing original material, responding to the experiences of others, taking part 
in focus groups or making suggestions for the magazine, then we would regard 
that as participating in the content and development of the magazine. Women’s 
weeklies devote somewhere between one quarter and one half of their total content 
to material from readers (Oates 1997), and therefore the potential to participate in 
the magazines is high. Even if readers do not contribute themselves, they appreciate 
that the stories and other content come from women like themselves, and this 
makes the magazine much more meaningful to their own lives. One reader relates 
her family’s interaction with a woman’s weekly:

A relation of mine had trouble with her daughter and she wrote 
to Take a Break and all the names were altered. She was 
desperate, she wanted a reply and I read it in the magazine and 
I picked it out straightaway. And reading Take a Break, there’s 
been people in the same circumstances as I have and when my 
son and daughter-in-law had my first grandchild, we had a fall 
out and I never saw him for eleven months and there was a 
letter in Take a Break from a grandma and it lifted me and I 
actually wrote to Take a Break (Magazine reader, interviewed 
February 1995).

This reader’s involvement with Take a Break which extends to her use of 
magazines as gifts (Oates in press) illustrates the input into the magazine and also 
what readers take from the magazine. It is used as a resource both to air one’s 
views and to take on board the experiences of others. Readers recognise this 
interactive function of the magazine and use it in a practical way, particularly the 
health information, as the reader below explains:

They gave you the name of a book in one of the magazines to 
get and I did actually get it and it helped to get me off some 
tablets. And then my hormones were all dodgy and I read about 
these tablets so I asked my doctor for them and within a week 
I was different altogether. They are good, these [magazines] 
because they’re all true stories, people’s own experiences, aren’t 
they, with different things, they have been tried (Magazine 
reader, interviewed September 1994).

By responding to articles, letters or true life stories from others, readers continue 
the input from other women by adding their own experiences which in turn generates 
further responses, sometimes to the extent that the magazines may start a campaign
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if a topic arouses sufficient interest (for example, Take a Break had a campaign to 
promote breastfeeding in public places). Readers are apparently directing the 
magazine by the volume of their interest and their written responses to certain 
topics which originate from other readers.

Women’s weekly magazine readers supply material and respond to the stories 
and letters. In turn, the magazine staff present themselves as similar to their readers. 
Nowhere is this more emphasised than in Take a Break, where journalists join in 
with the true life trend to relate their own experiences and present them in the 
formats usually reserved for readers. For example, the health editor of Take a Break 
describes her laser treatment to correct short sight in the My Operation slot (January 
1995). Both journalists and readers write about their holiday experiences, 
accompanied by photographs. Readers and journalists take part in makeovers, 
fashion shoots and try out new diets. Some readers recognise this lack of distance 
between themselves and the magazine staff and appreciate the informality this 
affords the magazine and how it enables readers to be more involved, at least in 
terms of representation. The inclusion of readers in the fashion pages allows other 
readers to relate comfortably to the various ages, sizes and shapes of ordinary 
women (something rarely seen in the upmarket monthlies). Readers appear to be 
dictating their needs, through the magazine pages, for more realistic images of 
women. The effect of these representations, plus the discreet editing of true life 
stories and other reader material, is to imply that women’s weeklies, and especially 
Take a Break, are written both fo r  and by the readers, and that actual readers 
recognise this apparent blurring of the old roles of producers and consumers. Like 
the trend for true life in other media forms (television, film, radio), viewers, listeners 
and readers become a part of the programme as well as being part of the audience.

The research with readers of women’s magazines indicates that the readers 
provide material for publication and see themselves as part of their favourite weekly. 
This is an image the editors are keen to promote and they acknowledge the 
importance of reader participation in the magazines. From the readers’ point of 
view the blurring of the roles of consumer and producer appears to be evident, but 
what of the perspective from inside the magazine? If readers believe they are a part 
of the magazines they read, and have an input into the content, what do the journalists 
and editorial staff think of such participation?

Inside Magazines
In our research, we interviewed the editor, deputy editor, art editor and other 

staff of a popular woman’s weekly, and explored how readers participate in this 
magazine. All women’s magazines carry out market research via focus groups to 
keep in touch with their readers, and they receive letters, stories, requests for advice 
etc. in their offices. How do the magazines assimilate such material? What images
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and representations of femininity are negotiated and chosen by the editorial team? 
And how much of the reader is allowed into the magazine? The production and 
consumption of magazines does not take place in a neat, linear sequence - there is 
constant overlap and feedback between the magazine and its readership as both 
practices occur sim ultaneously and draw upon shared cultural codes and 
knowledges. McRobbie (1996) found that the journalists working on a magazine 
for young women saw themselves as very much belonging to the same cultural 
groups as the readership:

The editors attribute the success of their magazine to the instinct 
that what they and their friends want to read or look at, proves 
to be equally appealing to readers. They not only identify with 
their readers, making decisions and arguing their case by casting 
themselves as readers, they also see themselves as actively 
assisting and thereby producing readers as fashionable young 
women (McRobbie 1996:179-80).

In our research, the editor and staff of a successful woman’s weekly did, to 
some extent, reflect McRobbie’s findings as some journalists and designers had 
been readers of the magazine before working on it. Indeed, their affection for the 
magazine as readers prompted them to apply for posts within the magazine. Other 
staff, however, were clearly not as close to the readership and had difficulty knowing 
what to offer the reader in the magazine and whether readers would like it. This 
uncertainty produced tension in the magazine offices, resolved only temporarily 
when the results of focus groups showed readers to be happy with particular articles 
or features. The tension was especially marked before focus group results were 
known, as staff desperately hoped the readers would be favourable:

We’re always dying to hear what the readers say, we’re always 
[asking] what did they say, and sometimes we think they’ll love 
that feature and they didn’t and, oh, we’re really upset because 
we want to give them what they like (Deputy features editor, 
interviewed April 1997).

The necessity of closely studying the readers, to be constantly aware of what 
they want, produces more tensions because of the readership’s contrasting needs 
and opinions, all of which the magazine cannot possibly fulfil. An example of such 
contrasting opinions is given below:

When we showed the focus group this diet, they had a quick look at it and
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several of them said they didn’t like it, it was a cheat and a con, it wasn’t a proper 
diet. When we analysed what it was they thought was a con about it, it’s because 
it’s one of those diets where they give you a variety of breakfasts to choose from, 
a variety of snacks, you make up your own selection of things. They didn’t want 
that, they wanted to be told at eleven o’clock eat this banana, at five past twelve eat 
this. It was allowing them too much choice ... we will alter subsequent diets ... it’s 
very interesting because two of the people who were on the diet are on the staff 
and they said honestly this was the best, most effective diet they’d ever been on 
and we’ve had letters from people since saying how fantastic that diet was, do you 
have any information on it, is it in a book, where can I buy it. But I think for the 
time being, until the climate changes a bit more, we’re going to have to go back to 
the old style of doing it. There are all sorts of things we’d like to do in the magazine 
but we can’t because they won’t let us. They being the readers (Editor, interviewed 
May 1997).

In addition to trying to please readers, sales figures have to be improved or at 
least maintained, rival publications have to be monitored, and advertisers have to 
be kept happy. As McRobbie (1996) notes, the need to be ahead of the competition 
is vital, and this need was one of the motivations for the true life trend in the ‘new 
weeklies’. Best and Bella, in the late 1980s. The commercial environment of 
magazines also indicates the importance of acknowledging the political economy 
approach to the media, which considers the ownership, advertising and power 
relations involved in publishing, as well as the audience. Commercial pressure on 
magazines, especially advertising (weeklies receive around half their revenue from 
advertising and the remainder from sales) means that readers’ needs have to be 
balanced with those of advertisers. The true life agenda is not just to give readers a 
voice - it also serves to increase sales and advertising revenue, and it is a relatively 
cheap way of filling magazines.

There is potential for reader input into magazines and this input arrives both 
voluntarily from readers and also from more formal channels such as focus groups. 
But the magazines do not adopt this reader material uncritically, as the editor 
explains:

We’ve all seen magazines that rely wholesale on focus groups 
and use no Judgement and we’ve seen they don’t work. [A 
publishing company] in particular slavishly tend to follow their 
focus group information and [a woman’s weekly] recently, they 
get the same positive feedback on health as we do and so 
recently they were doing a four page pull out and two pages of 
health and two pages of alternative health and a health problems 
all in one clump and it was Just too much, it was overwhelming
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and it looked boring and I know they were slavishly following 
their focus groups (Editor, interviewed May 1997).

This statement indicates the tensions that reader input produces. Should the 
magazine follow it or not? Do readers really know what they want and do all 
readers want the same thing? Readers’ desires, dislikes, true life stories, letters and 
so on have to be assessed for suitability and whether they fit the magazine’s ‘house 
style’. As each magazine has tried to create its own identity in a crowded market, 
the danger of following readers too closely is that the identity may be lost. Weeklies 
have a wide readership range, which the deputy features editor suggested was 
almost like having two separate audiences - younger women and those aged mid 
thirties and above. The magazine differentiates its audience by age, yet all women 
are seen as sharing factors which can override this division and other divisions (for 
example class, ethnicity, race, sexuality) and which enables them to read and enjoy 
the same weekly magazine (although readers would not necessarily see all aspects 
of the content as appropriate to themselves, for example make-up tips demonstrated 
on white models were seen as irrelevant by black readers; fashion for thin women 
was regarded as unsuitable by average or larger sized readers).

To relate this point back to the earlier discussion about the notion of ‘woman’ 
in women’s magazines, appealing to a mass market audience encourages the 
magazine to propose interests that are implied and endorsed by the editor and 
Journalists as constant in every woman’s life - her appearance, home, and family. 
By using these themes, the magazine hopes to reach all women, regardless of age, 
class, sexuality or race and therefore this is how the magazine constructs femininity 
in its pages. Challenges to this femininity or to the unique selling point of the 
magazine are rejected by the editor. For example, the advertising manager of the 
magazine wanted to take an advertisement by Ann Summers, the lingerie and sex 
aids company. The editor was unhappy about this because the kind of femininity 
the magazine offers to its readers is not sexy - it is home and family oriented. 
Despite evidence that the most popular magazine among women who held Ann 
Summers parties was this particular weekly, the editor felt that readers would be 
offended by such an advertisement and it was in fact rejected. In turn, the advertisers 
can be offended by what they see as inappropriate headlines:

Sometimes advertisers ask us why we don’t have all practical 
headlines and the advantage of the headline is to catch 
someone’s eye and quite honestly it’s not a Which? guide to 
anything, it’s for entertainment as well as thought provoking 
as well as practical as well as inform ation giving. So 
occasionally they’ll question a headline but it does catch the
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eye and if you’re a floating reader you think, gosh, I want to 
read that (Advertising manager, interviewed June 1997).

The struggles over content between the editorial, advertising, and reader 
components are constant and are played out against a highly competitive 
environment of rival magazines and fluctuking sales. Input from the reader is 
judged by the editor for its Tit’ into the magazine’s unique selling position and the 
magazine’s advertising identity.

Summary
It would have been straightforward to point to the extent of reader interaction 

with women’s weeklies and conclude that their increased representation in the 
magazines’ pages equalled increased participation by readers. But the postmodern 
blurring of previously clear divisions between producers and consumers is 
ambiguous in the world of women’s magazines. Readers do have many opportunities 
to contribute to the magazines, and the true life trend emphasises their presence in 
the weeklies. Readers participate in focus groups, supply material for features, and 
respond to other readers in the magazine pages, but they are nevertheless controlled 
by editors and advertisers who maintain a unique selling point for the magazine. 
Baudrillard (1985) has argued that modern media technologies, because of their 
one-way nature, require little genuine participation on behalf of the audience, 
although from our research with readers we suggest that more participation exists 
than Baudrillard would acknowledge. Baudrillard posits the ‘couch potato’ 
(Stevenson 1995:160), distanced by the temporary nature of postmodern culture, 
but the existence (and indeed the appeal) of women’s weeklies relies on the 
involvement of their audience - without their willingness to participate, weeklies 
would not exist in their current form.

However, although the weeklies explicitly offer the promise of participation 
for readers and they can participate, this is only if they conform to what the editor 
and her/his staff want. The promise of participation served to differentiate the new 
weeklies from the old weeklies when they launched and offered the new weeklies 
an innovative identity in what was seen as a market in decline (Braithwaite 1995). 
Active participation is offered but this is always on the basis of the magazine’s 
own agenda - editors remain in control of women’s weekly magazines and the 
identity of the magazine is structured by advertisers, competitors and the editors 
themselves, with some input from the readers. Although readers are included in 
women’s weeklies, to the extent that they seem to be writing the magazines 
themselves, they have little control over how they are represented, supporting 
Budrillard’s pessimistic view of the media. However, weeklies do offer women a 
voice, and are one of the few mainstream media channels to do so. And in light of
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the magazines’ working class readership, it is women who are rarely heard or seen 
who are made visible. In addition, the very presence of ordinary women in 
magazines opens up the feminist debate discussed earlier, as definitions of what it 
means to be a woman are explored through the lives of readers.

The agenda of women’s weekly magazines and the way they represent women, 
remain largely in the hands of the producers, yet the magazines have opened up 
their discursive space to allow readers to participate. Despite the claims of editors, 
the magazines are not written by readers, but the readers’ presence allows a further 
dimension to be acknowledged in the arguments around identity and femininity in 
the pages of the woman’s weekly magazine.

University of Sheffield, United Kingdom Caroline Oates
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Staging (on film) Richard III  
to Reflect the Present

Whether fihnine Shakespeare's play Riclninl III, or an original screen play 
ahoul the events of his life and times, almost everything surrounding this short�
lived Hnglish king is controversial and shrouded in mystery. Within the past fifty 
years sev eral “scholarly" biographies have sought to construct a “true” picture of 
the life, actions, motivations, and character of Richard III. The three most widely 
read clearly demonstrate the polarity of opinion about Richard III. Paul Murray 
Kendall’s Richard III (1955) presents a revisionist view of a good man, forced into 
making choices sometimes contrary to his nature, blackened by Tudor propaganda, 
and enshrined as a monster by popular myth. Charles Ross {Richard III, 1981) 
depicts a “man of his time”: a violent time in which Richard’s acts of violence and 
cruelty are no better and no worse than those of his contemporaries, for those 
contemporaries, like his uncle the Earl of Warwick and his brother Edward IV, 
must have served as his role-models. Desmond Seward’s England's Black Legend 
(1983) comes full circle to assert the “reality” of the Tudor portrait. For Seward, 
Thomas More’s portrait of a scheming Machievelli (perhaps minus the hunchback 
and limp) should be taken as close to literal truth. Needless to say, these disparate 
portraits stem from the fact that contemporary sources for Richard are scarce, most 
written after his defeat and death at Bosworth Field, and shaped to fit the version 
of the past suited to the notions and purposes of the Tudor victor, Henry VII (Field 
6-22). Ironically, therefore, the BBC satirical comedy Black Adder, which makes 
no claim to stage “true” history, stages two almost incontrovertible historical “truths” 
about Richard III.

Richard’s lurching up from his seat, one shoulder pulled down, and then freeing 
his cloak and standing erect, is Black Adder's comical way of explaining away the 
500 year old image of Richard Crookback. In its own way, it presents the truth. 
There is no contemporary evidence that Richard was a hunchback; indeed, one 
near-contemporary artistic representation of him shows signs that it was altered 
after the fact to give him a hump. In like manner. Black Adder's portrayal of Henry 
Tudor with pen in hand frenetically altering old documents also reflects truth; 
there is no doubt, even among the most anti-Riccardian of scholars, that client- 
historians in Tudor’s pay colored Richard’s image to create the deformed 
Machievellian monster which Shakespeare dramatized, and which dominated 
English historiography down into the twentieth century (Field 6-22, Ross xix-liii).

As my students would testify, contemporary, or near-contemporary sources 
give no clear record even of the Battle of Bosworth Field, except for the fact that
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Richard was killed, and therefore Henry Tudor won. Some give figures of tens of 
thousands of soldiers on the field, some only about 10 thousand for Richard, 7 or 8 
thousand for Henry. Some have Richard’s men turning against him or fleeing from 
the field; some have supporters like John Howard Duke of Norfolk, and Sir Richard 
Brackenbury bravely battling to the death for their king (Ross 235-7, Kendall 570- 
2). Bernard Andre, Henry VII’s court historian, scripts “The Earl of Richmond’s 
greeting to England, and his second fitting exhortation to his followers,” and “The 
raging speech of the tyrant to his men” before the Battle of Bosworth Field, but 
refuses to give even the vaguest outline of the battle. “Although I have heard the 
events of this battle told to me, still in this sort of thing the eye is a surer judge than 
the ear. Therefore, lest I thoughtlessly assert anything as true, I am passing by the 
day, the place, and the order of battle, because as I said I am blind. And in proportion 
to such a warlike field of battle, until I am further instructed, I am also passing 
over the spacious field of this white page” (Hobbins 55-9). He then leaves a page 
and a half in his manuscript blank.

Hence, the detailed battle-plans given in history books (Ross 215-17, Kendall 
428-44) may be no more accurate than the portrayals of stage-plays and movies — 
a confused melee of soldiers, mostly on foot, which only collapses when it becomes 
known that Richard has been killed. Ironically, this is where most of the movies 
are quite “accurate” in staging history. Richard and Henry fighting on foot gives 
movie-makers better camera angles and close-ups, but most descriptions of fifteenth- 
century battles indicate they were mostly fought on foot (Delbriick 463-70). Most 
historians’ descriptions of the Battle of Bosworth Field ultimately fall back upon 
the description given by Polydore Vergil, arguing that it gives the most coherent, 
well-researched, narrative (Ross 235-7, Kendall 570-2), though anti-Richard 
historians are careful to point out Vergil’s short-comings as an historian, and pro- 
Richard historians abhor Vergil’s account on most other matters.

But Vergil’s account became the dominant one about Richard in the 16th- 
century, and it, along with Hall’s and More’s portraits of Richard, formed the basis 
for the popularized English history of Raphael Holinshead (Field 6-22, Ross xix- 
liii). Hence we should not, as some of the more fervent Riccardians are wont to do, 
accuse Shakespeare of “warping” the truth, he simply was dramatizing history as 
he received it. He was staging what we today would term a docu-drama, based on 
the most respected historical accounts of his day. To be sure, he takes some liberties 
with his sources for dramatic purposes: time is compressed, Clarence was dispatched 
10 years before Edward’s death, not as Shakespeare has it almost immediately 
before; Richard was in Yorkshire when Edward IV died, Buckingham’s 1483 
rebellion (Kendall 312-29) is telescoped into Richmond’s 1485 invasion (Kendall 
428-44), but on the whole Shakespeare does not elaborate on his sources when he 
gives Richard his physical deformities, long-standing ambition, and ruthless march
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to the throne by removing all human obstacles. As the capstone to his Henry VI 
trilogy, this play represents the ultimate warning to late 16th-century English 
subjects, about the dangers of ambitious men and unsettled times — a message 
especially pregnant to a society anxious over the lack of any named successor to 
an aging Virgin Queen (Rackin 55-6).

In like manner, the 1939 film. The Tower o f London, starring Basil Rathbone, 
attempts to use England’s past as an allegorical warning for the present. Released 
in December 1939, barely three months after the German invasion of Poland on 
September seventeenth, it begins with the sober declaration: “No age is without its 
ruthless men, who in their search for power, leave dark stains upon the pages of 
history.” This film seems to wish the audience to take the film as factual in content, 
and indeed, it does seem that the screen writers read historical narratives, and 
perhaps even some primary sources, rather than creating a screen-play adapted 
from Shakespeare’s play.

The film collapses the battles of Barnet and Tewkesbury, but both the 
anonymous A o f Edward IV (Part III) and John Warkworth’s Chronicle (Part 
VI) assert that Edward IV took the enfeebled Henry VI into the first of those battles, 
though neither offer an explanation that Edward and Richard hoped he might be 
thereby killed, as does the film. It is only from narrative histories, or the chronicles 
themselves, not Shakespeare, that the screen-writers could have derived scenes 
which portray: Lady Ann Neville as a childhood playmate of Richard, Clarence 
arranging her marriage to Henry Vi’s son Edward, Clarence hiding her from Richard 
to keep him from marrying her and her half of the Warwick inheritance, to Edward 
IV himself desiring the death of his brother Clarence, to an Edward IV who was so 
concerned with aggrandizement of lands and power that he would arrange the 
marriage of his five year old son Richard to the five year old heiress of the duke of 
Norfolk Anne Mowbray (Kendall 49-59, 91-101, 122-32, 142-9). And though in 
the film the incident is couched in terms of Queen Elizabeth Woodville and a 
fictional cousin resisting Richard’s tyranny, relatives of Edward’s Queen Elizabeth 
Woodville did abscond with much of the royal treasury, and probably did turn it 
over to Henry VII (Field 67-76).

In short, though not a sympathetic view of Richard, this film does weave 
historical incidents into a story of crafty, unyielding ambition steadily and surely 
climbing, one step at a time, upwards towards domination. In view of the film’s 
appearance when the shadow of Hitler was growing longer, the film’s use of history 
is clear, especially to a British audience. Its past is portrayed to speak to the present. 
Earlier in the year (April), Shakespeare’s Richard III had be staged in Stratford- 
on-Avon clearly alluding, as one critic wrote to “the ruthless singleness of purpose 
observed in the Dictators [Hitler, Mussolini]” (Colley 167).The life and times of 
Richard III serve as warning and metaphor for men of good will to guard their
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backs, to avoid being charmed by subtle, persuasive, and seemingly rational evil, 
and to band together to resist tyranny. It also offers hope; just as good men, heroic 
sacrifice, and resolve ultimately overthrew the seemingly unstoppable Richard III 
in our past, we, too, ultimately will see good triumph over the evil now seeming to 
overwhelm us.

Richard’s appearance in the 1990 BBC television series. Black Adder, is brief, 
and used to introduce the series. Black Adder is comedy, a staging of history to 
spoof England’s own past, its treasured myths, and above all elicit chuckles and 
belly laughs. Ironically, it points to what historians have ferreted out of the sources 
at several points. Two have already been mentioned, the Tudor rewriting of the 
immediate past, and Richard’s lack of deformities. Even Richard’s death at Bosworth 
alludes to the controversies surrounding our received pictures of Richard III as a 
warrior-king. In Black Adder, Richard wins the battle, but is killed, by accident, by 
his great nephew — a suggestion that Richard did not lose because of his military 
ineptitude, nor because of Henry Tudor’s superior strategy, but because of accidental 
treachery. Such a view dovetails with both traditional, and revisionist views of 
Richard’s end, that is, that it was treachery, side-switching in the midst of the fray, 
rather than desertions or superior battle tactics that carried the day for Henry VII 
(Ross 215-17, Kendall 428-44).

But even though this is history used for comedic entertainment, English writers 
tend to be a bit more informed about their history. Hence there are sometimes 
insightful, if humorous, explorations of issues relevant to the late 15th-century— 
church-state relations (one episode enacts a parody of the Henry II/Thomas a Becket 
controversy), lingering crusading ideals, witchcraft crazes. Underneath it all is the 
suggestion that history proves that the political scene, in every age, is dominated 
by personal ambition and greed, self-seeking, short-sighted actions, smarmy, petty, 
ineptitude, and despite it all, somehow or other, things muddle through.

Ian McKellen’s film version of Shakespeare’s Richard III stages history on 
several levels. First, it represents a long tradition in stage-history to shape 
Shakespeare’s play to appeal to the mind’s eye of a contemporary audience. Second, 
it attempts to use the play and character to make a contemporary political statement 
— fascist, or totalitarian attitudes are not that far removed from 2()th-century 
society— a la the 1970s productions of Richard III starring Al Pacino (1975) and 
Michael Moriarty (1974) which clearly alluded to Richard Ni\t>ii and the Watergate 
scandal (Colley 196). Third, it stages two British histories, one. that ol the era of 
the Wars of the Roses, the other, a fictionalized, but recent. pre-Woi Id War II British 
history, when, as at least a few audience members would remember and schoolbooks 
would have told the rest of them, there was political unrest, and a strong fascist 
movement which did threaten the political stability of Britain (Black and Helmreich 
437-44). It’s first images of fascism are subtle — marching soldiers, uniforms —
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which turn more pointed as scenes of Richard’s office clearly evoke images of 
Hitler’s office, and after accepting the “pleas” of the Alderman that he become 
king, much in the way Hitler was granted emergency powers after the Reichstag 
crisis, Richard presides over a rally clearly modeled on the Nuremberg rallies.

The use of American actors Annette Benning and Robert Downey Jr. as the 
Woodvilles shows the subtle interplay of British histories McKellen interweaves. 
Fifteenth and sixteenth century sources are almost unanimous in depicting the 
W oodvilles as parvenu, grasping, parasites at court, their sole reason for 
advancement coming from Elizabeth Woodville’s marriage to Edward IV. The 
American Elizabeth Woodville (Annette Benning) and her brother (Robert Downey 
Jr.) at McKellen’s royal court of the 1930s evoke the parvenu, slightly disreputable 
image attached to the choice of a 20th-century King Edward, Wallace Simpson, 
divorced, ambitious, pushy, paramour of Edward VIII (Black and Helmreich 438). 
And as the Woodvilles helped bring down the line of Edward IV, Wallace Simpson’s 
involvement with Edward VIII helped lead to his abdication and the succession of 
his younger brother George VI.

Ultimately, what is at work in all these film-stagings of history, is a notion that 
in some way or other staging history teaches us “something.” Now that “something” 
may vary according to temporal circumstance and locale, but nonetheless none of 
these stagings suggests that history is meaningless to the era for which it is staged. 
Further, staging histofy enables examination of current issues — concerns, values, 
attitudes — through the seemingly dispassionate and unbiased lens of hindsight. 
In its original, sixteenth-century context, Shakespeare’s staging of the historical 
Richard III served to reflect, and thereby perhaps abate, late sixteenth-century 
uncertainties about Elizabeth’s succession and possible civil disturbance over that 
succession. Rathbone’s Richard III obliquely addressed the fears of Englishmen 
(and Americans) that the world might be overwhelmed by evil, ambitious tyrants. 
Price’s Richard III reflected the pop-psychology of the mid-20th century that evil 
is created by society, not inherent in certain human beings. Black Adder suggests 
that our concerns with political matters ofttimes are taken too seriously. Each of 
these films seems constrained to present the story of Richard III in some kind of 
recent hindsight, even if only the recent hindsight of Ian McKellen’s fascist Richard, 
which, incidentally, almost seems to suggest that unsettling though the 1930s and 
1940s were, unlike now, they were at least exciting times to be alive. Issues were 
clearer, and positive actions produced positive results.

Indeed, that historical hindsight may well make presentation of contemporary 
issues bearable to an audience which would find a contemporary narrative too 
uncomfortably close, and hence reject the narrative out of hand (Lindenberger 54- 
78). Perhaps even McKellen’s Hitler-Richard would have failed if staged before 
50 years had elapsed. Before the softening influences of time it might have been
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condemned as trivializing the horrors of the Nazis and World War II. The playwright 
Robert Bolt admitted that he sought to produce a play which would portray the 
existential dilemma of a person pressured by circumstance, friends, society, and 
authority to conform to behaviors that person deems wrong or immoral. His first 
two attempts failed miserably when written in the form of a modern play with 
modern characters. Hence he turned to staging history — Thomas More in A Man 

fo r  All Seasons — because history teaches by its distance (Lindenberger 55). 
Therefore, it may not matter whether we stage an historically accurate life and 
times of Richard III, especially when it is remembered that scholars themselves 
cannot agree about his behavior and character.

Ironically, the Tudor attempt to “blacken” Richard may well be what has given 
him an immortality which far overshadows the winner of Bosworth field. Far more 
has been written, and will continue to be written about the life and two and one 
half year reign of Richard III than about the life and twenty-four year reign of 
founder of the Tudor dynasty. One historical novel I know of focuses on Henry VII 
(I am at a loss to come up with another), and he never, to the best of our knowledge, 
had an entire play written around the events of his life. Nor has his image served 
more of an historical purpose than to be the coldly efficient, stingy, grandfather of 
Queen Elizabeth I. Inscrutable, controversial, and blackened though it may be, a 
dynamic image of King Richard III lives on. Perhaps it is not “fair,” but the myth 
is more important than the reality. What is perhaps more important than the reality 
is that the legend of the historical Richard III has served, and continues to serve, as 
a way to understand from our own temporal framework that evil can and does exist 
in the world, even if, as in McKellen’s version, Richmond’s wicked smile of victory, 
followed by McKellen’s triumphant smile as he plunges to his death in flames, 
might give us serious pause in determining who and what evil may be.

Bowling Green State University James H. Forse
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Adapting a Popular Culture Genre 
to Criticize an Authoritarian Government: 

Balinese Artists Attack Suharto’s 
Repressive Indonesian Regime

During President Suharto’s 1966-1998 reign in Indonesia, freedom of the press 
was severely restricted. Through the use of humor, ambiguity and symbolism from 
their traditional shadow puppet genre, however, clever Balinese cartoonists were 
able to express far more critical opinions about Suharto’s authoritarian government 
than were print journalists.

In traditional Bali, shadow puppet plays were very important for teaching the 
proper Balinese ways to behave. They may have been an even more important 
medium of socialization than television is in the United States today.

The puppeteers used clown-servant characters (who were sometimes 
reincarnations of gods and often acted to promote the best interests of the common 
people) to criticize contemporary government policies and actions. They were 
careful to do this in a very subtle manner, however, to avoid serious retaliation by 
the political authorities.

Several Balinese cartoonists have created their own distinctive characters that 
perform the same function as the clown-servants of the shadow play genre. Wayan 
Gunasta Pendit, for example, has written that his I BREWOK character is like the 
clown-servant of the shadow plays because he “can praise, make fun of people, 
criticize or even tease” his political master (or the audience) just like cartoonists 
can.'

This article will show how two of Bali’s talented cartoonists were able to 
express some serious criticisms of Suharto’s authoritarian regime. Three of the 
specific cartoons that will be analyzed were on display at an exhibition titled 
“Globalisasi” (Globalization) at the 1997 Bali Arts Festival. The fourth was 
published in a book of cartoons that was for sale at the exhibition. Before these 
specific example cartoons are presented, however, the dangerous political 
environment in which they were created will be described.

Cartoonists Feared The Suharto Government
“Jango” Pramartha, one of the cartoonists who organized the Globalisasi 

exhibition, optimistically includes the following motto on his business card: 
“Cartooning is Not a Crime.” Gus Martin, another cartoonist organizer of the exhibit, 
also demonstrated fear of being arrested as a criminal for his cartooning. The author
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of a tourist magazine article promoting the Globalisasi exhibition noted that Martin 
uses two antagonistic clown-servant type characters. To Americans, they look and 
interact much like the Laurel and Hardy film comedy team.

In one example, the Oliver Hardy type (Delem) pontificates (while holding a 
huge bowl piled high with food) the following:

Here is the evidence that our well being has truly increased! 
Everything is equal! Whatever there is we share together! If I 
have money, you also share it! If I eat, you too eat!

To which Sangut, the Stan Laurel type (who is holding a comparatively tiny bowl 
of food) wryly replies:

But it still isn’t exactly even because somehow you manage to 
work it so .. .our PORTIONS are different!

The magazine writer then quotes the cartoonist’s explanation of how this strategy 
protects him from recriminations by the authorities:

Anyone who reads the script will know exactly what I’m 
referring to. Yet on the very surface, the real target is not 
identified. If anyone, the only person I can be said to be 
criticising is my own character, Delem. And that is no crime. 
(Emphasis added.)-

In the U.S. political context of the 1920s, such a Laurel and Hardy dialog 
could have been interpreted as an attack on a president’s “the business of government 
is business” economic policies. The Indonesian political context was President 
Suharto’s efforts to legitimize his regime by claiming that the political stability his 
authoritarian government was enforcing was required to promote the rapid economic 
development of the country. Clearly, Martin’s cartoon is attacking Suharto’s 
development plan as one that benefits Indonesia’s rich elite (called “big men”) far 
more than the masses (the “little people”).

When I lived in Indonesia in the 1970s, Madam Tien Suharto was sometimes 
referred to (privately) as “Madam Ten Percent”. On return trips in the 1980s, I 
noticed that the president’s wife had become “Madam Twenty Percent.” By the 
1990s she was “Madam Thirty Percent.” Any thoughts that these kickback 
percentages may be exaggerated were erased by credible reports in the late 1990s 
that World Bank project funds in Indonesia were indeed being “diverted” at this 
scandalous rate.^ In short, cartoons that implied that Suharto’s regime was greedy
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and corrupt were fundamentally true. In such circumstances, authoritarian 
governments are very likely to react harshly to critical cartoons.

Even foreign cartoonists had to be careful about how they criticized the Suharto 
government if they wanted to avoid serious consequences. Peter Nicholson made 
the mistake of drawing Suharto as an orangutan in a cartoon published in The 
Australian newspaper on October 20, 1997. The Suharto-faced ape was swinging 
on a vine (underneath an “Endangered Species” caption) to escape the raging flames 
of a forest fire that was labeled “Corrupt Economics.” The Far Eastern Economic 
Review reported that “senior Indonesian officials were so furious” that it was 
doubtful “whether a tepid one-paragraph apology on the letters page would save 
the Australian newspaper’s Jakarta bureau.”"̂

When I wrote Nicholson to purchase a copy of the offending cartoon, I inquired 
about the incident. He replied that after he submitted his Suharto as an orangutan 
cartoon along with some others for consideration, he was told only that one of his 
other cartoons had been selected for publication. Nicholson was not told that the 
Chief-of-Staff of the paper’s Sydney office (who knew Indonesia well) had pointed 
out at the staff meeting that the orangutan idea would be deeply offensive because 
the Dutch colonialists used to call Indonesians “monkeys”. In short, Indonesians 
would view the cartoon as racist. “Blissfully unaware” of this racism factor and 
because he drew “politicians as monkeys all the time”, Nicholson submitted his 
orangutan cartoon again several days later. This time the Chief-of-Staff was out of 
town but the Editor-in-Chief (who had been overseas at the time of the earlier 
rejection meeting) had returned and was back in charge of all editorial decisions. 
He saw the cartoon on his desk, liked it, and— unaware of its racist overtones— 
approved it for publication.

The Indonesian government reacted vigorously, Nicholson continued, and was 
“going to close down our very important bureau in Jakarta and expel our 
correspondent (and my close friend), Patrick Walten.” Australia’s Foreign Minister 
tried to cool the wrath of Suharto’s officials by assuring them that Australian 
cartoonists draw politicians as monkeys all the time. Also, the Editor-in-Chief had 
to fly to Jakarta to meet with Indonesia’s Foreign Minister.
Finally, things calmed down and The Australian was allowed to keep its Jakarta 
bureau.

Nicholson explained that he was embarrassed about his cartoon’s racist 
overtones and would not have resubmitted it had he been aware of this problem. 
He was further embarrassed when he was praised on a TV. program as a “brave 
hero fighting the good fight against totalitarianism.”'̂

Nicholson’s embarrassment over his cartoon’s unintended racist overtones is 
Justified, but his modesty about fighting the good fight is not. His numerous cartoon 
attacks on Suharto’s corrupt and brutally repressive government are more impressive
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than those of any other cartoonist whose work I know. Indeed, his cartoon depicting 
Suharto crooning “I Did It My Way” (published in The Australian on May 18, 
1998) is the most powerful cartoon argument against an authoritarian leader I have 
ever seen.

Now that the context has been set, four specific cartoons will be presented 
and analyzed. Because the Balinese cartoonists who drew them were subjects of 
Suharto’s politically repressive rule, the creation of these intriguing cartoons 
required bravery as well as skill.

Tusuaria’s 1997 Election Cartoon
Stumbling upon the “Globalisasi” exhibit was serendipitous because I was 

not expecting to find anything very political at the month long festival of cultural 
performances. I was so elated to discover a cartoon I understood to be attacking 
the sham nature of Indonesia’s elections as staged by Suharto’s authoritarian regime 
that I immediately decided to part with the Rp. 300,000 ($136) purchase price. 
The young man I handed my big wad of banknotes to spoke good English, so I 
asked him to help me interpret some of its more subtle political elements. When he 
didn’t tell me anything of significance, I concluded that he was an apolitical person 
who was merely helping out by manning the cartoon and book sales table. A year 
later I learned that he was cartoonist Jango Pramartha when I visited his studio in 
search of more political cartoons. He recognized me and was very interested to 
hear how much my students and I liked the 1997 election cartoon.

As I examined the score of cartoons he had for sale, I was pleasantly surprised 
at how helpful he was when I asked about their political implications. I attributed 
his political openness to the fact that because President Suharto had been forced to 
resign the previous month, the press was becoming politically free again, and so 
was he. Only at our third meeting in late 1998 did Pramartha confide why he had 
not helped me interpret the election cartoon when we first met. He thought I was a 
C.I.A. agent who would report the very critical nature of the cartoon to the Suharto 
government. He had been so worried that he had immediately phoned his cartoonist 
friend to warn him that his cartoon had been “discovered” and that he might be in 
serious trouble! The three of us can laugh about this now because we have become 
trusted friends, but I still feel guilty about causing them both considerable anxiety. 
Clearly, however, the climate of fear created by Suharto’s politically repressive 
regime was the fundamental cause of this unfortunate situation.

Why was Tusuaria’s 1997 election cartoon (Appendix A) so daring? 
Government authorities had previewed the Globalisasi exhibit and removed a couple 
of cartoons but had let this one remain. I interpreted it as a powerful attack on the 
rigged nature of the electoral laws that Suharto’s regime had imposed on the country. 
The villager in the cartoon is telling the reporter holding the microphone that this
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particular temple ceremony (for which elaborate offerings of food have been created 
to attract the Hindu gods to the temple and then make them happy, so they will 
linger longer and bring more blessings to the villagers) is being staged for the 
parliamenfary elections. This communicates the point that the real purpose of 
elections in Suharto’s Imlonesia is not to select which alternative slate of political 
parts leailers \s ill go\ ern the country. Instead, the function of Suharto's elections is 
being poitrased as being identical to that of Hindu temple festivals: propitiate the 
gorl-like political leaders with offerings (votes) which will make them happy and 
motivate them to give blessings (development projects) to the villagers in return.

UPACARA
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AppendixA

This interpretation is reinforced by the inclusion of a Hindu priest who looks 
like Santa Claus in the cartoon. This seems to imply that if the villagers behave 
like “good little boys and girls” and vote correctly in the elections, they will receive 
presents as a reward. The Suharto government’s top political leader in Serang, 
West Java was not even subtle about this blessings in return for votes essence of 
Indonesia’s parliamentary elections. He blatantly promised to give three goats to 
any precinct in which 100% of the voters poked their pencil-like voting sticks 
through the government’s Golkar Party symbol. If an entire village of precincts 
voted 100% for Golkar, it would be rewarded with three water buffalo. If a whole 
sub-district of villages delivered a 100% victory to Golkar, it would be awarded
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three motorcycles. This campaign strategy worked especially well in the Carenang 
sub-district in which twenty precincts and four villages delivered all their votes to 
Golkar. Overall, Golkar raised its share of the votes from 57% (in the 1992 election) 
to 72%.^ Thus, it seems apparent that the cartoonist was targeting a serious defect 
of the political system Suharto imposed on Indonesia after his troops took over the 
country (in response to an alleged communist party coup attempt) in 1965.

It is too easy for Americans to criticize Indonesians who sell their votes for 
material gain. I like to ask my students whether they would vote for a different 
presidential candidate in response to a rival party’s promise to install a satellite 
television dish on their dormitory building (plus hook every room up to it) free of 
charge if everyone who lived there voted for that party’s candidate. (This was an 
actual situation reported^ by a graduate student doing research in Indonesia in 
1997; her building’s residents yielded to the temptation!) Very few of my students 
claim that they would turn down such an election campaign bribe offer. I hope a 
U.S. candidate like Donald Trump doesn’t read this, buy a satellite television 
company, and launch a successful presidential campaign!

The fact that the Indonesian government promoted the 1997 elections as a 
“festival of democracy” probably gave Tusuaria the idea of using the Hindu temple 
festival ceremony as a metaphor in this cartoon. That this cheerful government 
slogan is a shameless example of doublethink is made clear by the following facts:

1. Only two opposition parties were allowed to contest the 
election against the government-sponsored Golkar party.

2. W hen M egawati Sukarnoputri appeared to pose a 
potentially serious challenge as leader of one of these 
opposition parties, she was deposed from her position by a 
“government-backed coup”.̂

3. Direct cirticism of government policies or government 
positions was not allowed.

4. Even calling for a boycott of the election or for spoiling 
one’s ballot was considered by the government to be an 
act of subversion.*^

These final words from a Canadian newspaper editorial summarize what all 
politically aware Indonesians know but fear to say: “ ...Indonesia’s ‘festival of 
democracy’ is anything but. It is a regime of repression, little else.” '̂ ’

Even the festival element of this slogan proved to be sadly ironic. Over 250 
people were killed in election-related activities, many in traffic accidents related 
to festive motor vehicle caravans and political rallies where supporters flaunted 
their party’s colors in flags, banners and T-shirts." As with sports rivalries, such
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taunting can provoke violence. Some of the most serious incidents were reactions 
against some overzealous “color war” sorties ordered by the powerful governor of 
Central Java.

Governor Suwardi gained notoriety as the most outrageous perpetrator of the 
Golkar’s election tactic of painting all sorts of things yellow, the party’s political 
color. The purpose of this “yellowization” campaign was to promote the government 
party’s image of overwhelming power and popularity. Flash flood-like waves of 
yellow paint (often applied overnight) covered such things as road curbs, crosswalks, 
lamp posts, railings, flower containers, tree trunks, government buildings, and even 
mosques. The most humorous strategem involved a statue of a naked (the custom 
in ancient times) Olympic athlete that a Golkar supporter adorned with a canary 
yellow loin cloth.

The leaders of the main opposition party in Central Java (the United 
Development Party, a coalition of Islamic groups) viewed Governor Suwardi’s 
“yellowization” campaign as an abuse of power and took him to court because he 
had failed to get it approved by the provincial legislature. The party’s supporters, 
however, responded tit-for-tat by repainting things green (their party’s political 
color) or white (one of Indonesia’s two national colors). When Chinese shop owners 
in Pekalongan failed to repaint their yellow store fronts green, as ordered by 
opposition party militants, sixty shops were looted and burned. In Temanggung 
fights broke out; eight people were injured plus seven motorcycles, a car, and a 
house were damaged.'^

Tusuaria engages in the political use of color in his cartoon by making too 
many things yellow: all the clothes of the villagers, the stands and most of the 
fruits in the offerings on the women’s heads, plus all the banners, umbrellas and 
balloons. This is calculated to annoy Balinese viewers because about 85% of them 
(as indicated by the results of the “free and fair” 1999 election) favored Megawati’s 
opposition party. Many Balinese, however, reluctantly voted for Golkar in 1997 to 
protect their economic interests. For example, one store owner I talked with the 
day before the 1997 election confided that he wanted to vote against Golkar, but 
that he wanted to get his valuable business license renewed even more. He lived in 
a precinct dominated by small shop owners that lived behind (or above) their 
businesses. All of them were painfully aware that expedience dictated that they 
vote for the Golkar party even though they resented its policies and methods— 
including “yellowization” . Through his extensive use of yellow, Tusuaria is 
simultaneously pleasing unsophisticated Golkar viewers— including government 
censors—and fueling the resentment of the Balinese viewers. The typical Balinese 
voter not only opposed the central government’s authoritarian and repressive 
political rule but also the corruption, cronyism and nepotism pervasive in the way 
Bali’s lucrative tourism economy has been dominated by Suharto’s sycophants.
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Two “Outside Investors Exploit Bali” Cartoons
The Appendix B cartoon features a large man who has stuck his fork into a big 

bite of food shaped like the island of Bali. He is preparing to devour it after ripping 
it into pieces with his frightening, shark-like teeth. While I was viewing it at the 
Globalisasi exhibition, a European man turned to me, pointed at the huge man, 
and said guiltily, “He is us.” I agreed with him because the hungry for profit man 
appeared to be a rich foreign investor from Europe or America who was buying 
land from its Balinese owner to develop as another luxury tourist resort (like those 
I had seen proliferate all over Bali since the mid-1980s).

I bought this cartoon because it communicated the harmful impact the 
globalization of Bali’s tourism economy was having, as indicated by the frightened 
little man (symbolizing the common people of Bali) behind the Balinese who was 
“selling out” to the big foreign investor. I changed my interpretation, however, 
when I returned to my hotel and three Balinese reception desk employees examined 
the cartoon with great interest. All three immediately interpreted it differently than 
the European and I had. The predatory investor was definitely what they termed a 
“Big Man from Jakarta” rather than a European or American. It was then that I 
comprehended the depth of their dislike for this type of powerful outsider. As 
Balinese, they clearly felt much more exploited by the political and economic 
elites (mainly Javanese and Chinese, respectively) in their own national capital 
than by investors from foreign countries.

Appendix B
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A second cartoon by the same artist (Appendix C) indicates a specific reason 
why the “Big Man from Jakarta” type of investor is so disliked by Balinese. Such 
outsiders are perceived as benefiting far more than Balinese people do from the 
huge revenues Bali’s popularity as a world class tourism destination generates.

Appendix C Appendix D

The cartoon communicates this in two frames. The upper one pictures two 
men happily clinking their glasses together to toast the benefits each anticipates 
from the business deal they have negotiated. That the big investor is indeed from 
Jakarta is confirmed by the fact that his tie stripes are the Indonesian national 
colors of red and white. The lower frame takes place sometime later. This time the 
glass of the “Big Man from Jakarta” investor is filled up to the rim, implying that 
he has profited greatly from the deal. In contrast, the glass of the Balinese man in 
completely empty, implying that he has gained virtually nothing. It is noteworthy 
that the cartoonist uses his somewhat naive but perceptive I BREWOK character 
to communicate that the Balinese people are being exploited by the economically 
and politically powerful elites in Jakarta that dominate all of the over seventeen 
thousand other islands that constitute the country of Indonesia.
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Governor Oka’s Political Performance Dance Cartoon
On sale at the 1997 Globalisasi exhibition was a book of cartoons by Wayan 

Gunasta Pendit, who is popularly known as Gun Gun. I bought a copy but later 
discovered that it was missing pages thirty-five through seventy. I returned to 
exchange my defective copy only to discover that every one of the hundred or so 
copies on sale was missing these same pages. My suspicions of censorship were 
reinforced by the fact that all these missing pages came from the following two of 
the nine topical sections: ""Politik'' and ""Ekonomr.

If the authorities did censor this book, they missed the cartoon on page 129 
that caricatures Bali’s provincial governor, Ida Bagus Oka, as a traditional dancer. 
At his feet some Indonesian coins are being thrown in appreciation of his 
performance. These coins are drawn quite small (as shown in Appendix D, an 
actual size reproduction of the cartoon). Also at his feet is a clear “Rp” sign (for 
rupiah, the name of Indonesia’s currency), what could be some currency bills (the 
incomplete sketches are quite ambiguous), and what might be interpreted as a 
dollar sign.

A year later my tentative interpretation that this cartoon was subtly 
communicating that Governor Oka was performing in office in return for money 
was reinforced by additional information. First, some Australian friends gave me 
an undated (circa June, 1998) clipping from their regional Australian newspaper 
in which a Balinese professor was quoted as charging that Governor Oka and the 
members of Bali’s provincial parliament don’t care about the island’s people. Rather 
they just try to keep Jakarta happy and look after themselves.'^

Next, a well informed Balinese I questioned about Oka’s honesty answered in 
an indirect but intriguing manner by saying that Governor Oka has a nice collection 
of over thirty interesting automobiles. Finally, a Balinese friend gave me an 
unpublished paper by Murdoch University (Australia) Professor Carol Warren. 
She reports that when Balinese demonstrators protested against the BNR (Bali 
Nirwana Resort) tourism magaprojet, they publicized the three different words the 
BNR letters meant to them: Botak Nipu Rakhyat! (The Bald One Tricks the People!) 
Warren explains that the “bald one” is Governor Oka and that whenever he is seen 
on television or his name is mentioned, Balinese often shout “O.K.! Oka” because 
he “OK’ed every development project that came down from Jakarta.”*'̂

This additional evidence confirmed my guess that Gun Gun’s cartoon is a 
subtle, ambiguous, and clever attack on Governor Oka’s political performance. 
The environmentally and culturally controversial tourism megaprojects Oka’s 
provincial government approved were largely financed by the powerful economic 
and political elites of Jakarta, who were sometimes joined by foreign investors to 
build resort hotels bearing such well known names as Hyatt, Hilton and Four 
Seasons.
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Conclusion
When asked how he viewed his role as a cartoonist, Gun Gun answered with 

the question: “Isn’t it actually that human beings are like puppeteers while cartoons 
are the puppets?” '*̂ Clearly, he views the roles of the cartoonist and the puppet 
master as being identical. The purpose of this article has been to illustrate how two 
perceptive, thoughtful, and clever Balinese artists adapted their thousand year old 
shadow puppet genre to the modern cartoon medium to express their opposition to 
some of the more corrupt and manipulative activities of their country’s authoritarian 
government. Because Suharto’s government was also brutal and repressive, these 
daring and patriotic cartoonists also deserve to be admired for their courage.

Now that a new government has come to power through reasonably free and 
fair elections in 1999, the Indonesian people are at long last able to enjoy the fruits 
of a free press. It is hoped that the cartoonists who attacked the excesses of Suharto’s 
authoritarian regime will now dedicate themselves to an even more difficult cause: 
building public support for democratic values and procedures. Indonesia is an 
extremely diverse country (in terms of language, race, religion and geography) 
that aspires to achieve the “impossible dream” of its national motto: Unity in 
Diversity. This will be a long and arduous task, as those of us who live in a country 
that is still trying to achieve its identically utopian national motto of E Pluribus 
Unum can attest.

California State University, Chico Richard Ostrom
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at the 1997 Bali Arts Festival. Original in author’s collection. Used with 
permission.
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permission.

C. Cartoon by Gun Gun (Wayan Gunasta Pendit) in the “Globalisasi” exhibition 
at the 1997 Bali Arts Festival. Original in author’s collection. Used with 
permission.

D. Wayan Gunasta Pendit, Bali Dalam Kartiin^ (Bali: P.T. Upada Sastra, 1997), 
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Martha Stewart’s Intimate Invitations 
To e-commerce

Consumption is women’s work claim Hall and Neitz (107). Today, women are 
able to consume from the comfort of home or office via e-commerce. E-commerce 
sites provide a new avenue to consumption. Increasingly, these sites apply to every 
aspect of consumption. Some e-commerce sites, particularly those offering on�
line shopping, may be made more attractive to consumers through the use of 
mediated interpersonal communication strategies. These efforts to use Web sites 
to market products may expand the way we think about communication.

More than a decade ago, Cathcart and Gumpert described a dynamic interactive 
system in which mass media and interpersonal communication are inextricably 
intertwined; the system included interpersonal mediated communication as a form 
of communication (Gumpert and Cathcart 30). Their theoretical model of 
communication “relates our social system to our media of communication and our 
individual uses of media to our need for socialization” (Gumpert and Cathcart 25).

Drucker, Tentokali, and Gumpert claim that the “relationship of the private 
and public worlds have undergone dramatic changes as a result of developments in 
media technologies” (Drucker, Tentokali, and Gumpert 55). One area in which 
media technologies, specifically the personal computer, have brought about such 
changes is on-line shopping. On-line shopping in virtual marketplaces brings the 
public marketplace into the private sphere of the home. A significant difference 
between the actual marketplace and the virtual marketplace is that on-line shopping 
is shopping in isolation, with no interpersonal interaction between actual 
shopkeepers and customers.

Using Cathcart and Gumpert’s theoretical perspective, this article presents a 
critical examination of on-line shopping using the Martha Stewart Living 
Omnimedia Web site, www.marthastewart.com, as a sort of case study. This Web 
site illustrates the exploitation of the illusion of interpersonal mediated 
communication. This paper will show that the strategies of mediated interpersonal 
communication, a form of interpersonal mediated communication, are used to guide 
e-customers through the virtual marketplace of M artha’s Web Store, where 
customers are urged to buy nostalgia-oriented products.

The rapid development of this Web site will be chronicled. This will help to 
demonstrate the use of this marketing/e-commerce tool to create and satisfy 
consumer demand for products associated with the Martha Stewart Living 
Omnimedia (MSLO) Web site, magazine, radio and television shows, and books.
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The implications of this type of on-line shopping for consumers are also 
explored. Beginning with the use of e-mail to lure customers to the virtual 
marketplace, Martha Stewart’s on-line marketing is based on the illusion of a friend 
giving advice about products needed to ensure a “m atchless” home. The 
ramifications of this illusion of friendship for our understanding of the nexus of 
interpersonal and mediated communication are also discussed.

E-mail as an Entree to Web site
E-mail users check their e-mail. It might include messages sent by a publisher’s 

sales representative, a colleague, and Martha Stewart. The sales representative 
indicates that a book ordered is in the mail. A colleague, on sabbatical halfway 
around the world, asks for details about the death of actor George C. Scott. Martha 
Stewart says to check her Web site, www.marthastewart.com, for a great pie recipe 
and The Perfect Pie kit, everything needed to make a perfect pie. Logging on to the 
Web site, Martha greets the user by name, an intimate welcome.

Why is Martha Stewart telling e-mail users about pie? They have given her 
their e-mail addresses just as they would share them with a friend or colleague. 
Using an e-mail address, a more intimate form of contact than direct mail, Martha 
Stewart urges users to visit her Web site. This intimate invitation is proffered with 
an eye toward selling books, the Martha Stewart Living magazine, or an ever- 
expanding host of products from over-sized cookie cutters to waxed Italian doilies 
to herb crocks, reproductions of the very same antique crocks Martha owns. Martha 
provides a host of products designed to make the user’s home perfect. These e- 
mail messages, these intimate invitations, make it much easier to create the illusion 
that a trusted and reliable friend is giving advice, is guiding one’s e- consumption. 
A friend is leading the way through the marketplace. E-mail, in this instance, while 
masquerading as a form of interpersonal mediated communication, is actually an 
e-commerce strategy designed to direct attention to the virtual marketplace.

The marketplace, throughout history, has played a key role in the public 
communication of a community. The marketplace has traditionally been thought 
of as “serving as a site for sharing news, providing a context for political behavior, 
and acting as a gathering place” (Drucker and Gumpert 120). These activities, 
according to Drucker and Gumpert, are “activities that empower participants and 
disenfranchise those excluded” (120). Further, they contend that because shopping 
has traditionally been women’s work, “local commercial exchanges have functioned 
as sites for interpersonal contacts of women” (Drucker and Gumpert 120).

On-line shopping, offered via the Martha Stewart Web site, changes the 
communal aspect of the public marketplace. The Martha Stewart Web site is still a 
site for women, but it does not afford the women shopping on-line any opportunity 
to interact with other people. It is a virtual marketplace of elite women and the
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interactions of the marketplace may serve not to empower these participants. The 
interactions may disenfranchise the women shopping at the Martha Stewart 
marketplace. In order to understand how this may be happening, it is necessary to 
become more familiar with the Martha Stewart marketplace.

Exploiting the Illusion of Mediated Interpersonal Communication
The Martha Stewart Web site is part of Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 

(MSLO). Martha Stewart is chair and C.E.O. of MSLO. MSLO is comprised of 
Martha Stewart Livings a monthly magazine; Martha Stewart Living (MSL), a 
syndicated television show; www.marthastewart.com, a Web site; askMartha, a 
daily syndicated radio show; “askMartha,” a syndicated newspaper column; “From 
Martha’s Kitchen,” a Food Network cable television show; “Martha by Mail,” a 
mail-order catalog company; and the Martha Stewart books. MSLO is also engaged 
in several strategic partnerships in retail sales. These partnerships provide the public 
with opportunities to buy paint and bed and bath products.

Analysis reveals that the marketing strategy at www.marthastewart.com taps 
into “the myth of the old-fashioned idealized store and relationship, in which 
customer and salesperson were united in formal courtship, in which greetings, 
awareness of product, and the illusion of friendship were part of the exchange of 
goods” (Drucker and Gumpert 132). Drucker and Gumpert contend that this 
interpersonal relationship “remained a necessity until the rise of media shopping 
options offered the possibility of procurement in privacy” (120).

Representing the epitome of marketing strategy, MSLO has transformed the 
salesperson, the shopkeeper, into the marketplace. “Martha Stewart the person is 
Martha Stewart the brand” (Conlon, Brewer, Delleave, and Yarbrough 148). Martha 
Stewart, describing her marketing strategy, claims, “I try to treat them (consumers) 
like my friend and colleague, and it works if they feel involved” (Conlon, Brewer, 
Delleave and Yarbrough 148). Martha Stewart, wizard of www.marthastewart.com, 
guides her “friends” to her Web store and tells them what they want or need to buy.

The visitor to www.marthastewart.com is able to procure goods in privacy. 
This shopping experience is facilitated by the parasocial relationship (Horton and 
Wohl 185) between the visitor and Martha Stewart. The strategies of parasocial 
interaction are employed “to lure the attention of the audience” (189) and to 
“highlight the chief values stressed in such ‘personality’” (190) performances.

Mediated interpersonal communication provides the basis for MSLO’s 
exploitation of the illusion of interpersonal mediated communication. Interpersonal 
mediated communication is interactive communication between participants. A 
medium, such as a telephone or computer, substitutes for the face-to-face aspect of 
interpersonal communication. The MSLO staff uses one-way messages, designed 
to appear as personalized messages, to create the illusion of interpersonal mediated
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communication. In fact, the MSLO is using mediated interpersonal communication. 
Mediated interpersonal communication describes the use of personal computers 
and messaging systems to mimic interpersonal mediated communication. Mediated 
interpersonal communication is, in fact, a sophisticated form of narrowcasting and 
employs the strategies of parasocial communication to heighten the illusion of 
interpersonal mediated communication. The Web site user does not e-mail Martha 
Stewart, the person, but e-mails MSLO. Martha Stewart, the person, does not e- 
mail individuals; MSLO uses a global messaging protocol to e-mail Web site users.

The parasocial relationship can be described as follows. The Web site visitor 
“knows” Martha Stewart through her magazine, books, radio and television shows. 
Over the years, she has offered consumers a continuing relationship with herself 
(Horton and Wohl 187). The MSLO expansion to electronic media, paired with the 
syndicated newspaper column, means that Martha Stewart’s “appearance is a regular 
and dependable event, to be counted on, planned for, and integrated into the routines 
of daily life” (Horton and Wohl 187). This regularity of appearance, paired with “a 
general propaganda” (192) on behalf of Martha Stewart, has been generated by 
MSLO and the mass communication industry. Over time, Martha Stewart has also 
shared with her audience her public and private life by shooting her television 
show and specials in her own home. Horton and Wohl claim that this type of 
continued association with a media personality “acquires a history, and the 
accumulation of shared past experiences gives additional meaning to the present 
performance” (187). Therefore, we trust the “advice” Martha Stewart dispenses 
about cooking and decorating and gardening.

Martha Stewart, in turn, “knows” her visitors by tracking their visits to her 
Web site. The first time Web site visitor is asked to provide a demographic profile. 
On each subsequent “visit” to the site, the visitor is urged to enter the sweepstakes. 
Each time the sweepstakes entry is registered, a nugget of demographic information 
is added to the user’s profile.

This information, consequently, can be used to generate and refine e-mail 
invitations to shop with Martha Stewart. In the parasocial relationship, the audience 
must be “coached” to form a bond of intimacy with the media personality and to 
exhibit correct responses to the media personality (Horton and Wohl 191-192). 
The expected responses include assuming a deferential, reciprocal relation toward 
the media persona. MSLO appears to follow Horton and Wohl’s description of 
parasocial interaction as they strive to create “an appropriate tone and patter” (189) 
in both electronic and print media. This helps to “eradicate, or at least to blur, the 
line which divides” (189) Martha Stewart from her target audience.

The appropriate tone and patter of parasocial relationships can be easily 
observed by examining the MSLO Web site. Initially MSLO invited users to “visit 
us on-line— you’ll learn something new every day.” MSLO welcomed the user
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“with recipes, projects, gardening ideas, our television program guide, Martha by 
Mail, and more” (Martha Stewart Livings 1998, February, 40).
The parasocial communication tone and patter are also evident in a letter from 
Martha Stewart, featured in one of the early advertisem ents prom oting 
www.marthastewart.com.

Dear f  riend:
I am so happy to welcome you to our home and to our very first 
Web site. We want to make your stay as interesting as possible, 
and we want you to move easily from our front door (this splash 
page as it is normally called) to all the “rooms” in our house.
You can reach them by clicking the tabs at the top of the next 
page. We appreciate your visit and encourage you to return as 
often as you desire. And if you have requests or suggestions, 
please e-mail us...Cordially, Martha Stewart (Martha Stewart 
Living, 1998. February 40).

According to the letter, Martha Stewart would serve as the wizard guiding 
visits through the www.marthastewart.com house.

Through the parasocial relationship, consumers know that Martha Stewart, 
the figurehead for MSLO, is the Expert Homekeeper. Her expertise as a homekeeper 
is enhanced by her accomplishments as a cook and caterer, an author, and in 
particular, as a businesswoman. Her Web site provides the biographical information, 
part of the general propaganda generated on behalf of Martha Stewart. “With her 
simple, elegant style and practical, hands-on approach, Martha Stewart has become 
America’s leading lifestyle authority. Her artistic eye and enormous creativity, as 
seen in her magazine and Emmy-award winning television series, Martha Stewart 
Living, her numerous books, her syndicated newspaper column, her product line 
and her frequent lectures, have made Martha Stewart a household name throughout 
America” (www.marthastewart.com, accessed May 1, 1998).

Further evidence of the parasocial relationship is found in design elements of 
the initial MSLO Web site. Just beyond the Web site’s splash page, the front door 
to the www.marthastewart.com house, was the guest book. Site users, taking on 
the persona of visitors to the house, were asked to “Please register and Join us at 
marthastewart.com.” Registering allowed you “to enter our monthly sweepstakes 
and gives you full access to new features and areas of our s ite” 
(www.marthastewart.com, accessed July 27,1998). The first place prize one month 
was FTD flowers each month for a year. The second place prize was a one-year 
subscription to MSL magazine and eight books from the Best of MSL series. 
Registration provided the user with a level of participation in the parasocial 
relationship.
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Participation was also found in the “About Martha” room. Here, site visitors 
read the answer to the question of the week. The room included a posting of 
frequently asked questions about Martha, gardening, cooking or decorating. 
Martha’s biography, a scrapbook featuring digital photographs of Martha’s activities, 
and Martha’s calendar were posted in this room of the site. The site user could 
submit questions to Martha (MSLO) or could peruse the scrapbook and vicariously 
participate in other aspects of Martha’s public/private life.

Yet another example of parasocial relationship strategies is found when the 
site user becomes a consumer of MSLO merchandise. A thank you note, signed by 
Martha, accompanies any purchase from the Web store.

MSLO uses a variety of strategies to create the impression that Martha Stewart 
is a friend of Web site users. They use mediated interpersonal communication to 
forge a parasocial relationship between consumers and Martha Stewart. The MSLO 
staff uses one-way messaging systems, with messages designed to appear as 
personalized m essages, to create the illusion of interpersonal m ediated 
communication. The Web site visitor “knows” Martha Stewart and Martha Stewart 
“knows” Web site visitors. The information collected about site visitors can be 
used to “coach” users through the use of appropriate “patter” and to ensure the 
correct responses to Martha Stewart, to buy her merchandise.

It is helpful, when trying to understand these marketing strategies, to examine 
the evolution of the MSLO Web site. The development of the Web site is chronicled 
below.

Web Site Evolution
The www.marthastewart.com Web site, launched in the fall of 1997, represented 

a new synergistic strategy for MSLO. Homepages, reflecting the personality of 
mass media companies, have been used as promotional vehicles aimed at younger, 
affluent adults. “Increasingly, though, media firms see their on-line activities as 
potentially profitable businesses that go beyond highlighting the firm’s activities 
in other media to deliver entertainment, news and information” (Turow 276). This 
was a very apt description of www.marthastewart.com. The Web site has evolved 
just as Turow would have predicted and beyond. The MSLO Web site has become 
a full-blown e-commerce site.

Shortly before the launching of the site. Rich described the planned evolution 
of the site. “The site will initially serve as an information resource to accompany 
the shows, in the way her monthly magazine, Martha Stewart Living, carries details 
on products and services mentioned on television. The site will also feature a 
commerce section devoted to MSL merchandise. Ultimately, the site will evolve 
into a larger, full-fledged Internet service...” (Rich 38).

Initially, users were encouraged to visit www.marthastewart.com every day to
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collect recipes, project instructions, and gardening ideas. These kinds of free items 
are considered “fish food” (Siegel 26). Fish food is something free that is offered 
to attract visitors to the Web site and to lure them back for subsequent visits. The 
invitation to visit Martha by Mail was also offered, but this offer was extended 
well after the invitation to visit the site for other purposes {Martha Stewart Livings 
1998, February, 40).

The user encountering the site in 1997 would have found the splash page 
offering a different visual and textual accompaniment each week. The splash page 
provided the user with some tidbit of information about gardening, cooking, 
decorating or holidays. The user then entered the site and tunneled to the recipe, 
gardening, entertaining (etc.) information. If the user wanted to go to the virtual 
store after reading about a product in the recipes, gardening, or craft instructions, 
tunneling was required to reach that destination. Today, the splash page provides 
the user immediate access to the Web store.

Registration, then and today, requires the visitor to provide personal 
information: name, address, e-mail address, phone number and a screen name. 
Further required information details the visitor’s areas of interest. An interesting 
aspect of the registration process was a request for information about how the 
visitor learned about the site’s URL. The options provided for the visitor included 
Martha Stewart Living television or other television, Martha Stewart Living 
magazine or other magazine, askMartha radio or other radio program, newspaper, 
on-line, or other source. The MSLO organization was obviously providing a means 
of examining the effectiveness of this synergistic effort.

The “rooms” of the www.marthastewart.com house included: “What’s New,” 
“Television,” “Radio,” “About Martha,” and “Inside MSLO,” “Martha’s Store.” 
The “What’s New” room provided quick access to new products, books and special 
issues of the MSL magazine.

A prominent room in the virtual house of the initial Web site was the 
“Television” room. The “Television” room provided the site visitor with access to 
a program guide for the current week’s syndicated episodes. The program guide 
also provided recipes, instructions for crafts and projects, summaries of field trips, 
and resource information. A station guide featured a listing of all stations currently 
airing the Martha Stewart Living television show. A brief video clip of the current 
day’s episode was the highlight of this “room.”

A feature of the initial site, but not the most prominent element was “Martha’s 
Store.” “Martha’s Store,” a virtual store featured virtual departments, just like a 
real department store. In this room of the Web site, the shopper browsed through 
the bed and bath, books, craft kits, decorating, entertaining, gardening, good things 
and gift departments.

Since that initial introduction in 1997, the site has been re-invented. Today,
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the site reflects a design based on functionality. The house metaphor is no longer 
used. E-commerce is the purpose of the site. The transaction moves to the fore and 
interaction moves to the background of the site’s construction.

Recipes, tips and craft instructions are still provided to the site visitor free of 
charge, but these are available only after tunneling to them. The link between the 
Martha By Mail Web store and the weekly television and radio program guides is 
just as apparent as it was on the original Web site. What has changed is the location 
of these former “rooms.” Program guide information is now located on the lower 
right side of the browser screen. Program information is now several mouse clicks 
away from the splash screen.

A nearly seamless e-commerce experience has been designed for the site visitor. 
Immediately available to the site visitor, on the upper left side of the browser 
screen, is a thumbnail image of some MSLO product featured under the Martha 
By Mail heading. A mouse click and the site visitor is inside the Martha By Mail 
Web store. Entry into this virtual store is an immediate experience when using the 
new www.marthastewart.com Web site. The user who prefers to use buttons to 
navigate through a Web site will find that the Web store is the first button on the 
left of the button row across the top of the browser screen. If the user likes to use 
icons to navigate, a mouse click on any one of the eight product category icons 
featured in a circle in the center of the browser screen will take the user immediately 
to the Web store.

This reinvented Web site represents a clear change from the initial Web site’s 
design. While the Martha By Mail Web store was a room in the house, it was not 
the first room the visitor encountered. The new Web site makes it clear that the role 
of www.marthastewart.com is not to provide “fish food” to site visitors but to 
provide ample opportunities for the site user to engage in e-commerce.

Form follows function at www.marthastewart.com. The synergistic nature of 
this organization is evident in the fact that the launch of the www.marthastewart.com 
Web site was timed to coincide with the daily syndication of Martha Stewart Living 
Television and the “askMartha” radio show.

Sales opportunities arise within the context of the site; many of the products 
featured in recipes and craft projects are available through Martha By Mail. The 
weekly program guide of the Martha Stewart Living television show is linked \o 
the featured products sold in the Martha By Mail Web store. I he \iewei is led tt> 
believe that the right equipment and the correct utensils are those Martha Stewart 
uses in the demonstrations. The equipment and utensils are paired with the 
appropriate episode information on the Web site. The viewer simply logs on to the 
Web site and becomes a shopper in the Martha By Mail Web store with a few 
mouse clicks. This is possible because the synergistic strategy employed by MSLO 
provides a tightly controlled closed-system.
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The evolution of the site is nearly complete. The transaction dominates the 
earlier information resource function of the site. The Web site has become a true e- 
commerce site.

The Implications of On-line Shopping for the Consumer
Martha Stewart’s e-mail invitation is to shop at her on-line marketplace. This 

Web-based shopping experience is significantly different from the marketplace 
described above by Drucker and Gumpert. Web-based shopping is very convenient. 
Consumers frequently have access to products not carried by local retailers. 
Shopping is at the convenience of the consumer; consumers never have to wait for 
the store to open or worry about getting there before they close. Web-based shopping 
takes place in the home or office where most consumers have few, if any, concerns 
about personal safety compared to shopping at a suburban shopping mall or even 
on a downtown street.

Web-based shopping has some drawbacks. “Cookies” left on the consumer’s 
computer by on-line retailers may attract spam, i.e., unsolicited e-mail. Some Web 
sites are not electronically secure and hackers accessing these sites could steal the 
consumer’s name, address, telephone number and credit card number.

There is another significant drawback. The e-mail from Martha Stewart 
announces that the vendor is ready for the customer; the vendor is not responding 
to the consumer's expression of need for a perfect pie kit. While this on-line 
marketplace may bring the public marketplace into the privacy of the home, the 
marketplace has developed an invasive aspect. Generating e-mail announcements 
of new products and greeting the user by name are interactive elements of the 
Martha Stewart Web sited designed to allow the merchant to initiate contact under 
the guise of an interpersonal relationship. These interactive elements are more 
intimate forms of communication than are found in radio, television, cable, print 
and direct mail advertising. These elements are advantaged by the merchant’s access 
to the user’s electronic lifestyle. Gumpert and Cathcart assert that “the acceleration 
of media (technological innovation) has had an impact on all our relationships. 
The new media have altered our patterns of communication” (9). Interactivity in 
the world of computers allows the media to tap into — to invade — the very 
private sphere of the home.

It is this invasiveness, especially the invasiveness of the Martha Stewart Web 
site, which stands in contrast to Drucker and Gumpert’s description of the agora 
and the many opportunities it afforded for interpersonal interaction. According to 
these scholars, the marketplace, throughout history, has been a place for people, 
especially for women, to interdict and to remain engaged in the greater community.

The electronic marketplace stands in stark contrast to this depiction of the 
traditional marketplace. On-line shopping reduces opportunities for participants
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to interact with one another. Consumption takes place in isolation, in the private 
sphere of the home. Consumption takes place outside of its usual context, the public 
marketplace.

Another problem is that on-line shopping is an elite form of consumption. It is 
estimated that two-thirds of all U.S. households will have access to the Internet by 
the turn of the century. At the present time, however, it is estimated that only about 
one-fifth of all U.S. households have access to the Internet (Spence 33).

These elite consumers buy and are encouraged to buy nostalgia-based products 
at the Martha Stewart Web store. The Perfect Pie Kit is just one such example 
illustrating this appeal to nostalgia. The description of this forty-eight dollar kit 
reads, “Nothing tantalizes the senses like the smell of a pie baking in the oven. 
One whiff and you instantly feel comforted. Treat your family (and yourself) to 
som e of that old-tim e, hom e-baked goodness; i t ’s never been eas ie r” 
(www.marthastewart.com, accessed July 28, 1998). The pie plate looks similar to 
“the highly collectible tins from pie bakeries of long ago.” Of course, the related 
product is a pie basket, the perfect way to transport the perfect pie to a picnic.

If this brings to mind a calm, comfortable, traditional leisure activity for the 
weekend, there may a reason for your nostalgic feelings. Bonnie Dow, describing 
television content, claims that nostalgia may be an antidote “to the perceived 
instability and incoherence of postmodernism” (171). Further, she asserts that 
“nostalgic cultural forms go beyond simple sentimentality; they are reactions to 
and symptoms of postmodernity that are both opposed to and inflected by the 
times in which they are produced” (171). MSLO seems to be applying Dow’s 
notion of nostalgia in it’s marketing practices. The success of MSLO may be due, 
in part, to the fact that many women find themselves at odds with the ambivalence 
of postmodern society. It may be comforting to use the same kinds of products that 
Granny would have used, products recalled with a degree of fondness by today’s 
women. The MSLO nostalgia products are marketed on the notion that women 
want to be good homekeepers. MSLO encourages women to assume or resume the 
traditional role of wife and mother.

Johnson describes the traditional role of wife and mother as a weak role, a role 
outside of the public sphere and a role in which women need to be behaviorally 
attractive to their husbands (269). A supportive behavior might take the form of 
housewifery and women would therefore engage in cooking, gardening, decorating, 
entertaining and providing costumes and treats for children at every holiday. 
Interestingly, these are precisely the product categories for the MSLO products. 
Hall and Neitz claim that women’s work is consumption (107); the MSLO line of 
products featured at the Martha By Mail Web store provides many opportunities 
for this sort of work.

The preceding analysis of on-line shopping suggests several implications for
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consumers. The first implication is not site specific. The diminished opportunity 
for interpersonal interaction serves to isolate the consumer and creates a greater 
gap between the elite participants of the on-line shopping experience and those 
who are not able to participate.

The second implication is exemplified by the Martha Stewart Web site. The 
staff of MSLO has designed this site to mimic m ediated interpersonal 
communication. Trading on the fact that Martha Stewart is the brand, a kind of 
parasocial interaction is set in motion. What is unique, or atypical, is that this 
interaction is initiated by the media persona rather than the audience member. 
MSLO uses parasocial interaction to its own economic advantage.

A site-specific im plication of the on-line shopping experience via 
www.marthastewart.com is that Martha Stewart is using the appeal to nostalgia as 
a marketing device. Implied by the very nature of the MSLO product line is the 
notion that no home is a home without these products. Consumption in this instance 
is not the buying of the latest gadgets, but buying the products essential to making 
your house a home.

The implications of on-line shopping at the Martha By Mail Web store take on 
special significance when the nature of MSLO is examined. MSLO represents 
what Joseph Turow calls “the optimal mixture of organizational breadth and depth” 
(683) or a synergistic organization. “Synergy means the coordination of parts of a 
company so that the whole actually turns out to be worth more than the sum of its 
parts acting alone, without helping one another” (Turow 683). Today, as more and 
more media options fragment the existing audience, mass media conglomerates 
use synergistic strategies to maintain and build total audience share. Indeed, Barnet 
claims that to control the market, organizations must increase the level of vertical 
and horizontal integration (27-28).

The female consumer in the Martha Stewart marketplace may well find herself 
ensnared in the strategies of this synergistic organization; each media channel 
strategically reinforcing the marketing message rather than providing an array of 
marketing messages. Sharon Patrick, MSLO president, concisely describes the 
synergistic strategies of MSLO, “We are in control of design, development, 
packaging, signage. . .that’s all part of brand maintenance and preservation” 
(Fellman 32).

These implications are exacerbated by the fact that MSLO is a synergistic 
organization. Indeed, the MSLO staff counts themselves “fortunate” due to the 
fact that “driving traffic to our site (www.marthastewart.com) is easier through 
cross-promotions from our daily television and radio shows and from ads in Martha 
Stewart Living” (Spence 27). The focus in this mediated communication experience 
is not on interaction, but on transaction.

The purpose of www.marthastewart.com is described by Deborah Spence,
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consumer-marketing manager for MSLO. “We’ve developed our site to supplement 
each facet of our business and increase our overall revenue and not merely to 
establish a presence... when Martha shows how to press flowers using a plant press 
on television, we link the program guide for that segment with the actual product 
sold in the Martha By Mail Web store” (Spence 27).

Implications for Communication Theory
Gumpert and Cathcart’s view of interpersonal mediated communication does 

not encompass e-commerce. Today’s technology is forcing a change in the theory; 
Gumpert and Cathcart could not have anticipated the pervasiveness of the personal 
computer and messaging systems and the developments in Internet technology. 
The multi-functional nature of today’s messaging systems provides organizations 
like MSLO opportunities to not merely inform the public, but to engage in strategic 
or persuasive communication, even direct sales.

Clearly, interpersonal and mass communication are still inextricably 
intertwined, but our individual uses of media have expanded with the increasingly 
richer channels available for interpersonal communication. Companies like MSLO 
are learning to exploit the nature of personal communication technology. A new 
form of communication, mediated interpersonal communication, has emerged. This 
is a strategic or persuasive form of communication displaying messages intended 
for personal consumption. Messages appear to be personal and individualized when, 
in fact, they are merely aimed at a targeted market segment. In the case of MSLO, 
the messages are designed to persuade consumers to purchase MSLO merchandise. 
This particular company, trading on the personality of CEO, Martha Stewart, is 
also able to design messages based on parasocial relationship strategies.

Gumpert and Cathcart posit that our social system is related to our media of 
communication and our individual uses of media reflect our need for socialization. 
In this critical examination of www.marthastewart.com on-line shopping, the 
exploitation of the illusion of interpersonal mediated communication has been 
explored. It becomes apparent that our use of media technology may provide us 
with the illusion of being part of a community and interacting with friends. In 
actuality, we may become isolated and engage in economic transaction rather than 
communicative interaction.

The ultimate message of the www.marthastewart.com Web site is to buy, buy 
something from Martha By Mail. “There’s no doubt that the potential for Web 
marketing is enormous,” says Deborah Spence of MSLO. “It’s a medium with the 
ability to reach a new type of consumer” (Spence 27). These sentiments are echoed 
in Rich’s claims that the site “should stir up the pot for Web ad spending directed 
at women” (Rich 38). Gina Garrubbo, executive vice president of Wire Networks, 
responded to the news of the www.marthastewart.com Web site by saying.
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“Hopefully, she’ll bring more women online” (Rich 38).
The www.marthastewart.com Web site is a marketplace offering nostalgia- 

oriented wares to shoppers. Just as the Muzak filling urban malls once supplanted 
the cacophony of vendors hawking their wares from the stalls of the open-air 
marketplace, consumers now listen to the new merchant. Martha Stewart’s siren 
song is e-mail, an intimate invitation. Consumers invited to visit this site shop in 
the virtual departments of a virtual store.

Rich described the planned evolution of the www.marthastewart.com Web 
site: “The site will initially serve as an information resource to accompany the 
shows” and will “also feature a commerce section devoted to MSL merchandise” 
(38). Ultimately, according to Rich, the site would evolve into a “larger, full-fledged 
Internet service” (Rich 38).

The staff at MSLO understands that our social system is related to our media 
of communication and our individual uses of media reflect our need for socialization. 
The on-line shopping experience at the Martha Stewart Web site exploits the illusion 
of interpersonal mediated communication, helping consumers feel connected to 
Martha Stewart, their “friend”. The apparent success of this marketing strategy is 
reflected in the evolution of the Web site from an information-rich site to a full�
blown e-commerce site.

Future research must explore the growing sophistication of the e-consumer 
and the communication strategies employed by e-merchants in the virtual 
marketplace. The communication strategies used by individuals to counter the ploys 
of the e-merchant need to be explored. This type of research can help to increase 
the requisite media literacy skills individuals need to become critical consumers 
while using the Web. Individuals need to be at least as critical of e-commerce as 
they are of say, telemarketers. After all, Martha Stewart is not really going to call 
consumers tonight at 6 p.m., is she? If an anonymous telemarketer, representing 
MSLO, calls during dinner, how many consumers would not be able to hang up in 
the middle of the sales pitch? Will Web shoppers develop this level of skepticism? 
Or will the allure of the pseudo-personal relationship with the personality behind 
the site win out? The answers to these kinds of questions will continue to provide 
us insight into the social and cultural bases of our communication.

Human Kinetics Publishers Susan Brown Zahn
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“Every Old Trick is New Again”: Myth in 
Quotations and the Star Trek Franchise

The original series of Star Trek first aired on U.S. television in 1966 and was 
cancelled by NBC in 1969. Despite the program’s low official Nielsen ratings, a 
large and dedicated fan following of the series developed during, but mostly after, 
its initial broadcast run (Asherman 31-32, 67-9, 103, 139, 141). Syndication of re�
runs allowed the series to reach a broader audience, as well as an opportunity to re�
watch the series before the advent of home video machines. Sequels to the series 
emerged in the form of an animation series (broadcast in the U.S. in 1973-4), 
feature films (the first being Star Trek: The Motion Picture, Wise 1979), live- 
action series, and an increasing range of related merchandise and cross-media forms. 
Perhaps due to this relative longevity. Star Trek as a “franchise,” beyond its 
individual manifestations, has been described as “mythic” and “classic.” Linda 
Johnston notes that whether a work is a “classic” tends to be a matter of “faith 
because it has stood the test of time [ .. .] .  But is Star Trek a classic because it has 
survived since 1966?” (65). The “classic” status of Star Trek, therefore, is relative 
to its position within a specifically twentieth century communication technology. 
Star Trek's sequel series of the 1980s and beyond have increasingly played upon 
this status in its narrative strategies, positioning itself as a form of contemporary 
myth through an interplay with its own textual past and appropriated myths.

While myth comes from the Greek mythos, originally meaning simply words 
or a speech {Iliad 6.381-2, 9.431, 9.443), the definition of myth has been much 
contested. Traditional explanations tend to focus upon supernatural and heroic 
subject matter, oral composition, and archaic setting. More broadly defined, myths 
are narratives that embody communal ideas about the natural and social world. 
Conceptualised in this broader sense, myths can be seen to articulate universal 
themes of human life (such as birth and death) as well as reflecting and mediating 
specific cultural shifts. The concept of a “modern myth” has been anathema to 
many scholars working with more traditionally defined myths, and for whom 
distinctions between myth, legend and folklore are themselves much debated.

In popular use, myth has also come to stand for a fictitious story, or a widely 
believed falsehood. Myth has become conceptualised in terms of an ever-broadening 
field of narrative and belief systems (Brockway 2). In particular, the characterisation 
of film and television as contemporary myth has been the focus of heated debates 
in cinema studies, most notably in the short-lived appropriation of Claude Levi- 
Strauss’ structuralism in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as in the context of genre 
theory from the 1970s. Myth has also been understood as one possible
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communication system that may be incorporated into specific contemporary texts, 
rather than applying to an entire medium (Chesebro 21-2, 37-41).

Myth has not only continually broadened in popular and academic use, but 
has also become the subject of a deliberate narrative strategy. The traditional myths 
of various cultures and time periods have become subject matter for writers of 
television programs -  programs which span ostensibly ancient settings, such as 
Xena and Hercules^ present-day settings, such as The X-Files\ as well as futuristic 
settings such as Red Dwatfund the various Star Trek series. Whether or not television 
programs function as myths, the conscious manipulation of mythic material at the 
very least produces texts which are about myth.

Plundering the Past: Quoting Myth within the Layers
The intentional play upon the notion of myth mobilises different potential 

interpretative strategies, including the interaction between the text and its 
appropriated myth, and the degree to which the process of appropriation is 
highlighted within the text. Myth becomes one or more nodes in an interconnecting 
array of texts; a narrative strand as well as a possible interpretive vantage point. 
While myth can be seen to function as part of an intertextual array in the case of 
Star Trek, its position becomes more complex as the Star Trek franchise develops 
over time.

In the original Star Trek series episode “Who Mourns For Adonais?” {sic) 
(Daniels 1967), the Greek god Apollo is found living on an alien planet, and is 
revealed to be the member of a space-faring alien race. The humans of the twenty- 
third century Star Trek world are accustomed to dealing with alien beings, and 
refuse to become Apollo’s new worshippers. Apollo eventually accepts the change 
in human belief systems, and proclaims that his “time has passed. There is no 
room for gods,” upon which he fades into a non-corporeal form. While the ancient 
Greeks are shown to have mistaken powerful aliens for gods, their mythology is 
nonetheless given a basis in fact. When Apollo compares Captain Kirk and his 
away team with the Greek epic heroes Agamemnon, Hector and Odysseus, it 
suggests not only that these heroes actually lived, but also that the Enterprise crew 
have taken up the heroic role of these figures. In this respect “Who Mourns For 
Adonais?” retells its mythic subject matter to both renounce the past and yet embody 
its heroic nature.

While Kirk acknowledges the contribution of ancient Greek culture to Earth, 
he nonetheless rejects its remaining “god.” Greco-Roman myth and culture form 
part of a number of non-Star Trek sources that are reworked in the original series. 
Thus “Elaan of Troyius” (Lucas 1968) takes its name from classical inspiration 
(Helen of Troy from the Iliad) but little, if any, of its plot or scenario -  indeed it is 
loosely based upon Shakespeare’s play The Taming o f the Shrew (Asherman 106).
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In this case, references to non-Star Trek sources are layered together and reworked 
within a Star Trek narrative. Other sources brought into the original series include 
the horror genre, a retelling of Jack the Ripper, the gangster genre, the western 
genre, and Shakespeare. Further, the original series also engages with various 
periods of Earth history, both directly through time travel and through the analogy 
of alien cultures. The discovery of a living Apollo in the original series of Star Trek 
must, therefore, be viewed within the broader context of multiple appropriations 
within the series’ various episodes.

As the Star Trek franchise has extended, so too has the range of material it 
quotes and reworks within its science-fiction setting. While Greek myth is revisited 
in the Star Trek: Voyager series in an episode I will turn to in depth, new sources of 
appropriation in the sequel series of Star Trek have included the legends of King 
Arthur and Robin Hood, the Medieval epic Beowulf, the Irish hero Brian Boru, the 
Bible, and Moby Dick. Ilsa Bick has argued that the Star Trek franchise continually 
alludes “to canonical texts such as Dickens, Twain, Doyle, and [. . .] Shakespeare 
[. . .] to legitimate and elevate its narrative to immutable niythos'' (206). While 
critical of its textual strategies, Bick acknowledges that Star Trek holds a prime 
place within the history of popular culture, and is able to draw upon that sense of 
history in order, paradoxically, to suggest its own timelessness -  creating a “cultural 
mythology” that aligns itself with the lasting quality of great works of literature 
and their esteemed ouevre (Bick 206-7).

Given that the Star Trek franchise is over thirty years old and extends over 
many different media, it is particularly well placed to draw upon its own history 
and produce a (popular) “mythology” about itself. The Star Trek of the 1980s and 
beyond is aware of its textual past and place within popular culture, and occasionally 
displays this awareness in a heightened, deliberate manner. To coincide with the 
thirtieth anniversary of the series, for example, the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 
(DS9) episode “Trials and Tribble-ations” (West 1996) has the crew of Deep Space 
Nine taken back in time to an incident depicted in the original series episode “The 
Trouble With Tribbles” (Pevney 1967). With the benefit of digital technology, 
characters from the new series are able to rub shoulders with Captain Kirk and Mr. 
Spock of the original series. One of the DS9 characters, an alien called Dax who 
has lived over the span of many human lifetimes, articulates the nostalgic aspect of 
this journey when she says “I remember this time. I lived in this time and it’s -  it’s 
hard to not want to be a part of it again.” Dax’s sentiments echo those of many of 
the audience who, through rewatching the original episode and its reworking in 
“Trials and Tribble-ations” can “remember” the Star Trek of the 1960s, but only 
through the mediation of a 1990s perspective. A retrospective understanding of the 
original series is filtered through the knowledge of its textual growth as a fictional 
realm and the emergence of its cult status in the history of popular culture.
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While Dax yearns for the time of the original series, the episode also makes fun 
of this textual past. Attention is drawn to the fact that the alien Klingons look totally 
different in the new series to how they looked in the original series. Seated in a space 
station bar, the Klingon Worf looks uncomfortable as his DS9 crewmates Odo, Miles 
O’Brien and Dr Julian Bashir survey the other Klingons in the bar. Worf, with his 
ridged forehead partially hidden by a scarf, uncomfortably avoids their gaze; the 
Klingons around him are distinguishable from humans only by a distinctive uniform 
and a predilection for goatee beards.

Worf: “They are Klingons. And it is a long story.”
O’Brien: “What happened? Some kind of genetic engineering?”
Julian: “A viral mutation?”
Worf: “We do not discuss it with outsiders.”

The seasoned Star Trek viewer, however, knows exactly what caused this racial 
transformation. Better make-up techniques and higher budgets led to a production 
decision that broke continuity between the original series of Star Trek and its 
subsequent film and television manifestations.

The changes between the original and sequel series of Star Trek are such that 
when viewed as a entire fictional world Star Trek does not merely revisit its past, 
but rewrites it. The video sleeve of “Trials and Tribble-ations” includes a summary 
of the original “Trouble with Tribbles” episode. However the narrative of this “past” 
has been overwritten by the events depicted in the DS9 episode. Tailing the 
description of the original episode, the video sleeve tells us that “Kirk was blissfully 
unaware [. . .] that a personal threat to him was being frantically averted by time�
travelling Starfleet officers from a future century.” The events of the DS9 episode 
are thereby depicted as having had occurred all along, even though the episode 
itself makes clear that the presence of D59 characters in the past was not originally 
part of “history” - neither their twenty-third century history nor our 1960s television 
history. “Trials and Tribble-ations,” more than merely a parody of the old Star Trek 
versus the new, combines self-reflexive highlighting of continuity changes with an 
attempt to weave DS9 into the very fabric of this textual past. While Bick 
conceptualises Star Trek as a type of master narrative that creates a “cultural 
mythology” through “the illusory, temporal seamlessness of sequels” (204, 207), 
the discontinuous elements between the various Star Trek texts combined with the 
quotation of outside texts produces a more complex, fractured textual array.

While “Trials and Tribble-ations” cites the original series in order to both 
parody and valorise it, “Way of the Warrior” (D59, Conway 1995) in turn begins 
the process of turning Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987-1994) into a newly 
finished tradition which itself can be quoted in a mythic guise. Worf mourns the
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passing of his time on board the Enterprise both as an expression of nostalgia and 
as a means of articulating his new role. “We were like warriors from the ancient 
sagas,“ says Worf. “There was nothing we could not do [. . .]. The Enterprise I 
knew is gone. Those were good years. But now it is time for me to move on.” In his 
nosialgia for that which has only just finished. Worf has already begun to idealise 
The (n ncKition in terms of ancient legend and heroic deeds. Reference to 
Star Trck\ own past here serves both nostalgia and product differentiation, as 
Worf e\ entually accepts his new role on the troubled space station (and actor Michael 
Dorn accepts his role on a different series).

Jim Collins argues that in the case of Batman, another franchise that has been 
retold over a number of decades, recent retellings have displayed an elevated level 
of self-awareness. The new Batman texts display a heightened acknowledgment 
of their own textual relations and past (Collins “Batman” 165, 167). In such a self- 
aware text, Collins argues, there can be no master narrative producing a myth, but 
rather only “myth” presented in quotation marks, forming a multitude of quotations 
of which audience members will have varying degrees of knowledge (Collins 
“Batman” 179-180).

The Star Trek of the 1960s may quote non-Star Trek myths, but a popular 
culture mythology based around the series itself had not yet begun. By contrast, 
the Star Trek of the 1980s and beyond is aware of its own place within the history 
of popular culture, an awareness activated whenever it quotes itself. Within such a 
context, to retell a story appropriated from an outside source is to simultaneously 
and necessarily retell the Star Trek story in a new guise. When the Star Trek of the 
1980s and beyond quotes an external myth, it is automatically at the very least a 
twofold endeavour, because it is aware not only of its source material, but also of 
its own status as (and deliberate construction of) a form of popular mythology. 
Star Trek not only contextualises outside myths within Star Trek's, fictional realm, 
but also attempts to contextualise its own mythology through that quotation. The 
Star Trek: Voyager episode “Favorite Son” (Rush 1997), which retells the encounter 
of Odysseus with the Sirens, is an example of this form of mutual contextualising.

Sci-Fi Sirens: “Favorite Son” and the Odyssey
Star Trek: Voyager is the most recent of the Star Trek sequel series. Set in the 

twenty-fourth century, it centers around the starship Voyager, which has been flung 
into distant space by a now-dead alien. The crew of Voyager, led by Captain Kathryn 
Janeway, embark on a seventy year journey home to Earth. The third season episode 
“Favorite Son” revises Odysseus’ confrontation with the Sirens from Homer’s 
Odyssey (c.750-700 BCE), a Greek epic that recounts individual heroic encounters 
occurring within the overall structure of the return home by Odysseus, his crew and 
his ship. In adapting the Sirens episode, “Favorite Son” situates Voyager'm the context 
of Greek myth as well as situating Greek myth in the context of Star Trek.
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In “Favorite Son”, Voyager crew member Harry Kim begins to experience deja 
vu, even though the ship is travelling through an area of space never before explored 
by Voyager. Undergoing a series of genetic transformations, Harry directs the ship to 
a planet on which he is warmly greeted. The inhabitants inform Harry that he is, in 
fact, not human, but rather an alien who has fulfilled his latent genetic urge to return 
home to take a mate. On a planet with a population of ninety per cent women, this 
revelation seems too good to be true. Unfortunately, the imbalances of the sexes on 
the planet Tauresia has led its people to infect male aliens such as Harry with a 
genetically altering virus, changing the victims to make them suitable for procreation. 
The combination of the virus and an abundance of women provides them with enough 
willing husbands. The men, however, are killed during the mating process -  as Harry 
finds out just in time when he stumbles across the corpse of an unlucky husband.

In the tag of the episode, Harry sits in the Mess Hall telling fellow crew members 
about Odysseus and the Sirens. Harry tells them:

“But Odysseus had been warned that these women, the sirens, 
sang a song so beautiful that any man who heard it would be 
lured to his death. [. . .] He told his crew to cover their ears so 
they couldn’t hear the sirens’ song. But he also had them tie him 
to the mast of the ship so he could listen himself without being 
led astray as they sailed past.”

Though remodeled to fit the concerns of a primarily science fiction program, 
ancient Greek myth forms the basic framework for this episode’s narrative. Harry 
briefly retells the original source, providing not only a short lesson in the original 
myth but also another means of quotation.

The Sirens story is, therefore, told twice within the context of the episode, but 
it has a third resonance in relation to Voyager's series structure of the return home. 
While Homer’s Odyssey tells of Odysseus’ encounter with the Sirens in flashback, 
the episodic nature of Odysseus’ adventures within a quest to return home against 
great odds is a structure which Voyager follows as a series. Whether or not the 
viewer is aware of this alignment is another matter, given that “Favorite Son” 
gives no more information about the Odyssey than Harry’s brief retelling of the 
Sirens at the end of the episode (quoted above). The use of the Odyssey nonetheless 
situates Voyager within its mythic framework, inviting the viewer to relate the two 
tales to one another and directing us specifically to Odysseus over a myriad of 
other Siren myths.

In the Odyssey, Odysseus is forewarned by Circe of the Sirens’ deadly allure, 
and is, therefore, able to make preparations to protect himself and his men from the 
effects of their song (12.39-54, 12.165-200). In “Favorite Son,” Harry gradually
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gains knowledge of a different kind -  a feeling of deja vu and the gradual awareness 
of Tauresian knowledge. Yet this precognition is in fact part of the Tauresian’s method 
of ensnarement. Unlike Odysseus, whose characteristic use of intellect and craftiness 
allows him to pass by the Sirens unharmed (Neils 175), Harry is the youngster of the 
Voyager team, often depicted as talented but a little naive due to lack of experience. 
He is not the captain of his ship, nor the leader of his crew as Odysseus is. Indeed, if 
for Odysseus the lure of the Sirens lies in their ability to sing for him an epic song in 
which his former heroic deeds will be praised (Odyssey 12.184-191; Pucci 196), 
Harry’s temptation is to believe that he is more important than he has, as yet, become. 
As a young and upcoming officer, he longs to be special -  an elevated status that the 
Tauresians can offer. Thus at the end of Harry’s adventure he says that “[i]t wasn’t 
just the women [...]. There was also something exciting about having a new identity. 
Being more than just young Ensign Kim.” Although Harry becomes suspicious of 
the Tauresians, it is the combined efforts of the Voyager crew by which he is rescued, 
not his own cunning. Just as the Odyssey explicitly compares Odysseus’ forthcoming 
adventures with those of Jason in the Argonautika (Odyssey 12.69-70), so too in 
“Favorite Son” Harry’s encounter is modeled on and compared with that of Odysseus, 
but changed in order to accommodate a different heroic figure.

In their promise to tell Odysseus epic poetry, which will flatter his ego as a hero, 
the Sirens embody the “temptation of ‘forgetting the return’ ” to his home and to the 
loved ones waiting there (Segal 215). Harry’s false memories, which gradually emerge, 
operate in inverse to the possibility that he too may forget the return, and instead stay 
with the Tauresians. To “remember” the Tauresians is to forget Voyager and the 
desire to return to Earth. As Odysseus continually chooses the glory of nostos (return 
home) over the possible delights to be had elsewhere, so too the crew of Voyager 
consistently pass up opportunities to settle on hospitable alien planets. Although 
aliens often aid their journey, alien planets themselves always pose the potential of a 
replacement Earth that will divert the crew from their quest.

But the Sirens may pose a greater threat than merely their potential to halt the 
homeward journey. Odysseus is warned by Circe that those who listen to the Sirens 
do not depart again (Odyssey 12.40-46). Odysseus does not say whether there are 
indeed bones of the dead around the Sirens as Circe claims (Odyssey 12.45-6), and 
the Sirens themselves assert that one can listen and then freely depart (Odyssey 12.188). 
Unlike Odysseus, in “Favorite Son” Harry receives no warnings about the deadly 
intent of Tauresians, and instead is lured by fake memories which make him believe 
he belongs with them. But while the presence of remains surrounding the Sirens is 
never corroborated in the Odyssey^ the lethal nature of the Tauresians in “Favorite 
Son” is confirmed with the discovery of the corpse.

This threat is directly related to the Tauresians’ sexuality. The viewer of Star
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Trek will be aware that love interests from outside the central spaceship usually last 
only for one episode (Blair 292), and are frequently treacherous or manipulative in 
nature. Despite the Star Trek edict of equality of races, this tendency seems little 
improved upon the Odyssey's own distinction between Greek and non-Greek women. 
Although the allure of Homer’s Sirens lies in their promise of knowledge and epic 
poetry, the language they use is distinctly sexual, as is their location on a “flowery 
meadow” {Odyssey 12.159), a setting of sexual entanglements in early Greek poetry 
(Doherty 84, Schein 21). The Tauresians bypass such allusions, instead overtly offering 
the lure of no less than group sex. Their sexual drive is, however, channeled specifically 
for reproductive purposes.

Despite its twenty-fourth century setting, then, “Favorite Son” divests the Sirens 
of their role as holders of great knowledge, and instead depicts the Tauresians in 
terms of the dangerous nature of female reproductive power. While Voyager much 
celebrated for having a female captain, it is a male ensign through which the Sirens 
story is told, not Captain Janeway. Although Voyager s ensemble cast allows different 
characters to feature prominently in different episodes, Janeway is closer to Odysseus 
in rank and function as the leader of her crew. The choice of Harry as the hero, and 
the addition of procreation as the source of the Tauresian threat, suggests a return to 
the type of gender stereotyping often present in the original series.

Indeed, the video sleeve for “Favorite Son” explicitly links the episode with 
earlier episodes from the original series and The Next Generation. Under the heading 
of “Species Survival,” the video sleeve notes that in the original series episode “Wink 
of an Eye” (Taylor 1968), the crew encounter a species whose men have been rendered 
sterile. The Queen of these aliens attempts to take all the men from the Enterprise in 
order to repopulate the planet. Just as the various alignments and discontinuities 
between Homer’s description of Odysseus and the Sirens and Voyager's version of 
the tale will be evident only if the viewer is in possession of specific knowledge, so 
too the episode’s alignment with earlier Star Trek can only be appreciated if the 
viewer has seen the other episodes in question or has read the video sleeve. Visually, 
however, the saturated reds and oranges of the Tauresian costumes with their black 
neck trim are reminiscent of the original series’ Starfleet uniforms. While in “Who 
Mourns for Adonais?” Greek antiquity is suggested through the iconography of 
columns and (gold lame) togas, in “Favorite Son” the iconography suggests not the 
Odyssey from which the plot is adapted but rather the original Star Trek series.

But if following explicit references can only take us so far, this by no means 
marks the boundaries of a possible intertextual array. In terms of Greek myth, the 
reproductive aspect of both “Wink of an Eye” and “Favorite Son” seems closer to 
the Lemnian women of the Argonautika (1.608-914) than the Sirens of the Odyssey. 
Similarly, a range of other Star Trek connections are possible, such as the animated 
series episode “The Lorelei Signal” (Sutherland 1973), which takes its name from
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the Germanic Siren. In this episode, a group of alien women whose own men have 
all died ensare the men of other species through beautiful visions, and then drain 
them of their life force. The Taurean system in which these women live closely 
resembles the planet Tauresia from “Favorite Son” in name, and the plot and Siren 
theme are similar in both episodes. Yet the “Favorite Son” sleeve does not refer to 
this episode, thereby situating itself within a specific Star Trek array that privileges 
the live-action series over other media forms. But while the episode itself as well as 
the video sleeve suggest connections the viewer can make to other texts, this does 
not preclude other connections within or beyond the Star Trek array, as each viewer 
mobilises personal and shared popular culture memories.

As Irad Malkin notes in The Returns o f Odysseus, “the myth of Odysseus” is 
made up not only of “the epic narrative of the Odyssey, but also alternative versions 
and ‘sequels’, pictorial images [. ..] and forms of cult” (33). So although described 
in text, the myth of Odysseus is not contained in any single text, and by the early 
Classical period the Sirens in particular had been refashioned many times (Buitron- 
Oliver and Cohen 31 -33). Voyager's “Favorite Son” episode is but one in a long line 
of retellings which retains some aspects of the myth yet transforms others. But equally, 
the Sirens and the Odyssey are used in order to retell and construct Star Trek's own 
form of a specifically twentieth century popular “mythology.” Both Star Trek and 
the Sirens myth are retold in a continuous process of quotation, with each retelling 
situating itself in a much larger tradition that is made up of but ultimately not contained 
by its textual manifestations.

VoyageTs quotation of, and alignment with myth as illustrated in the “Favorite 
Son” episode is but one of many quotation practices within Star Trek. These 
quotations simultaneously provide threads of other textual realms, yet rely upon 
varying audience awareness for their significance. Voyager’s second in command 
notes that out in the deep reaches of unknown space “every old trick is 
new again.” More accurately, everything old is remade in a new form -  both 
Star Trek, and the outside sources it quotes.

University of Melbourne Djoymi Baker

Notes
1. On the Paramount studio lot, the business of Star Trek as a whole is referred to 

collectively as “the franchise” (Poe 50).
2. “Classic Trek" is frequently used to indicate the original Star Trek series.
3. Part of this paper was presented at the inter-disciplinary symposium “The Use and 

Abuse of Antiquity: Interrogating the Classical Tradition,” held at The University of 
Melbourne, Australia, October 7, 1999. 1 would like to express my thanks to the 
participants of the symposium for their comments. Responsibility for the interpretations 
contained herein lie with the author.
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4.
5.

6 .

7.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

Dundes is a comprehensive anthology debating the definition (and function) of myth. 
Collins uses the term “array” to give a geographically descriptive sense to numerous 
sets of texts and cultural knowledge interconnecting and existing simultaneously 
(Architectures 41; “Batman” 170-80).
The Animated Star Trek revisited the Tribbles in “More Tribbles, More Troubles” 
(Sutherland 1973); it does not, however, revisit its past in the more literal sense embodied 
in “Trials and Tribble-ations.”
Similarly, Peter Rose notes the way in which the first Superman feature film historicises 
its own myth by putting references to its 1930s original alongside its 1970s re-invention 
(33).
This characterisation is also drawn upon in Star Trek advertisements, one of which 
describes the passing of the tradition from the original series through to the sequels, so 
that DS9 is “a place where legends are forged,” and that “the legend continues with 
Star Trek: Voyager' (Voyager 4.12 containing “Living Witness” Russ 1998 and 
“Demon” Williams 1998).
As Rose notes in relation to Superman, for example, younger audience members may 
miss references to the Superman of the 1930s, changing the textual reading (33). Collins 
does not extensively develop his notion of “myth” and in Architectures develops a 
different construction of cultural mythology (47).
In another inversion, Odysseus is bound to protect himself against the Sirens (Odyssey 
12.178-9), whereas the victims of the Tauresians are bound during the marriage 
ceremony.
Voyager later receives a warning about the Tauresians but is unable to contact Harry. 
See for example Graham (13-4).
See for example Blair and Cranny-Francis.
Star Trek: The Next Generation, “When the Bough Breaks” (Manners 1988), in which 
a sterile alien race steal children from the Enterprise, and “Up the Long Ladder” (Kolbe 
1989), in which a society which reproduces by cloning attempts to steal new DNA 
from Enterprise crew members.
Other episodes such as “Heroes and Demons” (Voyager Landau 1995) use the sleeve 
to provide information on the appropriated text, which in this case is the medieval epic 
Beowulf.
Star Trek: Voyager, “Ex Post Facto” (Burton 1995).
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Deconstructing Buffy: Buffy the Vampire^s 
Contribution to the Discouse on 

Gender Construction
As a parent of a teenage daughter and as a teacher of adolescents, I try to stay 

in touch with their entertainment world. I listen to their music, go to some of the 
“teen” movies, read adolescent novels, and watch television targeted to the teen 
audience. Two years ago, my daughter invited me to watch her favorite television 
program with her. Initially, I would simply enjoy sitting with her and sneaking in 
some conversation during the commercials. Since that time, I am surprised and a 
little embarrassed to discover that I frequently find myself sitting alone watching 
this program while my daughter busies herself with other activities. I’m hooked. 
That program is The Vampire 5/ay^r starring Sarah Michelle Cellar as Buffy 
Summers.

Although I find the show extremely entertaining, I am also drawn to it because 
of its cultural significance. I propose that Bujfy offers a unique perspective on 
views of feminism and feminist behavior, particularly for adolescent females. In 
the following discussion, I will explain Bujfy's, contribution to the discourse on 
gender from three stances—as a critical reader of texts, as a feminist, and as a 
literacy educator. As such, I will answer the following questions:

1. What does Bujfy add to the continuing discourse of our 
postmodern society in terms of poststructural feminist 
theory?

2. What does Buffy add to our understanding of how females 
are portrayed in adolescent texts?

3. What might Buffy teach teens and young adults about 
negotiating the potential minefield between adolescence and 
adulthood?

Who (or what) is B u ffy l
The series, which premiered on March 10, 1997, is a spin-off from the 1992 

movie of the same name. Although the movie was not a box-office hit, it developed 
a loyal following of viewers who kept video rentals and sales active. The scriptwriter 
for the movie version of Buffy, Joss Whedon, also serves as creative executive— 
writer, producer, and director—for the television series (Genge). Although the show 
airs on the upstart network, WB, and is targeted at adolescents, it has received a 
significant amount of attention in entertainment and mainstream media. B uff' has
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been described as “the very best horror has to offer” (Genge xv); with “power[ful] 
ludic elements [in] symbolism and language” (Wilcox 23); offering “transgressive 
possibilities for reimagining gendered relations and modernist American ideologies” 
(Owen 25) in “brainy, goodhearted, gloriously expressive TV poetry” (Carson 37) 
with “delightfully campy dialogue” (Genge xiv) centering around a slight, blonde, 
ex-cheerleader who “kicks vampire butt.”

The framing narrative is about a young woman who inherited special skills as 
a vampire-slayer, and each episode sees her face assorted demonic forces 
challenging her and threatening humanity. The first three seasons were set in 
Sunnydale High School; the present season has moved to the campus of the college 
in the same town. Buffy has an assortment of friends and foes who are regulars or 
semi-regulars in the series. Her “Watcher” (or guardian) is Giles (played by Anthony 
Stewart Head) who has been charged with the duties of training and assisting the 
Slayer. Her best friend. Willow (played by Alyson Hannigan), displays exceptional 
computer skills and dabbles in witchcraft. Two other friends, Xander (Nicholas 
Brendon) and Oz (Seth Green), round out Buffy’s inner circle who get entangled 
in demonic battles. Another character, Cordelia (Charisma Carpenter) has left the 
series to join Angel in a spin-off show. Cordelia plays a shallow, narcissistic young 
woman who epitomizes the homecoming queen popularity of traditionally 
mainstream adolescent experiences.

The show has generated an active following. My daughter has bookmarked 
several web pages that serve as electronic equivalents of fan clubs. These pages 
include episode summaries, electronic bulletin boards, current news regarding future 
episodes, personal information about the stars and Joss Whedon, lyrics and artists 
of the music heard in the show, and links to other related sites. Several of the sites 
solicit and receive stories and songs written by viewers that stay true to the 
characters, plots, and themes of the show. Recently two sites ceased including 
transcripts and sound recordings from the shows after executives (and probably 
their legal affairs department) contacted them from 20th Century-Fox. Fans are 
being urged to write letters of protest. In addition to the web pages, there are several 
chat line sites where fans can engage in a conversation about the show. My 
daughter’s email receives an average of eight to ten messages a week from the chat 
line to which she subscribes. In addition to the large adolescent following, clearly, 
something about this show has touched a chord in older viewers as well, witness 
the critical reviews cited above. The adult magazine George revealed Buffy as 
second in a list of “20 Most Fascinating Women in Politics.”

What does Bu ffy  add to the ongoing discourse of our postmodern society in 
terms of poststructuralist feminist theory?

To apply the term “postmodern” (or any other term) to contemporary society
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can be problematic. The complexity and vastness of our society defies simple one- 
word categorization. Postmodernism, as defined by M. H. Abrams extended the 
contratraditional movements in arts and literature of the modern age to the breaking 
point where modern works were deemed as conventional and “high a rf’ was 
devalued in favor of popular art forms. Some postmodernist works celebrated the 
“ ‘meaninglessness’ of existence and the underlying ‘void,’ or ‘nothingness’ on 
which any supposed security is conceived to be precariously suspended” (120). 
Susan Bordo proposes various origins of the “postmodern age.” Some posit that 
the postmodern era developed as a reaction to the breakdown of the Enlightenment 
notions of humanism, rational thought, and beliefs in Truth and Objectivity. Some 
cite the failure of a cohesive hegemony of Western culture as the beginning of 
postmoderninity. Some discuss the “information explosion” as evidence of the 
new era. And some, including Bordo, point to the runaway consumer capitalism of 
our present culture as the most visible proof of a postmodern society.

The term “postmodernism” is used in discussions about literature and the arts 
in much the same way “poststructuralism” frames conversations about linguistics 
and literary theory. Poststructuralists discuss meaning, or meaninglessness, by 
exposing “the naively representational theory of language” (Eagleton 124). Because 
we are all powerless over the universal influence of language, our agency or our 
free will is lessened; in a sense, we are de-centered within the circle of our 
experiences. These structures of language have presented society in terms of binary 
opposites, of opposing dualities. Poststructuralists reveal these oppositions within 
a text or any other cultural artifact and neutralize them by deconstructing the binary 
altogether. This process, outlined by Jacques Derrida, suggests that a deconstructive 
reader (or viewer) will look for evidence of grammatical or linguistic oppositions— 
rich/poor, strong/weak, right/left, man/woman—that conform to culturally accepted 
hierarchical relationships which privilege the first term (or signifier) in the duality 
while subordinating the second. After exposing the opposition, the hierarchy is 
inverted by privileging the second term resulting in a new vision of the 
relationship— poor/rich, weak/strong, left/right, and woman/man. The final step 
argues for the futility and meaninglessness of structuring binary oppositions in 
general by exposing them as ideological and cultural contexts that limit and 
marginalize us.

The writers of Bujfy play with discourse of cultural patterns in a way that 
deconstructs many of the dualities of contemporary society. A recent episode 
(November 23, 1999) is set on Thanksgiving, a cultural tradition rife with ideology. 
Buffy wants to re-enact a traditional Thanksgiving celebration with her “family of 
friends.” (Like many adolescent narratives, parents figure little in the action 
(Donelson and Nilsen). Buffy’s father lives in another city and has only been seen 
in a few episodes. Her mother, Joyce (played by Kristine Sutherland), was oblivious
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to Buffy’s secret slayer identity until the last episode of the second season.) Willow 
voices the cynical postmodern summation of the hypocrisy of celebrating the 
genocide of an indigenous culture. Nevertheless, Buffy convinces Willow, Xander, 
and Anya (played by Emma Caulfield)—Xander’s demon girlfriend who grants 
spurned women retribution towards men— to come to a “real Thanksgiving dinner” 
at Giles’ home. When Giles asks why the dinner has to be at his house, Buffy 
replies, “You’re the patriarch; you have to toast the festivities or it’s all meaningless.” 
Giles notes that it’s more a matter of leaving him with the mess to which Buffy 
agrees. Later as the plot develops, avenging spirits of slaughtered native Americans 
begin to attack and kill. Willow is reluctant to help devise a plan to kill the spirits 
due to her nationalistic guilt. Into the mix enters another recurring character called 
Spike (played by James Marsters), although an enemy of Buffy’s, he has come to 
her for help because he has been implanted (neutered) so that he can no longer 
“perform” as a vampire. He speaks with a British accent and adds commentary to 
the discussion about the avenging spirits. He scoffs at the guilt feelings expressed 
by Willow and speaks with the imperialistic voice of the “natural order” and “might 
makes right” in Western colonialism. Within this single episode, has offered 
ironic commentary and parody of cultural icons such as nationalistic holidays, 
patriarchal customs, masculine libido, and colonial expansionism.

For poststructuralist feminists, the duality of male/female becomes the most 
troublesome and its inversion and subsequent neutralization is the object of a 
collective activity. Feminists seek means to subvert the patriarchal nature of Western 
society. Feminists, like Luce Irigaray in “The Power of Discourse and the 
Subordination of the Feminine,” re-write the psychoanalytic assumptions of 
Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan to demonstrate that gender roles are constructed 
through language. Judith Butler analyses male/female construction from the 
perspective of the body. She points out that the body has been conceived as a 
fixed, unitary, primarily biological reality. However, she, along with other feminist 
scholars, sees the body as historically and linguistically constructed and mediated. 
This construction of gender results from “performance” of the gender roles as the 
effect of cultural and linguistic stimuli. We are not born with feminine or masculine 
attributes, rather, we learn to perform them in compliance with the dominant culture 
of heterosexual behavior. Butler argues that meaning comes from the repetitive 
nature of these performances. She proposes a subversive performance that 
undermines these “conventional” roles. She discusses the parody of traditional 
gender roles by “drag” performances as seen in gay clubs: “...the category of women 
does not become useless through deconstruction, but becomes one whose uses are 
no longer reified as ‘referents,’ and which stand a chance of being opened up, 
indeed, of coming to signify in ways that none of us can predict in advance” (29). 
Although much of her discussion of subversive performances deals with homo/
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heterosexual duality, the transgendered roles in Bujfy offer a resistance to traditional 
gendered roles within the more repeated, conventional, and much larger, context 
of mainstream culture.

By hlurring the lines between female/male gender roles, we all have new 
opporuinitics for acting, thinking, reading, and writing. These new “multiple 
subjectix ities** may be represented in characters like Buffy. Buffy has power and 
strength—attributes traditionally tied to males. The two recurring males in the 
show, (liles and Xander. are femini/ed. Giles is nurturing and caring; Xander is 
insecure about his popularity. Both stand in contrast to the decisive words and 
action of the hero, Buffy. Angel, Buffy’s love interest, is characterized as “the 
most sexualized and eroticized of all the characters [with a body that] invites the 
constructed consumer gaze of romance novel covers, soft-core pornography, and 
mass circulation advertising (Wilcox). These roles reverse the typical power matrix 
of female/male roles traditionally seen in action shows. They offer visual evidence 
of “transformative subjectivities.”

As a subplot of the “Thanksgiving” episode, Angel returns to Sunnydale 
because of a vision that indicated Buffy was in trouble. However, when he reveals 
his presence to Giles, Giles tells him, “She’s not helpless. It’s not your job to keep 
her safe.” Characteristically, although he is of some assistance, Buffy makes the 
final blow that saves everyone’s life. Yet, in a crossover episode on Angel’s spin�
off show, when Buffy comes to Los Angeles to confront Angel, she ends up saving 
his life by killing a demon as he lays helpless on the ground. This is an example of 
frequent reversals of the “damsel-in-distress” plot in Bujfy. An episode in the first 
season “Teacher’s Pet,” played with the “feed the virgins to the dragon” storyline. 
In this episode, a female demon-teacher seeks out male virgins. Many other episodes 
exaggerate traditional gender roles to the point of approximating the “subversive 
parody” suggested by Butler.

What does this show and its main character add to our understanding of how 
females are portrayed in cultural texts?

Teachers and parents of adolescent females often complain of the dearth of 
strong female characters in narratives. Helen Harper voices this concern in a review 
of three adolescent novels with female protagonists. “...I am still uncomfortable 
with the theme of thwarted dreams, of helplessness, tolerance, and endurance turned 
into what is admirable, heroic, noble, or beautiful, that seems to recur in these 
stories and in the literature generally aimed at young women” (147). She goes on 
to point out that although studies have shown that young women prefer stories 
with strong, decisive female characters there is a decided lack of such stories in 
school libraries and classroom shelves. A brief perusal of comments from the chat 
line participants on my daughter’s Buffy list-serve supports the assertion that young
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girls prefer strong characters. In fact, the most oft-repeated phrase used to describe 
Buffy’s most favored characteristic is her ability to “kick butt.” Is Buffy simply 
extending a tradition of “kick butt” male heroes, or does she really represent a 
transition in how young females are portrayed in texts?

The first texts that children may see are fairy tales and mythic stories. Enough 
has been written about the unequal power relationships in fairy tales to convince 
us of the convention of “powerlessness” in the female characters. Snow White, 
Little Red Riding Hood, and Sleeping Beauty each fall victim to their weakened 
positions and are only “saved” through the efforts of a stronger and smarter male 
character. Although there may be many examples of strong female characters in 
the original mythic or fable stories of many cultures, most Western myths have 
been rewritten and sold with emphasis on the power in the direct action of the male 
heroes contrasted to the artifice and narcissism of the female characters.

Translating myths and fairy tales to contemporary settings forms many of the 
action-adventure stories that make up adolescent literature of today’s writers. These 
“quest” stories appeal to young people because they contain the “coming of age” 
theme that positions the protagonist within the context of the larger world. 
Unfortunately, most of these stories deal with male protagonists making them more 
accessible to young males than they are to young females. Where does that leave 
our young females? Many, for better or worst, pick up formula romance stories. 
The Sweet Valley High series, gothic romances, and adult romance novels written 
by writers like Danielle Steele are marketed heavily to adolescent girls from 10 to 
18. What troubles many about this split in reading genres is that boys read stories 
where the characters grow in perspective and maturity due to meeting a challenge 
head-on and facing it down. Girls may be primarily reading stories that value 
inaction rather than action. Nilsen discusses the danger inherent in the idealized 
females in formula romance novels who model a passivity that the reader may 
subscribe to. “If even they [the protagonists]— with their brains, good looks, and 
perfect parents and homes— must wait for boys to bring them happiness, then why 
does [the female reader] have to find it for herself?” (227)

Another trait that appears prominently in formula romance novels is the implicit 
definitions of good girl/bad girl dichotomy. Enciso studied four pre-adolescent 
girls’ responses to their reading of the Sweet Valley High series. She saw how these 
girls positioned themselves within the good girl/bad girl dichotomy using the traits 
of each as delineated by the stories. As Butler would say, they “performed” their 
gender based on their interpretations of the fictional performances valued in the 
stories. “The girls link good girls with neat rooms, forgiveness, and reserved anger; 
and bad girls with messiness, unleashed anger (hitting), meanness, and insincerity” 
(51). Enciso concludes that the romance narrative of these books prepares girls for 
a world where popularity, passivity, and sexuality are interwoven— a world where
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power comes from covert action and reaction. The “good girl” response to cultural 
readings is not limited to pre-adolescent females. Harper found in a study done 
with seventeen-year-old females that they often identified with “good girl” behavior 
of compliance, conformity, and self-control in literature.

What’s at stake? Mary Pipher writes about her work with adolescent girls and 
describes the “girl-destroying” results of a culture that teaches girls to hide their 
strength, their intelligence, and their free will in order to be feminine and desirable— 
to be “good girls.” Sadker and Sadker refer to a study in the Michigan schools in 
1992 that asked over one thousand students about their feelings as females and 
males. Only 3 percent of elementary level boys said they would prefer to be girls 
while 15 percent of the girls wished they were boys. Although the percentage of 
high school age boys who would have preferred to be female stayed the same, 
(3%), high school females who wished they were male jumped to 25%. Perhaps, if 
these girls could see more illustrations of strong females in their books, on their 
television screens, and in their movies they would feel more positive in the potential 
and possibilities of being female today. Ken Tucker suggests that one can consider 
“Buffy as [creator] Whedon’s take on [Pipher’s work in] Reviving Ophelia: building 
a girl’s self-esteem by first acknowledging the validity of her woes, and second, 
suggesting she attack her fears head-on, lest she drive a stake through her own 
heart” (22).

The hero archetype has been an important part of narrative structure throughout 
oral and written textual history. In most people’s experiences, the vast majority of 
heroes are male. Lee R. Edwards posited a theory of female heroism within the 
story of Psyche utilizing the narrative structures identified by works from Jung 
and Campbell. What I demonstrate below is how Buffy compares to the theoretically 
defining characterises offered by Edwards:

Heroes
The hero.. .is nos so much a god, a warrior, or giant as a human 
being living at the furtherest extreme of the possible...a 
necessary figure when customary responses to such situations 
are irrelevant or impotent; when whatever seems rational seems 
also in apporpriate;
An honored figure, the hero is also an ambiguous one, acting 
on behalf of impulses society must recognize but would prefer 
to ignore, society’s agent, but also its hostage;
Absent or if present, hostile parents;
Sense of specialness, of uniqueness, and of isolation;
The hero undertakes a journey -  literal or symbolic -  to distance 
herself from conflicts so that the self can be developed in 
isolation.
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Buffy
A normal, average teen who inherited the skills to slay vampires 
and who happens to reside in a small town that is situated on 
top of Hellmouth -  the gateway for a variety of demons;
Despite the many instances of strange incidents involving 
demonic shapes, most of the citizens of Sunnydale, including 
Buffy’s mother, remain unaware of and ungrateful for Buffy’s 
vampire slaying activities;
Absent father and clueless mother;
Buffy inherited special powers and skills that make her 
“different” from her peers;
At the end of the second season, Buffy leaves Sunnydale -  an 
episode that is described as the “most successful.. .at elucidating 
[her] profound isolation” (Tucker 38).

Edwards concludes his analysis of Psyche’s heroic characteristics with the following 
statements:

Psyche’s participation in the archetypal patterns of heroic action 
logically implies that heroism itself is an asexual or omnisexual 
archetype. The fact that most representatives of this archetype 
or enactors of this pattern are male tells us a great deal about 
the values of the culture responsible for producing the 
representations but very little about the nature of the archetype 
itself. The corollary observation—that interpretations of these 
patterns are liable to be culturally determined in the same way 
as the particular details of their narratives—also seems to hold 
true. (44)

Another useful perspective on the concept of female heroes is offered by Anna 
E. Altmann whose course on literature for young adults at the University of Alberta 
resulted in a conversation about the issue. Altmann uses Robin McKinley's novel. 
The Hero and the Crown as an example of fantasy with strong female charactei s. 
One of her students voiced this negative reaction to man> quest narrati\es with 
female leads:

This book isn’t about a woman; it’s just another case of welding 
brass tits on the armor. This book doesn’t talk about me. A 
book that really has a woman as hero would validate women’s 
lives as we live them, would recognize that what women actually
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are and do is worthwhile and central. I don’t ride war-horses 
and fight dragons and wear armor. I’m sick of books that make 
women heroes by turning them into men. (144)

After acknowledging that “myths in which the hero is male dominate the canons 
of both traditional literature and scholarship” (145), Altmann claims that McKinley 
is not simply welding brass tits onto the armor of her heroine; she is reclaiming the 
metaphor of the heroic quest for women. I would suggest that Buffy does the same 
for our young television viewers. This view is affirmed by a reading of the electronic 
conversation of Bujfy fans on chat lines. I asked participants of my daughter’s 
Bujfy chat line to respond to questions related to Buffy’s image as a role model. A 
typical response was as follows: “I consider [Buffy] a very good role model for 
young people. I can relate many things that happen to her to things that have 
happened to me in real life. She helps show girls, as well as guys, how to handle 
situations and the possibility of things that can happen. She shows that you have to 
use your brain more than your muscles.”

My discussion of heroic females has focused on print texts; however, since 
Bujfy is part of the visual medium, an examination of film narratives may prove 
valuable. We celebrate those rare exceptions to the typical strong male and only 
partly visible female roles, however rare. Recent Disney-type animated versions 
of fairy tales and myths come packaged with stronger and more assertive female 
characters; for example, Mulan, The Little Mermaid, and Beauty and the Beast. 
Although these examples may offer testimony to marketing more than a raised 
level of consciousness, nevertheless, the films have offered young males and females 
stories with stronger female characters than many in the past. Linda Mulvey applies 
a psychoanalytic framework in her chapter, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 
to explore how the pleasure we tend to experience with film is reinforced by the 
way that the “unconscious of patriarchal society has structured film form” (585). 
Her analysis revealed that, traditionally, women’s presence in the film narrative 
tended to stop the action while male characters advanced the action. She also 
discusses the double pleasure of looking at another person as an erotic figure 
(scopophilic instinct) and the pleasure of identification with the characters (ego 
libido instinct) as contradictory processes. This process is enhanced in film where 
the image of “woman as (passive) raw material for the (active) gaze of the male 
[audience and characters] reinforces the patriarchal ideology of contemporary 
society. And finally, she reinvokes Freud’s vision of threatening woman as icon to 
males. “Ultimately, the meaning of women is sexual difference, the absence of the 
penis as visually ascertainable, the material evidence on which is based the castration 
complex essential for the organization of entrance to the symbolic order and the 
law of the father” (591). The threat of castration constantly interferes with the 
narrative.
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Buffy offers a point of departure for Mulvey’s work in classic films. Rather 
than stopping the action of the nanative, Buffy, as the female lead, drives the 
action. The male characters act as background and plot fillers for her action. 
Although Buffy, as well as all the other characters in the show, is attractive and 
confirms Mulvey’s points about the pleasure principles at work in film, the image 
of woman as passive and man as active is contradicted in each episode. “...Buffy’s 
body is a site of considerable struggle in the narrative. She is recognizably coded 
as slim, youthful, fit and stylish; her body is a billboard for American [youth]. 
Sometimes her face and body are dominated by the camera; sometimes she fills 
and dominates the frame. But there can be little doubt that Buffy’s agency drives 
the narrative and saves the world” (Owen 25). While the term “passive” may apply 
to Giles and Xander, it would be inappropriate for Buffy. And finally, the most 
interesting aspect of considering in light of Mulvey’s work is the concept of 
woman as castrating figure. Although none of the interviews or articles with and 
about the creator and writers of the show have fully analyzed a psychoanalytic 
underplot to the show, the image of Buffy hunting men with a sharpened stake 
lends some interesting potential to such a discussion. However, rather than 
interfering with the narrative as Mulvey predicts, Buffy’s actions are the point to 
the narrative.

Is Buffy a hero and feminist icon? The following describes the opinions of 
three different voices: the writer and creator, a feminist critic, and a popular culture 
critic. Joss Whedon, the original creator of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, responds to 
the question this way:

Absolutely. The idea was, let’s have a feminist role model for 
kids. What’s interesting is you end up subverting them. If she’s 
an ironclad [see Altmann] hero— T am woman, hear me 
constantly roar’— it gets dull. Finding the weakness and the 
vanity and the foibles makes it fun. From the beginning, I was 
interested in showing a woman who was [take-charge] and men 
who not only didn’t have a problem with that but were kind of 
attracted to it. (Tucker 44)

A. Susan Owens, a feminist critic, answers the question from a critical perspective:

A postfeminist perspective is contrasted with her mother, Joyce. 
Although Joyce and Buffy clearly enjoy benefits from the first 
and second waves of the American feminist movement, little is 
ever said about the history of women’s struggle in American 
culture. More to the point, Joyce is emblematic of parental and
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feminine limitation in the series. Buffy’s strength and confidence 
are not learned from the vast experiences of past generations 
of women; rather, they are her mystical birthright as a slayer.
The series plays at transgression; as such, it is quintessential 
television. But it remains to be seen whether transgressive play 
can challenge institutional relations of power. (30-31)

And finally Tom Carson, in his review of the show in Esquire, responds from the 
vantage point of popular culture critic:

C ’mon, this society messes over adolescent females in all sorts 
of ways, from denying them equal time in classrooms to 
inculcating body images that lead the average thirteen-year- 
old to fret that Barbies are way too plump.. .Call me a traitor to 
my demographic, but I think it’s great that these days girls are 
getting fresher, livelier, flat-out better TV shows than their 
parents or older siblings.. .and, one good reason to applaud the 
trend is that it’s so at odds with the antiwoman bias that now 
rules the rest of prime time. Sometimes in disguise, for sure, 
but even so, my ideal Bujfy episode would end with her plunging 
a stake through Ally McBeal’s heart. (36-37)

In a perfect world, television shows would consist entirely of perfectly 
constructed representatives from the critical pedagogy of an enlightened, fully 
represented, and unbiased perspective. Young people and adults would be content 
to sit in front of their television sets soaking in the wisdom of these pedantic icons. 
However, most of us all watch television to be entertained, first and foremost. A 
program with the best of critical pedagogy will not see the light of day if it cannot 
deliver on that entertainment promise first. If we’re lucky, our children will bypass 
the worst of the lot and turn to something for which we can see some redeeming 
social value. Classifying Bujfy as the best of the worst may seem like “damning 
with soft praise,” but in an age where television programs seem to be getting more 
violent and more insipid, Buffy offers hope to adults concerned about young people.

What might B u ffy  teach teens and young adults about negotiating the 
potential minefield between adolescence and adulthood?

As already mentioned, a television program, like any text, must appeal to the 
audience. We approach television narratives from what Rosenblatt calls the 
“aesthetic” stance. In other words, we wish to experience the narrative through 
intellectual and sensual responses. Buff}  ̂appeals to young (and some not-so-young)
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adults’ intellect and senses through the unique writing. The scripts and story lines 
are unique because they offer ironic commentary on the world of adolescents through 
the dialogue and the parodies of cultural institutions central to adolescent life while 
remaining faithful to the values of mainstream youth. The symbolism of the dangers 
Buffy faces and those faced by the average teenager is not lost on its young viewers. 
However, it also seldom knocks them over the head with it. The scripts also provide 
a subtext of linguistic structure that appeals to adolescents for its marked contrast 
to the language of adults.

An examination of the plot lines and script excerpts of two episodes 
demonstrates these traits:

Episode #45: “Gingerbread.”
Script Summary: Buffys mother, along with other adults, (infected with a demonic 
curse) organize into MOO—Mothers Opposed to the Occult—to search out texts 
and practitioners o f  witchcraft. The principal, Mr. Snyder (played by Armin 
Shimerman), who compares teens to ''locusts, mindlessly bent on feeding and 
mating, " begins a locker search fo r  occult books or evidence.
Principal Snyder.- This is a glorious day for principals everywhere. No pathetic 
whining about students’ rights. Just a long row of lockers and a man with a key. 
Xander.- A man, it’s Nazi Germany and I have Playboys in my locker.
Willow (who is learning to practice witchcraft): I have stuff in my locker. Henbane, 
hellebore, mandrake root.
Xander: Excuse me Playboys. Can we turn the sympathy this way?
After Snyder removes books from the library, Giles and Buffy worry about how to 
continue to be effective without Giles’ libraty o f reference texts on demons, especially 
in light o f  the apparent spell on the parents who are becoming more frenzied in 
their efforts to root out witchcraft.
Buffy: Giles, we need those books.
Giles: Believe me, I tried to tell that to the nice man with the gun.
Giles responds to Buffy’s question about a plan.
Giles: I don’t know. Ordinarily, I would say let’s widen our research.
Buffy: Using what? A dictionary and My Friend Flickal
Willow s mother, Sheila (played by Jordan Baker) who remains unaware o f Willow s 
active demon and witchcraft experiences, warns Willow away from teens who may 
be involved in the occult.
Willow: Mom, I’m not an age group. I’m me. Willow group.
Sheila: Willow, you cut off your hair. Huh, that’s a new look.
Willow: Yeah, it’s just a sudden whim I had— in August.
Buffy and her mother argue about the book censoring activities o f MOO.
Buffy: Okay, maybe I don’t have a plan. Lord knows I don’t have any lapel buttons.
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Joyce: Buffy...
Buffy: And maybe next time that the world is getting sucked into hell, I won’t be 
able to stop it because the anti-hell-sucking book isn’t on the approved reading 
list.
Later she discusses her mother's disapproval with her friends.
Buffy: My mom had said some things to me about being a slayer. That it’s fruitless. 
No fruit for Buffy.
Later Buffy sees her mother at school.
Joyce: Are you embarrassed to be hanging out with your mother? I didn’t hug you. 
Buffy: No, it’s just...this hall is about school, and you’re about home. Mix them, 
my world dissolves.
The story moves to the conclusion with Buffy and Willow tied to a stake and their 
mothers about to light the flames until Buffy saves evetyone.

In addition to the parody of the Salem Witchcraft Trials, the show Jabs at 
censorship, authoritarian-style leadership in education, and self-absorbed parents 
who are oblivious of the real perils of adolescence. In addition to the larger issues, 
Buffy always manages to present the smaller, yet more immediate, issues in the 
lives of young adults. The relationships among the young characters are dynamic 
and central. Although Buffy is the clear leader of the group, each teen contributes 
unique traits that serve to make the whole stronger. The collaboration and sense of 
shared obligation to the larger community are central to the story lines. The writers 
allow the characters to exhibit growth over the seasons and change in ways that 
mirror real lives. Because this is a show aimed at adolescents, the adults carry less 
significance in the story lines; yet, their participation, or lack of, is important to the 
teens. Another theory for the show’s popularity is that it counters the negative 
stereotypes portrayed so frequently in entertainment and media editorializing about 
adolescents. Buffy performs her slayer duties without tangible rewards other than 
the sense of living up to one’s responsibilities. Her friends help her out of a shared 
sense of responsibility and loyalty to each other.

Episode #46: “Helpless.”
Script Sum m ary: Buffy s eighteenth birthday arrives, and Giles is forced by his 
duties as the Watcher to weaken Buffy s slaying powers as a rites-of-passage test. 
Also, Buffy s father promises to return to Sunnydale fo ra  traditional birthday dinner, 
but he doesn't show. The episode also advances the love interest between Angel 
and Buffy.
Buffy begins to notice changes in her abilities.
Buffy: r  m way off my game. My game’s left the country. It’s in Cuernavaca. 
Giles, what’s going on here?
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Buffys friends gather to try to help her find  out whats affecting her 
Xander: You know, maybe we’re on the wrong track with the whole spell, curse, 
and whammy thing. Maybe what we should be looking for is something like, um. 
Slayer kryptonite.
Oz: Faulty metaphor. Kryptonite kills.
Xander: You’re assuming I meant the green kryptonite. I was referring, of course, 
to the red kryptonite, which drains Superman of his powers.
Oz: Wrong. The gold kryptonite’s the power-sucker. The red kryptonite mutates 
Superman into some sort of weird . . .
Buffy worries about becoming powerless.
Buffy: Or what if I just become pathetic? Hanging out at the Old Slayer’s Home, 
talking people’s ears off about my glory days, showing them Mr. Pointy, the stake 
I had bronzed?
Buffy: Before I was a Slayer, I was ...well, I, I don’t wanna say shallow, but let’s 
Just say a certain person, who will remain nameless, we’ll just call her Spordelia 
[Cordelia], looked like a classical philosopher next to me.
In a meeting between Buffy and Angel, he describes the first time he saw her. 
Angel: It was a bright afternoon out in front of school. You walked down the steps. 
And I loved you.
Buffy: Why?
Angel: ‘Cause I could see your heart. You held it before you for everyone to see. 
And I worried that it would be bruised or torn. And more than anything in my life 
I wanted to keep it safe, to warm it with my own.
Buffy: That’s beautiful . . Or taken literally, incredibly gross.
Angel: I was just thinking that.
Later when things approach a climatic showdown:
Cordelia: Oh God, Is the world ending? I have to research a paper on Bosnia for 
tomorrow, but if the world’s ending. I’m not going to bother.
Buffy faces a demon in spite o f her reduced strength.
Buffy: If I was at full Slayer power. I’d be punning about now.
When the Slayer's powers-to-be, headed by Quentin, reveal the trial to Buffy, they 
congratulate her on passing the rites-of-pas sage.
Quentin: Congratulations again.
Buffy: Bite me.
Quentin: Yes, well, colorful girl.
Giles reveals his part in the deceit to Buffy, but in the end, he disobeys his Watcher 
duties and is fired by the powers-to-be.
Willow: Now, now when you say “fired,” you mean “fired”?
Xander: You’re not cruising past that concept any time soon, are you?
Willow: Well, it’s just...I mean, he’s been “fired” ! He’s unemployed! He’s .. .between
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jobs.
Buffy: Giles isn’t going anywhere, Will. He’s still librarian.
Willow: Okay, but I’m writing an angry letter.
Later, Buffy ruminates about the events.
Buffy: You know, nothing’s really gonna change. The important thing is that I kept 
up my special birthday tradition of gut-wrenching misery and horror.
Oz: Bright side to everything.
Buffy: I’ll just feel better when I get my strength back.
Xander: Give you a hand with that, little lady?
Buffy: You’re loving this far too much.
Xander: Admit it, sometimes you Just need a big, strong man...Willow, give me 
hand with that?

The dialogue is full of references from pop culture which form a sense of 
exclusive membership for adolescents. In fact, the fan-made web pages and other 
fan-generated texts devote considerable effort to accumulating quotes from the 
show. On the web page called Buffy s Passion, fans can send in suggestions for 
entries on the “Everything I need to know about life I learned from Buffy list.’’ The 
list has approximately 150 entries as of November 27, 1999 and includes wisdom 
such as:

Destiny's a drag, but ya gotta do what ya gotta do.
Long stories.. .aren't.
Everybody has demons, some are just uglier than others.
Living on the Hellmouth, always make sure things are metaphysical.
The three key words fo r any Slayer are preparation, preparation, and preparation. ” 
Or, failing that, **Hows my hair?'*
The earth never opens up to swallow you when you want it to.
As gorgeous as the teacher may be, she may be a praying mantis, so steer clear. 
To read makes one's speaking good.
Being popular is not Just a right, it's a responsibility.
Nerds are in.
I f  evety vampire that says he was at the crucifixion really was, it would be like 
Woodstock.
No one needs weapons, but they make some feel manly.
One lie and one drink can get you eaten by a giant snake.
Love can be nice, but it can also be a drag.
There's moments in your life that make you. That set the course o f who you 're 
gonna be, Sometimes, they're little moments. Sometimes, they're not.
The real world will never require chemistry, math, or the English language.
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Walk softly and carry a big stake.
School libraries are good fo r socializing, training, and whittling stakes; they're 
not Barnes and Nobles.
Sometimes people surprise you.
Even vampires need closure.

Another area of this same web page is a glossary of “Slayer Vocabulary” which 
lists terms and their definitions that are unique to the show. The list currently has 
approximately 20 terms such as: Hellmouth: The opening into Hell; a portal between 
the two dimensions; Sunnydale sits atop it; Host: The person the vampire is feeding 
off; and Minions: The followers o f the master vampire. It also contains terms called 
“Buffy-speak” which include linguistic speech unique to the characters on the show 
or adolescents in general. This list has approximately 100 terms such as:

baity: like bait (Xander: *'You don't hide. You're bait. Go act baity. ")
clothes fluke.* when the clothes you 're wearing cause you to do things you wouldn't
othenvise do
carbon dated: way ancient 
fam.* the family
font of nothing: someone without anything worthwhile to say 
having an expression.* thinking something (usually critical) and not wanting to say 
it (Willow: **You're having an expression. " Buffy: 'T'm not! But if  I was, it'd be 
saying, this ju st isn't like you. ")
hootenanny: ''It's chock fu ll o f hoot, just a little nanny, "...basically, a big party. 
Joan Collins ‘tude: a really bitchy attitude
Keyser Soz’d: tricked, referring to the movie. The Usual Suspects, 
run-on: go on and on and on (see: "babble" and "yammer") 
single-white femaled: have your life taken over; refers to the movie o f same title 
upside: better than the alternative (Oz: "But you 're not a rat, so call it an upside. ") 
y ester: a thing o f the past

Entertainment Weekly carried two full pages of “Buffy’s teen spew” (Tucker 48) 
that is similar to “Buffy-speak.”

The web pages give computer-savvy fans an opportunity to feel a more 
immediate connection to the show. Reading the episode summaries, submitting 
their own story lines or song lyrics, reading about upcoming episodes and inside 
information on the actors and creative staff and chatting with other fans about the 
show give fans of Buffy and other television programs a closer link to the show and 
to each other.

There are aspects about Buffy that many adults and some adolescents may
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find objectionable. The executives of WB delayed the broadcast of the concluding 
third season episode over concerns that the violence, set in the high school, was 
too nuich of a reminder of the Columbine tragedy. The show has been criticized 
for its violence in a general sense, as well. One fan wrote the following response to 
this issue in her email: *1:ven though that thing happened with Colorado, you 
shouldn't punish all of us tlie hard Ihtfl'y fans....The news has more violence than 

^’es. the show does ha\e violence in it but that's not what the show is 
about...it is show ing that the girls can have self defense skills.” Although not as 
sensitive as we might wish, this viewer “reads” Buff}' as a show about a young 
woman who faces the challenges of adolescence with strength and cunning, 
supported by her network of friends, and informed by the care and guidance of 
caring adults. Death is not portrayed lightly on the show; it can have terrible 
consequences such as when another Slayer accidentally kills a human without 
remorse. This character falls into the evil clutches of other demons and suffers 
Buffy’s retribution for her actions.

Another criticism of the show is that Sunnydale seems to be almost entirely 
white, middle class. Although these dem ographics may represent some 
communities, it would be preferable to see a more culturally diverse representation 
in a fictional town. Just as we have discussed how heroes and villains come in both 
genders, they also come in different cultural and class representatives. “Young 
women, indeed all women, and particularly those further marginalized by race, 
class, and ethnicity, must struggle to keep from disappearing in Western culture, 
from having no identity” (Harper 7). Or, as Luce Irigaray suggests they must struggle 
from identifying with absence as organized by cultural texts. Ideally, when a strong 
female presents herself in our cultural texts, she should be accessible to females of 
all backgrounds.

In 1970, a television show premiered that garnered similar speculation as to 
its influence in the cultural shaping of femininity. I was seventeen years old when 
The Mary Tyler Moore Show debuted on television— the same age as my daughter. 
Bonnie J. Dow categorizes MTM  as “...as the first popular and long-running 
television series clearly to feature the influence of feminism” (24). Over twenty 
years ago, some critics cited MTM as a new representational space for the female 
audience in the same way that some do today for Biiff}\ However, some feminist 
critics cited limitations of the show in the same way that we see limitations in 
Buffy. Mary Richards struggled against views of women as limited to traditional 
roles of caretakers and nurturers. Buffy Summers struggles against views of young 
women as limited to traditional roles of passive actors in the drama of active young 
men’s lives. Mary’s struggles were lightened by the support of her “family of co�
workers and friends.” Buffy is supported by her “family of friends” as well. 
Unfortunately, we have made little progress in the physical representation of these
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“New Women.” Both are attractive, middle-class white women. Neither of their 
inner circles include people of diverse backgrounds. In spite of its limitations, I 
was inspired by the possibilities of Mary Richards in 1970.1 propose that many 
young women today may be inspired by the strength and possibilities of Buffy 
Summers. Almost thirty years have passed between these two television events. 
One wonders if we will still be having this same conversation thirty years hence; 
will we still have to search this hard to find strong adolescent and adult female 
characters Or, might we someday reach a point where we accept the multiple 
subjectivities and unlimited possibilities of both genders without regard to culture 
or race?

Does a work of fiction in popular culture, specifically network television, 
warrant serious discussion of such weighty issues as poststructuralism and 
feminism? No one can argue that many of the programs on television are mind- 
numbing excuses for commercials. Some may consider television narratives with 
the same skeptical eye as adolescent literature. Neither, they may assert, can claim 
to be serious works of art in the same vein as classical literature and art. Although 
that may be true, it seems irrelevant to the larger discussion. By its very definition, 
popular literature and television have the power that classical literature and art will 
never carry because they will touch more adolescent lives. Giroux addresses the 
issue of pop culture versus high culture: “Although traditional high culture provides 
unique pleasures and enticements, its enshrinement and canonization also serve as 
an instrument of exclusion, marginalization, and domination by oppressive sex, 
race, and class forces” (62). Until we have reached that utopian place where kids 
watch television and read books for consciousness-raising potential, we look for 
and honor those places where they may find some possibilities for fuller identities. 
And in so doing, when we find one that also delivers sardonic wit and humor that 
illuminates all the pain and joy of youth; we can recommend it to our young adult 
students and children. Further, we can also enjoy it ourselves, as I intend to continue 
doing.

Phoenix, Arizona Kate Harts
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The Seduction of Communism: 
One Lonely N ight and Jet P ilot

Anti-Communist propaganda of the Fifties crossed generic boundaries and 
gave popular culture a new plot device. At a time when the United States felt its 
entire way of life besieged by Communism and its potential spread, portraits of the 
Red Menace moved out of the confines of army training films and into mainstream 
popular culture. In this essay, I focus on two anti-Communist works, Mickey 
Spillane’s detective novel One Lonely Night (1951), and Josef Von Sternberg’s 
romantic spy thriller Jet Pilot (1957). Both works portray the threat of Communism 
as a threat of seduction.

One Lonely Night focuses on Mike Hammer’s investigation of a woman’s 
death that leads him to the Communist Party headquarters in New York. Hammer 
passes for a MVD man and gains access to the organization. A wealthy socialite, 
Ethel Brighton, who works for the Party, seduces him. Meanwhile, Pat, Mike’s 
policeman friend, after learning of Mike’s infiltration of the Party, enlists him to 
help with an investigation involving a prominent politician, Lee Deamer. Deamer’s 
reputation is threatened by his insane twin brother, Oscar, who apparently dies 
after being pushed under a train. Deamer then asks for Mike’s help in retrieving 
stolen secret-weapons documents. Mike discovers the documents and is prepared 
to turn them over to Deamer. After attempts are made on his life, Mike believes 
that Ethel has betrayed him. He learns this is not the case. Prior to turning over the 
documents, Mike’s secretary and fiancee, Velda, is kidnapped by Communist agents. 
Mike saves Velda, killing many Communists in the process, and then exposes Lee 
Deamer as really Oscar Deamer, a Soviet agent posing as an anti-Communist 
politician. Mike kills Deamer, placing a fragment of the stolen documents in his 
hand, so he will be discovered after death to be a martyr to the anti-Communist 
cause, thus frustrating the Kremlin’s plan.

One Lonely Night engages the issue of the use of sexual seduction as one of 
the allures of Communism. Initially in the novel, Ethel Brighton represents a 
stereotype of the Communist woman, one who uses sexuality to corrupt men with 
ideology. In the scene in which Ethel seduces Mike, she removes a fur coat she is 
wearing to reveal her naked body underneath.' Mike comments: “My wallet fell 
out of the pocket and I didn’t care. The sling on my gun rack wouldn’t come loose 
and I broke it. She shouldn’t have done it. Damn it, she shouldn’t have done it! I 
wanted to ask her some more .questions. Now I forgot what I wanted to ask her” 
(56). The scene appears to be one in which the Communist woman, using her 
sexual wiles, undermines the American man. Through seduction. Communism strips
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Americans of their senses and their ability to fight back. This notion of seduction 
is repeated in a scene later in the novel in which another woman who works for the 
Communists comes to Mike’s apartment. Linda Holbright seduces Mike, and he 
suspects that she is after information: “If she was going to, she should have asked 
me then. Any woman should know when a man is nothing but a man and when 
he’ll promise or tell anything. I knew all those things too and it didn’t do me any 
good because I was still a man” (80).

Initially, then. One Lonely Night seems to construct the Communist woman as 
one who uses her sexuality to undermine American vigilance; yet, this isn’t in fact 
what is actually going on in the novel. Mike assumes that Ethel has betrayed him 
by revealing his true identity to the Party; he believes Linda has come to his 
apartment to get information. In both cases he is wrong. Ethel has fallen in love 
with Mike and has given up her belief in Communism after they have made love. 
After being shot by a Communist Party hitman, she tells Mike, “After.. .1 met you 
I saw...the truth” (118). She has gone to the FBI to expose the workings of the 
Party. Similarly, Linda has come to Mike’s apartment to offer her virginity to him 
and nothing more. Mike’s assumption that the evils of Communism come in the 
form of a seductive woman is incorrect and clouds his ability to effectively 
investigate the case.

Thus, despite the charges of misogyny that are frequently leveled at Spillane’s 
fiction. One Lonely Night paints a portrait of the Communist woman as victim 
rather than as evil seductress.- The image of the woman Communist as misguided 
found expression as well in sociological studies of Communism written in the 
Fifties.

In a book entitled The Appeals o f  Communism, Gabriel Almond suggests that 
the adoption of Communist politics amongst middle-class young people usually 
resulted from “rebelliousness and emotional instability” rather than from ideological 
commitment (214)."' Particularly, Almond focuses on case studies of young 
American women who have joined the Communist Party, concluding that most of 
these women are misguided. One woman, Frances, has Joined the party in order to 
becomes promiscuous and thus “show contempt for the ordinary laws of society” 
(291). Almond states that “the Communist doctrine of sex equality helped her to 
reject her femininity” (291). One Lonely Night similarly portrays Ethel and Linda 
as rebellious girls who, once they have found their femininity through sexual 
relations with Mike, reject the Party and its doctrines. Thus, the real seducer in the 
novel is not a woman, but an ideology that corrupts young women.

The novel’s rejection of the association of femininity and Communism is further 
underscored in the character of Velda. Velda is the most fervent anti-Communist in 
the novel. Mike professes ignorance on the subject of Cold War politics stating, 
“More about the trials and the cold war. Politics. I felt like an ignorant bastard for
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not knowing what it was all about” (110). Conversely, Velda is well informed 
about the Cold War and violently hates Communism. She tells Mike that they must 
fight the Communists together: “Yes. You.. .and me. The bastards. The dirty, filthy 
red bastards!” (86). This prompts Mike to think, “The boys in the Kremlin should 
see her now and they’d know what they were getting into” (86)."̂  Velda insists that 
Mike allow her to help in his investigation of the Communists, even threatening to 
turn the matter over to Pat and the police if he doesn’t let her help (93). Velda 
embodies virulent anti-Communism combined with feminine beauty. Velda is “so 
completely lovable and so completely deadly,” but her deadliness is positive because 
it is directed at the enemy (101). Mike pays Velda his ultimate compliment after 
she kills a Communist agent: “I had to grin because the girl who was wearing my 
ring was so smart and I began to feel foolish around her. I did pretty good for 
myself. I picked a woman who could shoot a guy just like that and still think 
straight” (100). Interestingly, then. One Lonely Night counters Fifties stereotypes 
of the woman, and especially the seductive woman, as one who is susceptible to 
and therefore aids Communist infiltration.

The association of the feminine with Communism was part of Fifties anti�
communist rhetoric. Elaine Tyler May argues that women were often cited as 
potential security risks and blamed for “a weakening of the nation’s moral fiber at 
a time when the country had to be strong” (157). As Michael Rogin argues, popular 
culture of the Fifties frequently associated Communism “with secret, maternal 
influence” (9), stemming from the widespread awareness of Philip Wylie’s concept 
of Momism.'^

Wylie’s notorious concept of Momism first expressed in Generation o f Vipers 
in 1942 and then expanded upon in a revised 1955 version of the book, associated 
the feminine with the degenerative influence of Communism. Momism, as Wylie 
dramatically portrays it, will lead to national death: “The nation can no longer say 
it contains many great, free, dreaming men. We are deep in the predicted nightmare 
now and mom sits on its decaying throne” (196). Wylie blames a pervasive feminine 
influence for World War II, the Cold War, McCarthyism, and the arms race. One 
Lonely Night rejects the easy equation between feminine influence and Communist 
infiltration.

Interestingly, although One Lonely Night is clearly staunchly anti-Communist 
and anti-McCarthyist, Wylie himself accused Spillane of abetting Communist take 
over.^ In an article entitled “The Crime of Mickey Spillane,” published in Good 
Housekeeping in 1955, Wylie lambastes Spillane’s fiction. While blaming Spillane 
for the decline of American society was a commonplace in the Fifties, Wylie has a 
unique perspective on the issue.^ Wylie argues that Spillane’s novels are causing a 
degeneration in American society resulting in Americans giving in to “a lawless 
impulse that humanity has been trying to master for thousands of years in the
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effort to maintain civilization” (207). Wylie argues that if all Americans begin to 
act like Mike Hammer, “the Soviets could take us over without dropping a bomb” 
(207). This leads Wylie to conclude that “Mike Hammer is like an enemy agent, a 
real foe of us all” (209). While Wylie’s comments appear outrageous today. One 
Lonely Night dots affirm the ability of a lone individual to battle the Soviet enemy 
single-handedly. Mike Hammer does encourage the reader to realize what all 
Americans should know: that the Soviets are stupid and weak, and the seduction of 
Communism is easily exposed as fraudulent.

Perceptions of the Soviet Union in the Fifties operated within a contradiction 
that, on the one hand, saw them as more intelligent than Americans, and, on the 
other, saw them as more primitive than Americans. The image of a backward, 
primitive Russia predominated postwar perceptions of Communism. As Ellen 
Schrecker argues, postwar spy hunts were predicated on the notion that only through 
stolen information could the Soviets compete in the nuclear arms race: “Otherwise, 
how was it possible for the Soviet Union, which was viewed as a backward, barbaric 
nation, to have built a bomb?” (32). In an essay entitled “How You Can Fight 
Communism,” James F. O’Neil portrays the Soviets as people who use progress as 
a mask to hide their barbaric totalitarian impulses: “Next the salesmen and peddlers 
themselves must be skillfully disguised, deodorized, and glamorized. Hence 
Communists always appear before the public as ‘progressives’” (qtd. in Schrecker 
110). For J. Edgar Hoover, communism was a disease that threatened to degenerate 
freedom, democracy, religion, and the American Dream. Exposure to it resulted in 
devolution. In Hoover’s view, communism “reveals a condition akin to disease 
that spreads like an epidemic and like an epidemic a quarantine is necessary to 
keep it from infecting the Nation” (qtd. in Schrecker 119-120). This perception of 
communism as infectious spanned the political spectrum. In a 1952 campaign 
speech, Adlai Stevenson commented that communism was “a disease which may 
have killed more people in this world than cancer, tuberculosis, and heart disease 
combined” (qtd. in Sayre 201). For Raymond B. Allen, communists should not 
teach in universities because their totalitarian beliefs threaten the evolution of 
American democracy: “Communism would substitute a doctrine of fear, of little 
faith, and would submerge the human spirit to the vicious ends of a crass 
materialism” (7).

In a m id-1950s study which evaluated A m ericans’ attitudes toward 
communism, Samuel Stouffer discerned a belief among the majority of the people 
surveyed that “the less educated and working-class people were more likely to be 
communists than the better-educated and white-collar people” (172). In addition 
to a belief in communists as ignorant, Stouffer related that 1950s Americans believed 
communists were morally corrupt, respondents labeling them “queer people” and 
“warped personalities” (175). In Harry Horner’s sf film Red Planet Mars (1952),
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the Soviet Union is portrayed as a backward country. Scenes of Russian peasants 
living in one-room huts filled with straw served to reinforce stereotypes of Russians 
as primitive and hence of communism as a political system lower on the social 
evolutionary scale than American democracy. In the film’s logic Russian peasant 
equals Soviet citizen. A 1952 Life magazine article, “Iron Curtain Look is Here!” 
satirizes backward Soviet fashion, subtitling the article “U.S. envoy’s wife finds 
Moscow modes high priced, wide shouldered, not very handsome” (qtd. in Barson 
n.p.). On every level, Soviet life is portrayed as inferior to American life—from 
political systems, to shelter, to women’s clothing.

The realization that the specter of Communism hides stupidity is one that 
Mike Hammer comes to in One Lonely Night. When Mike easily passes within the 
Party headquarters for one of the group, his image of Communists as wily, seductive 
people crumbles: “Read the papers. See what it says about the Red Menace. See 
how they play up their sneaking, conniving ways. They’re supposed to be clever, 
bright as hell. They were dumb as horse manure as far as I was concerned” (35). 
Yet, it is Mike’s ignorance of politics that allows him to perceive the stupidity of 
the Communists and not be manipulated by the smokescreen of political rhetoric. 
The fantasy of One Lonely Night is that a violent private detective can do what no 
government official can do: wipe out Communism with physical force. After Ethel 
is shot, Mike fantasizes a one-man attack on Moscow: “But some day, maybe, 
some day I’d stand on the steps of the Kremlin with a gun in my fist and I’d yell for 
them to come out and if they wouldn’t I’d go in and get them and when I had them 
lined up against the wall I’d start shooting until all I had left was a row of corpses” 
(121). While Mike begins the novel tormented by a harsh judgment given to him 
by a judge for his vigilante ways, he ends the novel by realizing that his purpose in 
life is to stop the Communists: “I lived only to kill the scum and the lice that 
wanted to kill themselves. I lived to kill so that others could live. I lived to kill 
because my soul was a hardened thing that reveled in the thought of taking the 
blood of the bastards who made murder their business” (149).

One Lonely Night works to demythologize the seduction of Communism. By 
portraying sexy. Communist women as misguided girls and Soviet agents as stupid 
murderers, the novel suggests that only a fool would be duped by the seductions 
that Communism offer. Another Fifties film, in a very different genre, shows us 
the other end of the spectrum, the wild mythologizing of the Soviets that often was 
part of anti-Communist propaganda films.

Jet Pilot focuses on a Soviet pilot, Anna (Janet Leigh), who flies into American 
air space in Alaska. Col. Jim Shannon (John Wayne), a US pilot, is put in charge of 
her by the Air Force to learn what equipment the Soviets possess in terms of air 
technology. Jim falls in love with Anna, and when the US government threatens to 
deport her, he marries her so they can stay together. Government officials then
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reveal to Shannon that Anna is a Soviet agent and has seduced a British officer in 
order to get information for her country. The US government then enlists Shannon 
to gather information from the Soviet Union by taking Anna there. Anna and 
Shannon go to Russia, where Shannon spies. The Russians catch on to his status as 
spy, however, and begin giving him a memory-loss drug. When they threaten to 
completely erase his memory and turn him into a vegetable, Anna saves him and 
they fly back together to the United States.

Through the character of Anna, the film highlights American susceptibility to 
the seduction of Communism. While Shannon and his colleague Major Rexford 
are angry about the Russian plane invading American airspace, when a red-lipped, 
beautiful blonde steps out of the aircraft, they begin acting like love-struck 
schoolboys. Anna elicits sympathy from Shannon by telling him that she was forced 
to leave Russia in order to prevent her own execution: “I came here to prevent 
myself from getting shot.” Yet, she remains loyal to the Soviet government, telling 
Shannon that she is “not angry enough to talk against my country.” Immediately, 
Anna begins seducing Shannon. He tells her that she must be searched, and she 
starts to undress in front of him. Then he tells her to go into the bathroom. She 
comes out wrapped in a towel, stands in front of the fire, and dresses in front of 
both Shannon and Rexford. Shannon comments, “this might be some new form of 
Russian propaganda.” Shannon easily falls under Anna’s spell.

In addition to being seduced by her good looks. Shannon is drawn to Anna’s 
ability as a pilot. When Shannon and Anna go on a flight together in separate jets, 
Anna can almost keep up with Shannon’s expert flying. After Anna demonstrates 
her prowess as a pilot. Shannon begins to seriously fall in love with her, kissing 
her and calling her a “silly Siberian cupcake.” While the film portrays the Soviet 
woman as beautiful and skilled, the ultimate point of the film is to demonstrate 
that however seductive Anna is as a woman, she cannot compete with the seductions 
of capitalist society.

When Shannon takes Anna to Palm Springs, she is overcome with the wonders 
of consumer society. Shannon takes Anna to buy a bathing suit, commenting as 
they look at a suit, “we both believe in uplifting the masses.” Anna is flattered that 
Shannon thinks she looks great in a bathing suit. When Anna sees the suite they are 
staying in she runs from room to room and jumps on the bed with a childlike glee. 
She cannot believe that the suite is for one couple only, commenting that four 
families could easily live in this suite, and do so in Russia. As Shannon and Anna 
rest from dancing, Anna proclaims love to be a “dangerous narcotic,” but is 
completely overwhelmed by a plate of prime rib she sees in the restaurant, 
commenting, “How can the Russians compete with such propaganda?”

While Anna initially seems like an easy convert to capitalism, the film reveals 
her duplicitous nature when Shannon discovers that she is a double agent. Shannon
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must face his gullibility, admitting that Anna is a “Soviet tootsie roll that made a 
chump of me.” Yet, when she decides to help Shannon to escape from the Soviet 
Union and to go with him, she seems more motivated by a desire for the lifestyle 
the United States has to offer than by love for Shannon. While in Russia, she 
nostalgically remembers the beef in Palm Springs and obsesses over keeping a 
nightgown that Shannon has bought for her there. The last scene of the film 
underscores Anna’s materialism as she tells Shannon that she came back to the 
United States for steak. Shannon asks her if there was any other reason, and she 
tells him that she also came back in order to be with him, but she quickly turns her 
attention to eating the steak. Anna delivers the final ideological statement in the 
film when she wishes that she could make the Russian people realize “that steaks 
are better than all the guns in the world.

Unlike One Lonely Night, Jet Pilot gives the Soviets a mythological power. 
Not only can Anna easily dupe an American colonel, but his romantic efforts do 
nothing to dissuade her from Communism. Whereas Mike’s lovemaking ability 
converts misguided Communist women. Shannon is ineffectual in changing Anna; 
only the material comforts of the United States have any impact on her. Moreover, 
whereas One Lonely Night concludes that the Soviets are stupid. Jet Pilot credits 
them with super-intelligence, not only in Anna’s skills as an agent, but also in their 
use of the new experimental mind-erasing drug they have developed that the United 
States does not possess. Only Anna can save Shannon from destruction; he doesn’t 
have the intelligence or strength to save himself, even though John Wayne plays 
him. Jet Pilot suggests that American men cannot defeat the seductions of 
Communism; only American products can do that.

As these two works demonstrate, anti-Communist propaganda of the Fifties 
was complicated and spanned various popular genres. Whether working to 
mythologize or demythologize the Red Menace, anti-Communist works became 
part of American popular culture in the Fifties, providing varied and interesting 
portraits of the Red Menace.

Arkansas State University Cyndy Hendershot

Notes
Thanks to Antony Oldknow for his help.
1. Robert L. Sandels argues that what Hammer seeks to do in the novels is avoid women 

because he perceives them as a threat to his autonomy: “Hammer may easily fool the 
reader by his compulsive sexual banter into assuming that his adventures are chiefly in 
bed. In fact, he uses every excuse to avoid or to postpone sex” (353).

2. The majority of critics accuse Spillane of misogyny. For a sampling, see Tim Dayton, 
James Schokoff, Kay Weibel, Robert L. Sandels, and Tony Hilfer.
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3.

4.

5.
6 .

7.

Almond makes a distinction between Communist affiliation in various countries. He 
argues that American and British Communists are largely motivated by rebellion against 
the norms of society, while French and Italian Communists display ideological 
commitment to the cause (243).
After a ten-year hiatus from writing Mike Hammer novels, Spillane published The 
Girl Hunters in 1962. In this novel, Spillane reveals that Velda had been an OSS agent 
during WWII and has during the past seven years been an agent “behind the Iron 
Curtain causing trouble for the Commies” (Collins and Traylor 88).
See also Jennifer Terry for a discussion of Momism and Communist infiltration. 
Spillane exposes Lee Deamer, who is a McCarthy-type character, as a Communist 
who hides behind anti-Communist rhetoric to further the cause of the Soviet Union. As 
Collins and Traylor note, “the ‘kicker’ is that the figure in the novel representing a 
thinly disguised Joe McCarthy proves not only to be a murderer but a Communist 
agent” (19). The notion that McCarthyism conceals the real Communist threat is also 
played out in Richard Condon’s novel The Manchurian Candidate (1959) and John 
Frankenheimer’s film based on the novel (1962).
As Charles L.R Silet notes, Spillane was attacked by the critics who argued that the 
novels “promoted anti-social behavior through their excessive violence and sadistic 
treatment of women, homosexuals, and Communists. He was blamed for juvenile 
delinquency, increased sexual immorality, and the breakdown of other traditional values” 
(199).
Eric Smoodin argues that Jet Pilot uses the narrative of the typical Hollywood film to 
tell the audience that communism is “an impediment to typical narrative closure” (40). 
Thus, the pleasure we feel at the end of the film in seeing the couple reunited reminds 
us that “only American values can produce a happy ending” (40).
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Are We Having Fun Yet?
According to the Protestant work ethic— more a secular spinoff of the rise of 

the European merchant classes during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries— 
work is work and play is play and never the twain should meet. Counterbalancing 
this transatlantic cultural imperative was another impulse, this one uniquely 
American, directed at conflating the values of work and leisure. Alert as always to 
the fluid vicissitudes of a youth Homo democratis, Alexis de Tocqueville in the 
1830s had already taken note of this second American work ethic:

[Americans] prefer those staid and quiet amusements which 
are more like business and which do not drive business out of 
their minds...[Ajn American may prefer to spend his leisure 
time quietly drinking in his own house. Such a man enjoyes 
two pleasures at once: he thinks about his business affairs and 
gets drunk decently at home.

Transplant Tocqueville to a frou-frou twenty-first century California restaurant at 
lunchtime and—J'ai vous de dit! Allowing for the inevitable culture shock, a 
privileged glimpse of contemporary business people making deals on cell phones 
while sipping Chardonnay and nibbling Sicilian wraps wouldn’t have surprised 
the nimble-witted Frenchman one bit.

Nor would these contemporary American scenarios:
— t-shirt-clad thirtysomething corporate execs riding skateboards and playing 

Nintendo games between and sometimes during meetings;
— mid-sized local internet companies providing on-site gymnasium facilities 

and massage therapy so that employees may blend leisure time with work, instead 
of separating the two;

— untold numbers of men and women accomplishing their professional tasks 
on-line in the comfort of their own homes, thus never having to dress up and “go to 
work” at all.

Tocqueville would have been surprised, however— astonished is a better 
word—by the most recent transformation in the way twenty-first century Americans 
view the interrelationships between work and play. According to this tertiary ethic, 
the values of work and play are no longer perceived as oppositional at all. Any 
traditional friction between them, whether expressed as contradictory or as 
complementary, threatens to become a distant cultural memory.

Like all cultural transformations, that of Homo democratis into American Homo 
ludens has taken years, even decades, to evolve, and at the dawn of the new
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millennium its evolution is ongoing. But in order to gain a clearer understanding 
of its everyday dynamics, we must cast our glance backward yet again, this time 
into the recent American past. Following are two excerpts from the first-person 
account of life during the Great Depression by Lloyd Soyez, a retired Kansas farmer:

When I graduated from high school in ‘36, a farmhand made 
two dollars a day, so I went out to Idaho, working the potato 
harvest and topping beets. Hard hours, but I made five dollars 
a day. I come back with seventy bucks in my pocket...

And:

In ‘39 and ‘40, before I went overseas, I helped build highway 
one fifty. It was all shovel and wheelbarrow work for thirty 
cents an hour. I made two-forty a day, and I’d take my road 
money and help the folks out: buy a sack of apples or a case of 
pork and beans.

While not every child of the Depression shared Soyez’s experiences, most lower- 
and middle-class Americans who came of age during the nineteen-thirties will 
bring a measure of empathy to his plain-spoken reminiscences. Countless American 
urban children also knew what it was like to work for two dollars a day and help 
support the family in tough times.

For most young people of today, of course, work is no longer a matter of 
physical survival. As veterans of the Great Depression like Lloyd Soyez never tire 
of reminding us, very few contemporary kids know the meaning of hard, sustained, 
manual labor. In fact, in a world defined by what Marshall McLuhan familiarly 
called the extensions of man—TV, the telephone, the automobile, the Internet— 
the ontological relationship between work and the human body itself has changed, 
perhaps for all time.

When the French religious philosopher Simone Weil toiled in Renault 
automobile factories in France during the 1930's she recorded a memorable phrase 
often spoken by her co-workers: The trade is entering the body. She interpreted 
this to mean that under certain circumstances work constitutes a lorm of ph\ sical 
sacrifice, the human equivalent of Christ's spiritual sacrifice when, on tlie day of 
His Passion, thorns and nails entered His body. Weil was no sentimental, starry- 
eyed liberal. Like George Orwell, she made an heroic attempt to “de-class” herself 
by becoming a working person and sharing the Dickensian on-the-job conditions 
in French factories during the bleak and bitter thirties. And like Orwell, who 
chronicled the struggles of the French and English working class in books like
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Down and Out in Paris and London and The Road to Wigan Pier, Weil understood 
that sustained labor under poor working conditions also crushes the spirits of human 
beings, transforming many into drug addicts and alcoholics, violent abusers of 
each other and of families—even suicides.

And yet, allowing for the dark side of unremitting toil as it was often manifested 
in French auto plants, English coal mines, and Idaho beet fields, it can’t be denied 
that manual \aborers felt something, felt it deeply, authentically, and existentially, in 
a fashion that American young people born after 1970, say, are commonly bereft of.

For today’s youth and young adults live in a virtual world not only of electronic 
media, of CD-ROMs and Internet chat rooms, but of work. We take for granted 
what would have seemed incredible to a young Lloyd Soyez just two generations 
ago— namely that millions of middle-class Americans now in their teens, twenties, 
and thirties will live out their professional lives in the disembodied realms of 
cyberspace as date processors, software designers, software engineers, network 
engineers, television rewrite specialists, marketing researchers, marketing 
production assistants, on-line editors, publicity directors, directors of knowledge 
management, advertising media buyers, media production consultants, public 
information specialists, systems analysts, web developers, web masters, spam 
masters, helpdesk administrators. Junior and senior technical analysts, LAN (local 
area network) administrators, junior and senior administrative analysts, chief 
information officers, junior and senior database administrators, rank and file 
telecommunications workers, telecommunications executives, and so on ad 
infinitum. Say what you will about manual labor, it never distances the self from  
the body. This distancing is the essence of postmodern work: a divorce of human 
sense of self from its center of being, its corporeal seat. No wonder the Canadian 
cultural theorists Arthur and Marilouise Kroker chose to label the last decade of 
the twentieth century the flesh-eating nineties.

It should come as no surprise, therefore, that so many American young people 
in the postmodern era have become addicted to fun, not as a counterbalancing 
escape from, but as a substitute for, the self-actualization of work. Now it is fun, 
not work, that “enters the body” in the form of nose-, tongue-nipple-, and belly- 
button rings, tattoos, branding, and other forms of physical mutilation. Anyone 
who has witnessed the bumping and bashing that goes on in the mosh pits of 
contemporary rock concerts from coast to coast readily understands the frantic, 
unspoken need of young people to literally get in touch with their own bodies, 
even if it means suffering cuts, bruises, even broken bones in the process. Why do 
so many youths enjoy punishing themselves in this bizarre and disturbing fashion?

As Nietzsche once observed, faced with the choice between feeling pain and 
feeling nothing at all human beings will opt for pain every time. Along with so 
many other things contemporary, the “mosh pit syndrome” also confirms a
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Nietzschean hermeneutics of twenty-first century Western culture: I suffer, therefore 
I am. Add to ail this the recent phenomenon of extreme sports—dangerous mountain 
biking, daredevil parachuting, brutal triathlons— and it becomes clear that for many 
young Americans play is work: for them, the postmodern American fun ethic is 
deadly serious business. Unfortunately, it also famishes the soul. Like all unhealthy 
addictions, play as a ding an sich constitutes what Nietzsche called imaginary 
food. One of the best known catchphrases of our era. Are we having fun yet?, 
speaks for itself.

But in order to fully understand the dynamics of postmodern leisure, it should 
be kept in mind that (1) a Catholic work ethic preceded the advent of Protestantism 
and its secular spinoffs and that (2) until the dawn of the modern era no cultural 
theory of work could be seriously considered without also taking into account the 
theological “uses” of suffering as defined by the Roman Church. Such a use, for 
example, involved penance. From the Sermo de doctrina in Septuag of an 
anonymous 15th century preacher:

For this ye may understand that it is the will of God that every 
man and woman should labour busily. For if Adam and Eve 
had been occupied with labour, the serpent had not overcome 
them: for idleness is the devil’s desire. Wherefore ye may know 
well it is the will of God that we should labour and put our 
body to penance for to flee sin. Thus did Adam and Eve, to 
example of all those that should come after them.

Penance has long fallen out of fashion in Judeo-Christian culture. And yet, the 
sense that “idleness is the devil’s desire”— that idleness is fundamentally wrong— 
is perhaps a stubbornest of all legacies of Old World Catholicism. Without penance 
human beings cannot be absolved of guilt feelings caused by the seven deadly 
sins. Included among these sins, of course, is idleness or sloth.

In a secular era that privileges the health of the body over the health of the 
soul sloth is the pre-eminent postmodern “sin,” with gluttony running a close second 
(we still speak of “sinful” and “tempting” desserts). What’s changed since the 
heyday of Christianity is that the guilt trips once placed upon us by religion we 
now place upon ourselves. We’re culturally conditioned to be feel contempt for the 
obese, the flabby, the out of shape, the couch potatoes among us. When we happen 
to be couch potatoes, we feel contempt for ourselves. And when this self-loathing 
becomes unbearable, we make a beeline for the 24-hour gym and its array of 
stairmasters, treadmills, and exer-cycles.

In our time, penance as a Christian value has been uprooted from its religious 
origins in work and transplanted, as it were, to the shallower soil of leisure. If this
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sounds strange, consider the typical case of Raymond H- 
Ewen’s superb cultural study, All Consuming Images:

-, a major player in Stuart

Raymond H— has been working on his body for the past three 
years, ever since he got his last promotion. He is hoping to 
achieve the body he always wanted.. .If the body ideal he seeks 
is lean, devoid of fatty tissue, it is also hard. ‘Soft flesh,’ once 
a standard phrase in the American erotic lexicon, is now— within 
the competitive, upscale world he inhabits— a sign of failure 
or sloth.

Raymond H— spends his work days as an investment firm middle-manager 
staring glassy-eyed at a computer monitor. Like innumerable other inhabitants of 
twenty-first century cyberspace Raymond feels out of touch with his body. So 
what does he do? In his leisure time he goes back to work. Raymond’s work out 
consists of multiple exercises on Nautilus machines—’’twelve stations in all,” Ewen 
informs us. Beginning with the hip abduction machine, Raymond moves on to the 
compound leg machine, then the leg curl machine, then the pullover/torso arm 
machine, then the double chest machine, then the four-way neck machine, and so 
on.

No pain, no gain. In a grotesque postmodern parody of the stations of the 
Cross, Raymond’s “steps” become progressively more difficult until, exhausted, 
sweaty, and sore at the end of the workout he feels better about himself than he did 
at the beginning. Like that of a medieval flagellant, Raymond’s ultimate goal is 
self-improvement through self-denial. But unlike the medieval flagellant, Raymond 
has internalized the otherness of penance. A thinly-disguised form of narcissism, 
Raymond’s “penance” is all about self-aggrandizement.

There’s a Russian word that describes what Raymond is actually up to: nadry V, 
loosely translated as “a pleasurable self-hurt.” Nadry V shouldn’t be confused with 
masochism, or the purposeful suffering of pain for sexual gratification. As opposed 
to masochism, nadiy'v is a power trip. Raymond hopes his hardbody image will 
give him a well-toned leg up on his fellows at work and help him to achieve further 
promotions in order to succeed in the New York City rat race.

Men and women have always been willing to suffer, to offer themselves up 
for sacrifice in the service of a spiritual ideal. In traditional Christian theology 
work itself has served as a medium or catalyst for such self-sacrifice. Hence the 
traditional folk concept of work as a daily crucifixion. Spiritual ideals, as we know, 
are notoriously hard to come by in a post-Enlightenment era. And yet, corrupted as 
they are, such ideals manage to hang on— in the contemporary professional athlete’s 
pride in “playing through pain,” for instance. If Raymond H------ qualifies as the
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last penitent, the brave athlete who is willing to take one for the team qualifies as 
the last martyr. Why do sports fans still admire Dick Butkus, the great Chicago 
Bears linebacker of the nineteen-sixties? Because he was willing to play with a 
broken arm when his team needed him. Why do Los Angeles Rams (now the St. 
Louis Rams) fans cherish the memory of defensive end Jack Youngblood? Because 
he insisted on staying in a crucial game in spite of a broken leg. And while true 
believers will cringe at the thought of what happens in the 24-hour gym as penance 
or in a football game as martyrdom, they may take some comfort in knowing that 
in a strange and stubborn way the human need to believe in the power of redemptive 
suffering still persists, even for narcissists and NFL linebackers.

California State University, Bakersfield Steven Carter
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British Film Comedy In the New Millennium: 
Rik Mayall, Adrian Edmondson, and 

Guest House Paradiso
The tradition of British film comedy is a long one. It encompasses the films of 

George Formby and The Crazy Gang; The Ealing comedies with Alec Guinness 
and Stanley Holloway (among others); the St. Trinians' movies with Alastair Sim, 
Terry-Thomas and Joyce Grenfell; the Carry On films with a huge stock company 
of players, including Kenneth Williams and Sidney James; the Goons, first on 
radio and then in an unmemorable feature film Down Among the Z Men (1952, Dir. 
Maclean Rogers); Monty Python s Flying Circus, first on television and then in a 
series of theatrical features; in addition to such satirical revues as Jonathan Miller’s 
Beyond the Fringe, Flanders and Swann’s At the Drop o f a Hat, and the comic duo 
of Peter Cook and Dudley Moore, all of whom crossed over into films in one 
fashion or another.

There has always been a streak of what Kenneth Williams referred to as “hon�
est vulgarity” in the best British film comedies, from the decadent boarding school 
presided over by Alastair Sim in drag in The Belles o f  St. Ttinians (1954, Dir. 
Frank Launder), to Kenneth Williams’ fruity impersonation of Julius Caesar in 
Carry On Cleo (1965, Dir. Gerald Thomas), introducing himself to the audience 
with a wretched cold, and the words, “I do feel queer,” counterbalanced by Sidney 
James’ macho cockney Marc Antony as a comic foil. Although British comedy has 
always rather strictly divided itself into two disparate groups -  one for the “upper 
classes,” and one for the common man -  it is the ridicule of the very institutions 
held so dear by the fading monarchy that is the common thread uniting both schools 
of comedic expression.

Peter Cook and Dudley Moore created a sophisticated update of Christopher 
Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus in Bedazzled (1967, Dir. Stanley Donen). The Carry On 
gang indulged in single-entendre bathroom humor and hoary music hall sketches 
in their more than twenty films. The Pythons kidded Jean Paul Sartre and the Brit�
ish monarchy with equal savagery, while never relinquishing their ruling class 
roots. Peter Sellers, in a string of brilliant comedies before he became typecast in 
the Pink Panther series {The Lady Killers [1955, Dir. Alexander Mackendrick], 
Fm A ll Right Jack [1959, Dir. John Boulting], The Wrong Arm o f the Law [1963, 
Dir. Cliff Owen]) had arguably more of a common touch in his work. But one 
ruling concern unites these differing approaches; the ridicule of the sacred, the 
pricking of pomposity. Most importantly, each succeeding series of comedies had 
to be more brash than those that preceded it, if only because an ever more cynical
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public was less inclined to favor social sanctuary for institutions such as home, the 
family, corporate enterprise and the like, all of which were being more and more 
urgently called into question with each passing decade.

And so it was that as Monty Python’s antics at length began to exhaust not 
only audiences, but the members of the troupe itself as well, and the C any On 
films descended into seemingly obligatory nudity in a desperate attempt to keep 
up with changing audience perceptions, a new and even more brutal variety of 
British comedy appeared on the horizon. A variety of new British television shows, 
notably The Comic Strip, The Young Ones (both of which briefly ran on MTV in 
the United States), Absolutely Fabulous, The New Statesman and Bottom were 
ravenously devoured by entranced viewers in the UK, although their impact in the 
US has been relegated to “cult” status. Absolutely Fabulous, chronicling the ad�
ventures of two middle-aged utterly irresponsible and materialistic women, star�
ring Jennifer Saunders and Joanna Lumley, managed to make quite a splash on the 
Comedy Central cable network, with its running gags of drunkenness, drug use, 
wretched excess and capitalistic greed. Saunders, the creator of the series, over�
saw a series of episodes that were at once universally accessible and wittily engag�
ing to audiences in both the US and the UK, reveling in broad slapstick and cheer�
fully vulgar humor.

What Saunders, Lumley and the new generation of British comics (including 
Alexei Sayle, Dawn French, Ben Elton and others) grasped was that what was 
essential to the revitalization of British comedy was not gratuitous nudity and sexual 
single-entendres, but rather sledgehammer violence, increased vulgarity, and a 
savage brutality that lampooned every last remaining remnant of the empire’s de�
caying colonialist social fabric. And surely no one has embraced this new ap�
proach as fervently as Rik Mayall and Adrian Edmondson, whose Bottom series 
became an instant sensation when broadcast by that last bastion of cultural re�
spectability, the BBC. (Edmondson, coincidentally, is married to Absolutely 
Fabulous^ Jennifer Saunders. The couple was wed on May 11, 1985, and have 
three daughters: Freya, Beattie and Ella.)

Adrian Edmondson and Rik Mayall met at Manchester University as students, 
and formed an undergraduate comedy act. The Dangerous Brothers. In essence, 
their act consisted of violent slapstick comedy reminiscent of The Three Stooges, 
in which two perpetually feuding arrested adolescents, Richie Dangerous (Mayall) 
and Sir Adrian Dangerous (Edmondson) attempt to kill each other with various 
kitchen implements and other household items, inflicting grievous bodily harm 
upon each other, without any real long-term consequences. The duo eventually 
brought The Dangerous Brothers to late night British television, until the cheer�
fully mordant skits were banned due to “excessive violence and bad taste.” At the 
same time, Mayall and Edmondson began making nightclub appearances at vari�
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ous local venues, including The Comedy Store in London. In 1980, Edmondson 
co-founded the comedy troupe The Comic Strip, serving as actor and writer, at the 
Boulevard Theatre (which evolved into the successful television series).

In 1982, Mayall and Edmondson co-created the hit show The Young Ones, 
which parodied an early 60s film starring British pop star Cliff Richard. The se�
ries, which ran from 1982 to 1984, was a further extension of the pair’s violent 
brand of domestic comedy -  in this case, chronicling the misadventures of four 
college students rooming together, who live in a state of perpetual filth and penury, 
punctuated (naturally) with marathon bouts of brutal physical comedy. This led to 
a series of episodes of The Comic Strip television series, and a savage television 
satire entitled The New Statesman, in which Mayall portrayed Alan B’Stard, a 
vicious Tory politician who relentlessly schemes, swindles, and connives his way 
to fame and fortune. The series, which lasted from 1987 to 1994, firmly estab�
lished Mayall as one of the most energetic and outrageous members of the new 
school of British comedy, while at the same time Mayall was teaming with 
Edmondson on the Bottom teleseries, which chalked up 18 episodes on the BBC 
between 1991 and 1995.

This is just the briefest sketch of the pair’s work during this period; they also 
appeared in a variety of touring theatrical presentations (such as Hooligan's Is�
land), while Edmondson also directed several rock videos, along with a host of 
other writing, performing and theatrical ventures, including a well-received re�
vival of Samuel Beckett’s Waiting fo r  Godot in 1991 at the Queen’s Theatre in 
London, in which Adrianson and Mayall co-starred. This unrelenting spate of ac�
tivity came to an abrupt halt when Mayall was nearly killed in a freak motorbike 
accident in April, 1998, at his home in the English countryside. Mayall’s recovery 
was long and painful, but by 1999, Mayall and Edmondson were once again ready 
to embark upon a new venture, one which would push their brand of social criti�
cism to a new level -  Guest House Paradiso, a feature film that Mayall and 
Edmondson co-wrote, and Edmondson directed. At this writing, it seems unlikely 
that the film will be distributed in the United States, but it opened to rapturous 
audience response, and predictably brutal critical reviews, throughout England 
and the rest of Europe in December, 1999. In a sense, everything that Edmondson 
and Mayall have been working up to is encapsulated in this film, which is a bril�
liant and unremittingly savage attack on the crumbling facade of the British lei�
sure industry.

Guest House Paradiso takes as its central situation the premise that, in some 
peculiar fashion, Eddie and Richie have come into possession of a spectacularly 
rundown guest house located at the edge of a steep cliff in the English countryside, 
which is also conveniently situated next to a malfunctioning nuclear power plant. 
The guest house has one or two permanent residents, most notably Mrs. Foxfur
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(Fenella Fielding), a vague, rich and aging client from whom Eddie and Richie 
attempt to extoit additional rooming fees on a near-daily basis. The only other 
guests are the members of the aptly-named Nice family, Mr. and Mrs. Nice (Simon 
Pegg and Lisa Palfrey), and their children Damien (Joseph Hughes) and Charlene 
(Jessica Mann).

Upon arriving at Guest House Paradiso for their “dream vacation,” the mem�
bers of the Nice family are aghast at the decrepit nature of their accommodations, 
but as Mr. Nice informs his wife and children, “this is the cheapest guest house in 
all of England, and it’s all we can afford, so we’ll just have to make the best of it.” 
As the Nice children repair to the children’s play area (strategically located at the 
edge of the cliff) for a nearly fatal round on the swing set, “internationally famous” 
Italian film star Gina Carbonara (Helene Mahieu) arrives incognito, hoping to throw 
the pursuing paparazzi off her trail. She, in turn, is followed by her jilted lover, the 
outrageously macho Gino Bolognese (Vincent Cassell), who will do anything to 
retain Gina’s affection.

. In all of this, Richie Twat (it’s pronounced ''thwaite'' he continually insists to 
no avail) and the slow-witted Eddie Elizabeth Ndingombaba (Mayall and 
Edmondson, respectively) retain their air of bumbling incompetence (Eddie) and 
sneering pomposity (Richie), as they force their guests to eat radioactive fish washed 
up on the beach for the main dinner entree to keep costs down, while robbing the 
guests of whatever valuables they may possess, even as they remain completely 
oblivious to all client complaints. The film concludes with a marathon vomiting 
sequence, in which all of the hotel’s guests fall seriously ill due to the nuclear 
cuisine, although only the putative villain of the piece, Gino, dies as a result of his 
brush with toxic poisoning.

Just as it looks as if Richie and Eddie’s entire investment in the guest house 
will be forfeited due to their incompetence, greed, and thievery, a top-secret depu�
tation from the British government (which is apparently even more corrupt than 
either Richie or Eddie), arrives with two gigantic suitcases stuffed with £ 100 notes, 
offering the pair the money, and asylum on a tropic isle, if they will only sign a 
document that attests (in part) that they have “never been in England, or even 
heard the word ‘radioactivity.’” Without a moment’s hesitation, Richie and Eddie 
sign, and the film ends with the pair comfortably ensconced in the lap of primitive 
luxury in the tropics (very much like an old Bing Crosby/Bob Hope Road

Some reviewers have compared the film to episodes of the John Cleese 
teleseries Faulty Towers, and although there is a superficial resemblance, this is 
only part of the equation. The centerpiece of Guest House Paradiso is first, last 
and always violent slapstick, and Richie and Eddie’s motivations throughout the 
film are never honorable, even for a second. One abortive scheme leads to another, 
all in a mad quest for personal and selfish gain. Both men are devoid of even a
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single sympathetic trait. It’s not all in good fun for Richie and Eddie, who owe no 
allegiance to anyone, not even to each other.

The major set piece of the film (and one which is craftily exploited in the 
trailer for Guest House Paradiso) is an unbelievably brutal fight in the hotel’s 
kitchen, whilst Richie and Eddie are ostensibly engaged in preparing food for their 
unfortunate guests. Although domestic mayhem is a staple of the Bottom series, as 
well as The Young Ones, here, with a generous budget and the ability to stage some 
truly spectacular stunts, Edmondson and Mayall stage an all-out war that rivals 
anything in The Three Stooges, Chaplin, or Lloyd. In addition, Edmondson per�
forms a series of truly astounding maneuvers on a motorcycle near the beginning 
of the film, reminiscent of Buster Keaton’s memorable stunts, in which he falls 
asleep at the wheel of a moving motorbike, only to crash into the front of the hotel, 
and, through an intricate series of pratfalls, wind up behind the hotel’s front desk 
as if nothing had happened, ready to receive visitors. As Edmondson told critic 
Claire Wills in the November 1999 issue of Flicks, shortly before Guest House 
Paradiso's release:

The constantly squabbling partners in crim e have what 
Edmondson believes is the best battle they’ve ever done, em�
ploying a variety of painful kitchen utensils, with Richie forcing 
a meat hook up Eddie’s nose and slamming his head in the fridge 
door. “We still have great fun inventing fight scenes,’’ Edmondson 
laughs. “It gets more and more difficult to think of novel ways 
of hitting each other, and implements to use. The hooks up the 
nose was a stroke of genius...it looks incredibly painful.’’ So 
realistic in fact -  as is a scene in which a character is raised to 
the ceiling by his nipple ring -  that audiences will wince at ev�
ery crack and tweak.

These antics are all very well, but as Mayall had a near fatal 
accident a year or so ago, when he fell off and was run over by 
the quad bike he was riding, weren’t they concerned about the 
extreme physicality of their performances?

“I was very worried,” Edmondson admits. “I talked to his 
consultant about it, but he said you’d have to give him a really 
traumatizing hit to make any further damage.” However, they 
did modify their act slightly. “A lot of the violence happens to 
me rather than him for that reason. I don’t think he hits his head 
once.”

Instead, Edmondson gets to play fall guy and outdoes the 
stuntmen in a sequence, which has him falling asleep and mov�
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ing around on a speeding motorbike. “A lot of it’s me being 
dragged along behind a truck,” he says, adding: “We did it at the 
end in case I hurt myself. There’s a stunt man doing some bits, 
but he’s not as daring as me.”

Slapstick comedy double acts have been thin on the ground 
since Laurel and Hardy -  of whom Edmondson’s a fan, much 
more than comic clowns like Charlie Chaplin (who he finds “too 
sentimental”). “I think Buster Keaton was very funny, but he 
never had anyone else to make it believable,” he observes. “If 
you’ve got two people being like that, it’s somehow easier to 
suspend your disbelief.” Which is presumably why, despite their 
solo careers, Rik and Ade keep coming back for more stupidity 
together.. .It’s a double act which has, according to Edmondson, 
“taken hitting each other to an art. At the forefront of hitting 
each other amusingly, we hope.” (Adrian Edmondson Web Site)

This is familiar terrain for both Mayall and Edmondson, as well as their ad�
mirers. As Edmondson admitted to a bookseller in New Zealand during a theatri�
cal tour, “the thing with the characters me and Rik play is, and you might have 
noticed this, they’re all the f**king same -  just a different setting” (Adrian 
Edmondson Web Site). Mayall agreed, telling British television personality Jonathan 
Ross in June of 1999 that “We’ve always been with those two characters, and 
they’re always called Richie and Eddie...So it’s Guest House Paradiso, not the 
Bottom movie, no, but I’m Richie Twat in this, as I’ve been Richard Ritchie be�
fore, and Eddie has been Eddie Hitler before [Eddie’s original last name in the 
Bottom television series]” (Rik Mayall Web Site).

While Edmondson is clearly the more dominant member of the team 
(Edmondson dreams up most of the gags, much like Stan Laurel’s creative leader�
ship in the Laurel and Hardy series), Mayall serves as the perfect foil for all this 
carefully staged mayhem with a fine sense of direct, no-nonsense craftsmanship. 
In Guest House Paradiso, for example, Mayall notes that “I love the fight in the 
kitchen. When I hit Ade [Edmondson] with the Jug, he took the punch so well. The 
editor cut it perfectly. There’s something about this pace and timing...! do think 
the nearer you are to frightening your audience -  the rush of energy you get from 
witnessing violence, especially if it is more filmic than theatrical -  the more unset�
tling it is. The release comes out in laughter” {London Telegraph interview, No�
vember 21,1999, as cited in the Rik Mayall Web Site). And of Edmondson’s con�
trol of the set at Ealing Studios, where the film was shot, Mayall commented “his 
[Edmondson’s] organizational skills were very impressive, he’s a very canny man. 
We had to work fast and he held it all together. He could have been a Nazi general.
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I hadn’t seen that side of him” (Channel 4 Teletext, December, 1999, as cited in the 
Rik Mayall Web Site).

In an on-set interview, Edmondson more or less agreed with Mayall’s assess�
ment of his “dictatorial” directorial style, but added, “at least in a fascist dictator�
ship, you know where you are” (making of Guest House Paradiso video). Actu�
ally, behind-the-scenes views of the crew in action reveal a pleasantly egalitarian 
approach to the entire project. For his part, Edmondson has gone to great lengths 
to dismiss any speculation that Guest House Paradiso might be anything more 
than a commercial entertainment. He also downplays his considerable skill as a 
director, commenting that “if you’ve written the idea then directing’s not a big 
thing, getting lots of people to do what you want to do” (Wills interview in Flicks, 
as cited in the Adrian Edmondson Web Site). But this is both an ingenuous and 
unduly modest view of his work in Guest House Paradiso', in fact, the film is one 
of the most assured directorial debuts of the new century. In its vicious, violent, 
raucous, no-holds-barred approach to such issues as class warfare, the decaying 
hold of the British empire, and the sexual mechanics of male machismo, the film is 
simultaneously fresh and immediately accessible.

The vulgarity is mostly in the language, which is on a par with South Park's 
more extravagant excesses, coupled with the sneering arrogance of Mayall’s “up�
per class” character, and the seeming stupidity of Edmondson as his comic foil. 
Many of the most memorable gags in the film operate at the level of simultaneous 
stupidity and genius, as is the case with “candle in the eye” gag, which is used 
when Eddie and Richie are struggling through an extremely narrow crawl space, 
on their way to a guest’s room to steal (without any compunction whatsoever) 
some of the guests’ belongings. At a particularly inopportune moment, Richie drops 
the candle, and in an attempt to retrieve it, accidentally sticks the still-flaming 
candle in his right eye. Shrieking with pain, he tries to explain to Eddie what’s 
happened. “Candle in the eye!” he exclaims, but dim-witted Eddie is baffled. 
''Candle in the eye!" Richie screams until Eddie responds with a bemused shrug, 
and obligingly sticks the still-lit candle in Eddie’s left eye. A gag such as this is 
both obvious and yet transcendent in its embrace of surreal stupidity; while the 
entire premise is preposterous, as a piece of slapstick, the Joke is superbly ex�
ecuted, even as the audience winces in pain at Richie’s predicament.

Eddie and Richie have a decidedly uneven relationship with one another. Richie 
is brash, rude, snide, repellent, an upper-class twit without any real intellectual or 
social credentials to back him up; Eddie is the slow camp follower, forever the 
object of Richie’s verbal abuse, which he can only reply to with outbursts of infan�
tile, inarticulate violence. Just as Moe Howard in The Three Stooges seemed to 
live in a state of perpetual irritation, while Curly bumbled from one violent acci�
dent into another, further arousing Moe’s omnipresent wrath (with Larry Fine as
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the blankly agreeable go-between), Richie and Eddie represent the twin halves of 
arrested adolescence at their most immature and childish, figures the audience can 
safely condescend to with no fear of contradiction. If Richie is the consummate 
social parasite and obsequious flatterer, Eddie is everyman, the average, some�
what vague individual who does his best to cope with the chaos that surrounds 
him, chaos often caused by his own incompetence, and/or Richie’s false dreams of 
grandiose superiority. Combining youthful aggressiveness with a string of unde�
sirable character traits (laziness, greed, unrestrained anger, jealousy -  the list is 
nearly endless), Richie and Eddie represent the worst possible outcome of a Brit�
ish public school education, and are thus emblematic exemplars of a society in 
collapse.

But what is most refreshing about the narrative and imagistic construction of 
Guest House Paradiso is its scrupulous lack of misogyny and sexism. Gina 
Carbonara’s character is never demeaned or exploited in the film; there are none of 
the sniggering Burlesque Jokes associated with The Benny Hill Show, or the later, 
less interesting Carry On films. Of all the characters in the film, only Gino 
Bolognese, whose personality itself is a compound criticism of the worst aspects 
of typical macho behavior, comes to a deservedly bad ending, after attempting to 
rape Gina -  an assault prevented by Richie and Eddie, not out of any sense of 
honor or propriety, but rather because in the peculiar moral universe that both men 
inhabit, such acts are beyond the pale -  reprehensible as given limits to social 
behavior. Gina’s character is never called upon to do a nude scene, and even the 
elderly and somewhat senile Mrs. Foxfur (although she is punched unconscious 
by Richie, in a futile attempt to dig the gold out of her teeth with a pickax) usually 
gets the best of the situation in her dealings with Richie and Eddie, and escapes 
any real harm or indignity -  this is, after all, a cartoon. Otherwise, as Richie notes, 
in a direct address to the spectator at the end of the film, the narrative’s structure 
“would be morally questionable.”

In the world of Guest House Paradiso, everyone exists to be ridiculed, even 
the Nice family (whose only “crime” is in being too conventional, too representa�
tive of the heterotopic family unit), but the innocence and genuine humanity repre�
sented by Gina Carbonara is the moral center of the film, counter-balancing the 
excess of violence that surrounds her. Gina comes to the guest house seeking sanc�
tuary from the pressures of fame, and she recei\es it, along with the assistance ot 
Richie and Eddie in extricating herself from the unwanted attentions of (lino (who 
wants, at one point, two prostitutes to share his bed w ith (jina). One could easily 
argue that this strategy of feminine purity harkens back to the many women in 
Chaplin’s films {City Lights [1931], The Gold Rush [1925] and Modern Times 
[1936] being prime examples), and it does indeed reflect this comedic strategy. 
And yet, when one compares Gina’s treatment in Guest House Paradiso to the
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continual indignities suffered by Carol Cleveland in the Monty Python teleseries, 
or Margaret Dumont in the Marx Brothers films, it seems that Richie and Eddie 
have constructed a comic ethos in Guest House Paradiso which is a decided de�
parture from the grinding exploitation the women in comic films are routinely 
subjected to. As Fenella Fielding (Mrs. Foxfur) noted in an on-camera interview 
during the making of the film, “I don’t think I’ve even been punched in the eye 
before in a film, although of course they didn’t actually hit me. But they were such 
gentlemen about it” (making of Guest House Paradiso videotape).

The technical expertise displayed in the film is another point of interest. Un�
like the slack comedic structure that one finds in such recent American films as 
Dumb and Dumber, Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo, Big Daddy and other films (all 
of which are also marred by a conspicuous streak of forced sentimentality), the 
editing, photography, and direction of Guest House Paradiso recalls the crisp vigor 
of such classic British comedies as Charles Crichton’s The Lavendar Hill_Mob 
(1951), or Alexander Mackendrick’s The Man in the White Suit (\9 5 \), both also 
produced at Ealing Studios, which has been (in various incarnations and under 
numerous ownerships), one of the most reliably proficient and cost-conscious British 
production facilities. In their own day, the classic Ealing comedies lampooned 
conventional British mores in much the same way that Guest House Paradiso 
does today, but all these films exhibit the same economy of construction, brevity 
of running time, and meticulous care in execution -  a hallmark of British comedy 
since its inception. Gags and pratfalls are executed with split-second timing and 
editing together with seamless precision; the narrative pacing of the film is never 
allowed to slacken, as Eddie and Richie race from one misadventure to the next. 
And yet for all the frenzied activity on display in the film, one never loses sight of 
the fact that the chaos in Guest House Paradiso is carefully controlled, deftly 
executed by a writer/director who very much deserves the title (although he would 
properly despise it) of auteur.

Edmondson’s comic vision relies, above all, upon the punctuation of pompos�
ity, the savaging of conventional arbiters of taste and morality. As he commended 
to Claire Wills:

As we see it American films have been slowly stealing our terri�
tory for years,” Edmondson sneers, singling out Jim Carrey for 
particular disdain. “I think they get it wrong because Americans 
are not very good at losing their vanity. They like to wisecrack, 
and slapstick is really about being very stupid and losing your 
dignity. Jim Carrey will still [pulls mugging face] at the end of 
every f****** pratfall as if to say ‘that’s what I meant to do and 
aren’t I great and sexy?” ’ Edmondson smiles ruefully, “Doesn’t
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make me laugh” (Flicks interview November, 1999, as cited in 
the Adrian Edmondson Web Site).

With the actual guest house constructed on a series of stage sets at Ealing, 
Edmondson had the freedom to stage elaborate prop jokes that simply couldn’t be 
done on the stage, and also, because he was serving as director for the first time, he 
could have a much greater degree of control over the entire creative process. With 
a small budget of £3.5 million (roughly $6 million US dollars), shooting had to 
progress at a rapid pace, but Edmondson pre-planned the entire shoot to such a 
degree that even the most elaborate gags -  the motorcycle stunts, the “candle in 
the eye” routine, to say nothing of the climactic mass-vomiting sequence -  were 
photographed with speed and authority, without any sacrifice in Edmondson and 
Mayall’s personal vision.

Although Guest House Paradiso is Edmondson’s first feature film, he has, as 
I mentioned, directed several music videos for such artists as The Pogues and 
10,000 Maniacs, and this training experience has obviously been useful. The opening 
shots of Guest House Paradiso, particularly the framing of the exterior of the 
hotel, with the children’s swings and the sheer cliff on the left, and the faulty 
nuclear power plant on the opposite side of the CinemaScope frame, display a 
visual sensibility comparable to Jacques Tati or Buster Keaton, comics who also 
directed most of their best work. Throughout the film, Edmondson uses the full 
CinemaScope frame in all of his compositions, often balancing opposing forces at 
the edges of the frame, so that cropped, or “pan and scan” versions of the film give 
the viewer only approximation of the adroit visual sensibility at work in the piece.

The film has been an enormous commercial success in Britain, not surprising 
given the intense following that Mayall and Edmondson have achieved there, and 
a sequel of sorts is already in the works, this time set in outer space. In interviews, 
Edmondson has observed that their brand of comedy seems to work best in “closed 
spaces” (cited in The Making o f Guest House Paradiso video), just as Samuel 
Becket’s play Waiting fo r Godot, or Harold Pinter’s play The Caretaker, Joseph 
Losey’s film of The Servant (1963), and Nicolas Roeg and Donald Cammell’s film 
Petformance (1970), also owe their intensity to a certain psychic claustrophobia. 
Thus, it will be interesting to see how well Richie and Eddie fare in a more “open” 
situation.

Guest House Paradiso succeeds so brilliantly because it takes two characters 
who have been ingrained on the British public consciousness to an even more 
brutal and frenzied satirical plane than either the television series or the stage shows. 
In a sense, the film has been more than twenty years in the making. If Guest House 
Paradiso offends the mainstream critics, one should recall that the Carry On films 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s were also critically reviled, precisely because
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they pushed past the boundaries of what was then considered “good taste.” With 
its new level of sledgehammer comedy, brutal cartoon violence, and most of all, its 
accurate lampooning of the last frayed remnants of the British social fabric. Guest 
House Paradise gestures toward a new and more direct form of comedic address, 
which audiences on the continent fervently embrace. Guest House Paradise suggests 
that whatever artificial barriers might have remained in filmic comedy have been 
effectively shattered, and that a new breed of “hyperreal” (Edmondson’s own term, 
surprisingly) slapstick can be effectively melded with a narrative line that both 
develops the characters and their world, and also sustains audience interest. Now 
that the barricades have fallen, what will happen next? Further assaults by Richie, 
Eddie and their compatriots on the “public decency” are certainly to be expected, 
and as Guest House Paradise persuasively demonstrates, such escapades are 
essential to the vibrancy and vitality of film comedy, as well as the fabric of any 
open society, and are therefore eminently desirable.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln Wheeler Winston Dixon
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The Haunting*, Jan De Bont Reinterprets 
a Robert Wise Classic

One would expect a film entitled The Haunting to feature a protagonist pursued 
by ethereal beings who terrorize, not only the film’s main characters, but the 
audience, as well. In the 1999 film version of The Haunting, directed by Jan De 
Bont, the action takes place in the archetypal situation for such happenings, a huge 
mansion in a remote and isolated location, further leading the film-goer to anticipate 
being transported into frightening circumstances. Unfortunately, although the 
haunting spirits here are truly impressive from a technological perspective, they 
are, at the same time, presented in far too tangible a form, violating a central premise 
of haunted house movies that such figures should lurk around the edges. Definitions 
in the Oxford English Dictionary reinforce this concept, describing “haunting” as 
pertaining to “unseen or immaterial visitants,” “imaginary or spiritual beings,” 
and “disembodied spirits” (1265). For the viewer, the result of De Bont’s approach 
is a very minimal sense of belief or involvement in the storyline and a total absence 
of fright or horror.

De Bont also directed Speed (1994), Twister (1997), and Speed 2: Cruise 
Control (1997). This 1999 film is based on Shirley Jackson’s 1959 novel. The 
Haunting o f Hill House. It is the second film adaptation, the first was directed in 
1963 by Robert Wise.

Dr. David Marrow (Liam Neeson) is a psychology professor conducting a 
study on the nature of fear. Through advertising for participants in this experiment 
he describes as “concerning insomnia,” he lures three subjects: Eleanor (Lili Taylor), 
Theo (Catherine Zeta-Jones), and Luke (Owen Wilson) to take part. They all 
assemble at Hill House, a New England gothic mansion which is actually Harlaxton 
Manor in Nottinghamshire, England (Ebert). At least that is where the exterior 
shots were done. De Bont seems to consider the house the actual star of the film. “I 
had two things in mind,” he says, “the hall in Citizen Kane and the hotel in Kubrick’s 
The Shining'" (Peach, 74). It can truly be said that this location, with the 
accompanying computer generated effects is the primary focus of this film. As 
Theo first drinks in the atmosphere of Hill House, she describes it as “Charles 
Foster Kane meets the Munsters” (The Haunting, 1999).

In the opening scenes, we are given some expository background on Eleanor, 
to help us understand her character and to plant an early suspicion that the strange 
occurrences during her stay at Hill house are a product of her imagination, a sort of 
projection of her subconscious feelings. Early on, we learn that Eleanor’s life had 
been dominated by her mother and their strange relationship. On the one hand.
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Eleanor seems deeply saddened and afraid of being alone following the death of 
her mother, and on the other, she appears to bear guilt feelings about her deliberate 
decision not to respond to her mother’s final demand for assistancejust prior to her 
death. She regularly summoned Eleanor by thumping the wall with her cane. Perhaps 
she might have lived if Eleanor had brought her medicine. Eleanor’s desire for 
independence may have motivated her to wish her mother’s death (Jancovich, 288). 
Eleanor is also experiencing conflict between her feelings of anxiety and loneliness 
and her strong desire for independence. Eleanor and her sister quarrel over their 
late mother’s estate. It was Eleanor who lived with and looked after their mother, 
but following her death she is left with nothing and has nowhere to go. Eleanor’s 
mind, both conscious and unconscious, seems to have been largely shaped by others, 
resulting in deep contradictions, pulling her in different directions (Jancovich, 295). 
She yearns for freedom, but she fears being alone.

Because of her inability to deal with these conflicts, she cannot rest and is 
drawn to the short-run solution of taking part in the Hill House research on what 
she is told centers on the study of insomnia. She does not realize that Dr. Marrow 
has actually set up his experiment in this eerie mansion to study, not insomnia, but 
fear. He has selected this unoccupied site to isolate his subjects for a controlled 
study. The house is looked after by a caretaker (Bruce Dern) and his wife (Marian 
Seldes) who let be known that they lock the gates to the grounds of the mansion 
when they leave each night. No one can enter or leave Hill House after dark. Mrs 
Dudley makes this clear. “You’re alone after dark. I live in town nine miles away. 
No one lives any nearer than that” (The Haunting, 1999).

Theo and Luke have also been carefully selected from the candidates for the 
research project at Hill House. Each has described a problem with insomnia along 
with other background experiences inspiring Dr. Marrow to suspect their 
susceptibility to fear. An undeveloped undertone of sexuality also lurks among the 
inhabitants of Hill House. Theo strongly hints of interest in Eleanor, Luke obviously 
is attracted to the beautiful Theo, and Eleanor seems drawn to Dr. Marrow. None 
of these potential relationships is fully developed in the film.

As Eleanor and Theo explore the mansion, they are awed by the elaborate 
carvings on the walls, the doors, and the stairwells. The house is also filled with 
statues, gargoyles, and other fierce looking figures. Of special prominence is the 
looming portrait of Hugh Crain, the former owner and builder of Hill House.

Later, in an introductory meeting with the subjects and his research assistant, 
Mary, Dr. Marrow describes Crain’s life. We learn that he and his wife, Renee, 
built the house for a family they never had. After her death, Crain kept building 
onto the house. Mary adds to the potential for fear. “I think there’s more to that 
story. I can feel it. It’s all around us. It’s in the walls. It’s in the furniture. It’s in 
this!” (The Haunting, 1999). As she touches a string on a musical instrument, the
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string snaps out and lashes her face, across her eye. The audience was given reason 
to expect something of this sort, as the peg holding the string was clearly seen 
rotating just before she touched it. This is not shown from the perspective of one of 
the film ’s characters, so we have no reason to suspect that imagination or 
premonition was involved. Mary is rushed away for medical attention and that is 
the last we see of her.

Later, Dr. Marrow is shown alone as he dictates into a voice recorder. He 
notes that he has presented the subjects with the story of Crain and Hill House, 
setting up the experiment to follow. Thus, the audience is invited to question whether 
the strange events they are about to see in this film are the result of Marrow’s 
experimental manipulations, the warped imaginations of the subjects in his study, 
supernatural occurrences, or actual, objective reality. Herein lies the central premise 
of The Haunting.

Early on, the mansion is full of eerie bumping and crashing sounds as moving 
camera shots explore the architectural features of Hill House, suggesting the lurking 
presence of something just beyond the range of comprehension. The music 
complements these visual images, with the combination effectively stimulating 
the sensation of uneasiness. As they assemble in the kitchen to discuss these, it 
becomes clear that Eleanor is not the only one who senses these goings on, but the 
collective diagnosis is simply noisy plumbing in an old house.

The hauntings of Hill House become increasingly explicit and less subtle as 
the film progresses. We see the moving images of children just under the sheets on 
Eleanor’s bed. Is it possible she is dreaming this? When she summons the others 
and reports hearing sounds from a huge fireplace. Dr. Marrow tries to convince 
Eleanor that she is just imagining things. And when “Welcome home, Eleanor” is 
found painted across Hugh Crain’s portrait, it is clear Eleanor thinks the others 
believe she is responsible. When Eleanor is alone and experiencing the weird events 
of Hill House, we are tempted to suspect that it is her troubled hallucinations or her 
own deliberate doing. Does she imagine that her mother is thumping the walls? Or 
perhaps this is just part of Dr. Marrow’s experiment. As events proceed and become 
more evident and observed by others in the house, as well as by Eleanor and Dr. 
Marrow, any sense of mystery about the unknown dissolves. What might have 
been a frightening movie becomes less actively involving for the audience and 
results in a relatively passive viewing experience.

In De Bont’s execution of the film, the range of possible explanations is, 
unfortunately, not allowed to flower. Instead, we are treated to mere spectacle as 
one computer generated effect follows another, each more technically elaborate 
than the last. As the story moves along, it becomes increasingly clear that these 
haunting happenings are experienced, not by an individual, or by the imagination 
of one person stimulating that of another, but by reality. Somehow the spell is
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broken. The film becomes a simple pageant of technical display. Subtlety has no 
place here. Imagination is not stimulated. The audience experiences little sense of 
involvement. De Bont seems to have been acutely aware of this possibility. “Your 
mind is the most important thing in movies that are supposed to scare you. If you 
go too real then it kind of stops your imagination because fear and imagination are 
also very related. You have to {provide} a little bit of an unfinished image so your 
{imagination} can fill it in” (Laski, 30). With this film, “too real” prevails. The 
audience can only observe as the carved faces of children and the menacing 
countenance of Hugh Crain come alive through the “magic” of computer generated 
animation. One critic describes the production design as “eye-catching, offering 
more detail than one could possibly absorb in one sitting.. .the sprawling staginess 
of the house starts to work against the film. It begins to feel like Disney’s haunted 
mansion, a tourist attraction designed more for spooky giggles than for genuine 
shivers” (Renshaw, 1).

When Eleanor finds a secret room with photographs of Hugh Crain and his 
second wife, Carolyn, she is convinced that skulls she earlier found in the fireplace 
were also discovered years ago by Carolyn, who was murdered by Crain, along 
with the children. “He wanted to fill the house with the sounds of children. He 
took them from his mills and he brought them here. He brought them here, but he 
wouldn’t let them go. He’s still here. Hugh Crain is still in this house” {The Haunting, 
1999). Realizing that Eleanor is over the edge and that the success of his experiment 
is jeopardized. Marrow confesses. “Listen to me, all of you! You’re participating 
in a study on group fear and hysteria.. .You created the story as you were meant to. 
But it’s over. I’m pulling the plug. None of this is real” {The Haunting, 1999).

From this point, special effects become the entire focus of the film, which 
Dean Kish describes as “eye candy with a hollow center” (Kish, 1). Another critic 
suggests that ''The Flaunting'' would be a more appropriate title (Maslin, 1). Eleanor 
sees her own likeness, with her body expanding as if pregnant. She sees images of 
children and becomes obsessed with trying to help them. “What do you want from 
me? What do you want me to do?” {The Haunting, 1999).

Perhaps the most prolonged scene where special effects outweigh the story 
involves Eleanor’s ascending a hanging spiral staircase. When it begins to snap 
apart. Marrow climbs up to rescue her and as the stairs tumble down, it is Eleanor 
who saves Marrow. Another over the top scene features the carved walls, ceiling, 
and furniture in Eleanor’s room coming alive through computer generated effects 
and trapping her in her bed. Through united effort, the others manage to pry her 
loose.

When Luke is unsuccessful in using Eleanor’s car to try crashing out through 
the locked gates to the estate, there is no explanation as to why the locks posed no 
problem in getting Mary, Marrow’s assistant out earlier. Meanwhile, Eleanor has
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returned to the house, where she explains, “I’m right where I’m wanted. I’m home. 
You see, this is the room where Carolyn had her baby before she ran away. The 
children wanted me to see this so I would know this was my home. Yes, Carolyn 
was my great, great grandmother and the children are my family. This is where I 
belong. I have to stay. I’m not afraid anymore. I have to stay for the children, they 
need me... He’s still hunting them. But if I’m here, he can’t harm them” {The 
Haunting, 1999). After slashing Crain’s portrait in anger, Luke, in yet another 
special effects extravaganza, is propelled by a rug into the fireplace and killed by 
a swinging pendulum.

In a final technical display, Hugh Crain bursts forth from his portrait, threatening 
everyone, and Eleanor steps in to protect them, “It’s not about them. It’s about 
family. It’s about Carolyn and the children from the mills. Well I’m family. Grandpa, 
and I’ve come home. Now it’s just you and me, Hugh Crain. Purgatory’s over. You 
go to hell” {The Haunting, 1999). Hugh disappears as Eleanor dies, followed by 
images of happy children and soothing music. One reviewer noted that audience 
members actually laughed during scenes that were supposed to make them scream 
(Bloom, 1).

While the characters and the story have been severely upstaged by the 
ostentatious exhibition of special effects in this 1999 version of The Haunting o f  
Hill House, quite a different approach was taken by director Robert Wise in his 
1963 interpretation. Here, there is deeper development of the characters, whose 
personalities and behavior are more strongly linked. We see more reasoning and 
motivation behind their words and actions. But the most notable difference is the 
use of suggestion, rather than graphic demonstrations of the ghostly residents of 
Hill House. This Eleanor (Julie Harris) was haunted, not by what was on the screen, 
but by what her imagination conjured up. We don’t really see the ghosts, we just 
hear them, along with Eleanor. What we do see is the reaction on Eleanor’s face as 
she creates her own visions of what lurks behind the doors and walls. Members of 
the audience are actively involved through “theater of the mind,” imagining 
Eleanor’s images and painting their own pictures of evil and its concealed 
personification. Silence becomes as menacing as thumps and cries and groaning.

Edmund Bansak, in Fearing the Dark, describes Wise’s preoccupation with 
things unseen as reflecting the influence of Val Lewton. Wise is quoted as saying, 
“You pick some things up by a sort of osmosis, things you’re not really conscious 
of. Val impressed me with the subtlety of his approach, the way he could get reactions 
and effects without going overboard and being so obvious or heavy-handed” (462). 
Noting that “there are many who consider Wise’s The Haunting to be the scariest 
haunted house film ever made, a veritable Citizen Kane of ghost films,” Bansak 
points out that Wise directed “a film that bore all the Lewton trademarks (a literate 
script, strong female characters, expressionistic photography, low-key lighting, a
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dynamic, multilayered soundtrack, a sense of irrevocable doom, and of course, an 
accent on the unseen)” (479). This 1963 version of The Haunting plays on our 
deep-seated fears of “being isolated, stalked, and trapped — all conveyed with an 
accent on the unknown, on the dark” (480). Bansak quotes Stephen King’s 
comments in his nonfiction work. Dance_Macabre\ In the Wise film “we never 
actually see what it is that haunts Hill House. Something is there, all right ... 
something is scratching at the door... What we have in the Wise film is one of the 
world’s few radio horror movies. Something is scratching at that ornate, paneled 
door, something horrible ... but it is a door Wise elects never to open” (481). In this 
film, we never really know whether Hill House is haunted, or if the events are all 
brought about by Eleanor’s mental state. This is left unexplained. She meets her 
end by crashing her car outside Hill House.

Carlos Clarens in his Illustrated Histoty o f the Horror Film, takes another 
view, suggesting that Wise’s decision to make the film stemmed from a popular 
fascination in the 1960’s with extrasensory perception and psychic phenomena 
(152). The film is described as playing a double game. The house, itself is described 
in the film as the cause of many accidental and suicidal deaths. It is the reputation 
of Hill House which inspires Dr. Markway (Dr. Marrow in the De Bont film) to 
entice Eleanor and Theo, two mediums he has discovered are receptive to 
supernatural or paranormal experience. When an unknown, unseen force brushes 
Eleanor’s face and spells out her name, and when all of Hill House seems to vibrate 
and emit strange sounds, the phenomena are explained as resulting from Eleanor’s 
(or perhaps Theo’s) subconscious. Is Hill House the agent, or merely the setting 
for the evil going on?

The central question may be, not just what is going on in a film, but why? 
What is the motive? The source? What does it look like? Should I be afraid? The 
imaginings and fears of the characters are crucial, but if these somehow tap into 
our own experiences, our own imaginations, our own fears, we are, as viewers, 
also participants in the process. This may be a prime factor in the success of The 
Blair Witch Project, which has been described as “a genuinely creepy, disquieting 
film” (Johnson-Ott, 1). A viewer’s need to paint his own pictures of what may be 
“out there” creates a sense of involvement in a work which is limited, or even 
lacking, when the pictures are totally served up and there is no stimulation, even to 
fill in between dotted lines. As John Brosnan puts it in The Horror People, “the 
better films are those that leave a lot unexplained and avoid showing too much” 
(253).

Jan De Bont’s Haunting does offer visual interest and it does stimulate our 
curiosity. But it does not inspire fear or terror. The thought of bringing in new tools 
and technologies to update a project completed before these advanced technical 
approaches and lavish budgets were available is perhaps commendable and is
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frequently cited as a reason for remakes, but, in this case, what we are stirred to ask 
is, not “What is that?”, but rather, “How did they do that?” The question is worth 
asking, however, and it should be noted that the production designer’s work is 
technically, and even aesthetically, outstanding. Eugenio Zanetti was also 
responsible for the effects in Restoration and What Dreams May Come, and his 
results are spectacular. Fkit like De Bont's rendition of The Haunting, they do not 
in themselves spur the fear, horror, or terror one expects from a haunted house 
mo\ ie.

Central Michigan University B.R. Smith
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Machines For Ultimate Questions: 
Popular Culture Between Techno Elegies 

and Raving Ecstasy
Today we are entering a world that is becoming more and more artificial and 

techno-coded. It is a world of techno and a new generation of the artificial, namely 
a second order artificial which has extended to the form of life-like processes. 
Techno then in this sense is not just a form of modish music developed from Acid 
House and Detroit Techno at the end of the 80’s. Instead, it is a term used in this 
essay to indicate a new paradigm in the world under the realm of the artificial.

Specifically, the techno describes a massive shift from the natural to the artificial 
— a shift which is gaining advantage over what we have, up until now, accepted as 
our natural, given reality. Heidegger touched upon a similar transition in his essay 
titled The Question Concerning Technology: “The hydroelectric plant is not built 
into the Rhine River as was the old wooden bridge that Joined bank with bank for 
hundreds of years. Rather, the river is dammed up into the power plant. What the 
river is now, namely, a water-power supplier, derives from the essence of the power 
station.” (Heidegger 1991: 15) With regard to the power plant, the river suddenly 
became of secondary importance; the river is “dammed up into the power plant”, 
which means the river is derived from it or has become its derivative. Comparable 
is the techno, which when considered from the horizon of the end of 20th century, 
can be seen mutating into a new generation of the artificial, namely to the level of 
second-order artificial, indicating a transition from mechanical (the logic of a clock’s 
mechanism), to life-like processes in the non-biological hardware. What we are 
seeing is a transition from “mechanical” to “biological” or, if we reach into science- 
fiction, a transition from Frankenstein’s monster to virtual agents, bots and clones.

The techno principle involves the following fundamental concepts: augmented 
reality, in the sense of a given, “real” reality, and artificial realities coexisting in an 
interdependent complex relationship; the world as a “pluriversum” of the given 
world and artificial worlds; an interaction between Apollonian and Dionysian (the 
coexistence of the principles of order and ecstasy); mix as an ontological principle 
in the forming of synth realities (DJ, metaphorically speaking, as protoartist and 
protodesigner); second-order artificial (an artificial state between living and non�
living); life-as-it-could-be on non-organic hardware; technology as culture; 
technology as politics; technology as religion; augmented concepts of the individual 
(multiple-egos, avatars); technoscience as a creative, artistic science; scientists as 
the creators, the techno-artist — his/her work as a totally scientific work of art and 
a total work of science; augmented and accelerated, techno-modelled sensitivity
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(enabled with the synth-senses formed by means of smart technologies); and 
cybernetics, namely second-order cybernetics, establishing founding principles for 
the world of the artificial.

The world of techno spawned the technoculture. This arose when technology 
became cultural in itself, that is, when its “basic units” (devices, machines, 
processes) gained exhibition and communication values above and beyond their 
purely practical values. All of a sudden they were unveiled and claiming their 
stake in the mass-media society and the sphere of cultural values. Today, it is popular 
culture above all that takes place in a technocultural form due to its inclusion in the 
world of high-adrenaline technologies, special effects and high-tech and high- 
definition devices. Theme parks with the hip roller-coaster simulators, VR- 
environments and bungy jumping devices, digital game-arcades, rave parties and 
parades, DJ-culture, Internet culture with nuiding, hacking and cracking and 
shopping mall subcultures are new forms of a popular culture which are especially 
connected to the use of advanced technologies.

It is of great significance that with these new forms of popular culture we are 
not merely entering a world of heightened fascination with special effects nor by 
any means simply facing phenomena which could be described as Disneyfication, 
MTV-zation and McDonaldization. On the contrary, on the basis of the theoretical 
approach developed by modern cultural studies we can discern, when faced with 
the technocultural issues, many new paradigms that facilitate the understanding of 
contemporary societies and individuals living in them. In a way reminiscent of 
Walter Benjam in’s approach to the cinema as a therapeutic device for the 
apperceptive apparatus of the individual walking the streets of a metropolis, we 
are able to determine that the issues of popular technoculture are also of importance 
beyond their entertainment features. In this sense Simon Reynolds writes: “Rave 
culture has never really been about altering reality, merely exempting yourself 
from it for a while. In that sense, rave is really a sort of dry run or acclimatization 
phase for virtual reality; it is adapting our nervous systems, bringing our perceptual 
and sensorial apparatus up to speed, evolving us towards the post-human subjectivity 
that digital technology requires and engenders.” (Simon Reynolds 1997: 108) 
Coming to terms with the forms of Internet culture we can also learn a great deal 
about the new forms of on-line communication, about a new authenticit) based on 
real-cam observation and about alternative forms of politics, social segregation 
and new hierarchies.

An important part of popular technoculture (with respect to its topics and 
understandings) is also “popular literature” within the science-fiction genre that 
stimulates more than Just a trivial and simple reading with the suspense based on 
cutting edge features of state-of-the-art technologies. On the contrary, encountering 
the characters, plots, closures, suspense and crucial turns in the masterpieces of
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this genre we come closer to an understanding of the contemporary individual. 
This genre, seen as lowbrow and profane by traditional (and old-fashioned) 
opinions, actually develops “high-definition” issues regarding the intimacy and 
feelings of the contemporary individual. The aim of the following essay is to stress 
those features of science fiction which could be understood as even crucial for 
understanding of particular aspects of popular technoculture.

How is it that the novel by the brothers Arkady and Boris Strugatsky Roadside 
Picnic concludes— as a text which indeed has no Burroughs’ Interzone but does 
have a Zone, an area as enigmatic and forbidden as it can be, a contaminated 
rubbish tip, and, at the same time, also a metaphor for transcendence itself? To put 
this with the monologue of the main character, Redrick, a stalker, who, as the last 
secret of the Zone is revealed, becomes aware of how tragic and senseless his 
doings are, and also discovers things which are above his life action and stalker’s 
fate: “I am an animal, you see that. I don’t have the words, they didn’t teach me 
the words. I don’t know how to think, the bastards didn’t let me learn how to 
think. But if you really are ... all-powerful... all-knowing ... then you figure it out! 
Look into my heart. I know that everything you need is in there. It has to be. I 
never sold my soul to anyone! It’s mine, it’s human! You take from me what it is 
I w ant... it just can’t be that I would want something bad! Damn it all, I can’t think 
of anything, except those words of his: “HAPPINESS FOR EVERYBODY, FREE, 
AND NO ONE WILL GO AWAY UNSATISFIED!.” (Strugatsky 145)

These words, which remind one of the monologues of the characters of world 
literature’s great texts, perhaps even those of Dostoevsky’s The Brothers 
Karamazov, direct one towards the fundamental issues of contemporary science 
fiction; its core lies no longer only in the fascination with modern technology and 
technosciences, but in the shift to fundamental anthropological, existential and 
social themes, as well as to problems which bring into focus the fundamental 
issues of individuals—even though what is at issue is no longer the individual in 
the sense of the modern-age subject as pondered in Western philosophy, neither 
existence in the sense of the philosophical existentialism, but a being with a shaky 
and vulnerable identity, set somewhere between the animate and inanimate, or, 
indeed, between two deaths (Lacan’s concept). The stalker’s poignant realisation 
at the disclosure of the zone as the transcendental principle of his life’s tragic path 
embodies the core of present-day science fiction.

Science fiction is a field where what is at issue— so to speak— is the matters 
of life and death; in a concentrated way it establishes a clear space from which the 
protagonists cannot escape and have to confront the deepest dilemmas of the 
individual, the most critical existential issues and answers to them. This is fiction 
in which star wars count less and the war within the self has taken over. Often this 
is the war for existential self-fulfilment and the battle with the threat of apocalyptic
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destruction. Disclosure of all the possible zones and interzones culminates in the 
self-disclosure of the protagonist’s own sombre fate; only as she or he steps over 
the threshold does the path to the general issues of the human self open up.

In the clear space, from which they cannot escape, the characters are compelled 
to experience direct confrontation with the most profound existential issues. This 
space — artificial, artificially driven and exponentially intensified — is styled by 
artistic means so that the individuals in it are put into the state of ecstasy, which 
often enables even dialogue with (techno)transcendence. The clear space is the 
stage at which the individual is torn out of his/her place in the continuity of everyday 
routine, now pursuing an already-no-longer, at the same time standing in front of 
a not-yet. In other words, the individual finds him/herself in the position where 
there is a “now” the depth of which has been underpined, and which one has filled 
with the extreme eventful, with the latter, in a sense, stripped of any context, 
almost metaphysical.

But in this text we use clear space also as a methodological and technical 
device in addressing the issues about the contemporary individual, spoken out in 
the context of science (also cyberpunk) fiction. We employ it as a matrix which 
allows quite particular, exclusive observation of certain schemes and actions, while, 
on the other hand, it overshadows, and even pushes into the background other 
issues. Once the matrix of the clear space is installed, a quite particular movie 
starts running in front of our (spiritual) eyes.

Let us now resume the discussion about artificial environments in science 
fiction and the issue of its characters. Contemporary science fiction—turning away 
from the fashionable fascination with technology to anthropological and existential 
themes which are dealt with in the framework of new technologies and 
technosciences—also finds contact with the predecessors of science fiction found 
in the framework of European Romanticism and related movements. Some texts 
by E. T. A. Hoffmann (above all The Sandman), E. A. Poe, Jules Verne and Jean 
Paul are characteristic of this orientation, an orientation which in turn (though 
with some delay) also influenced L E ve future published in 1886 by Auguste Villier 
de L’Isle Adam. And by no means may we forget Mary Shelley’s masterpiece 
Frankenstein. Just as modern authors are influenced by the achievements of modern 
technologies and technosciences (virtual reality, nano-technology, artificial life, 
robotics, chaos theory, molecular biology, genetics), their predecessors, too, turned 
to the sciences of their own day; Shelley, for example, was concerned with the 
developments in electromechanics and galvanics, and Hoffmann with the trade 
(or, indeed, the art) of automatic machines, which culminated in the works of 
Jacques de Vaucanson, and the father and the son Jacquet-Droz. Especially 
Vaucanson’s The Flute-player and Jacquet-Droz’s The Scribe were unbelievably 
advanced products of this trade and were used by the contemporary literary authors
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as models of artificial beings in a rather similar sense as smart machines and virtual 
agents are used by science-fiction authors today.

In these writers of one and a half or two centuries ago, however, we also 
encounter a strong orientation towards existential problems, incited by technological 
achievements. It appears that art profits directly from the artificial, the synthetic, 
from whatever is conveyed to the largest extent possible by man, and from 
imagination whose inspiration is technology. The modelling of future things and 
alternative, even transgressive forms of life in the sense of science fiction sharpens 
the atmosphere created in a literary work to an ecstatic point at which the issues of 
the most consequential existential alternatives are crystallised more poignantly 
than in everyday natural situations. Let us make here only a fleeting reference to 
Shelley’s novel Frankenstein and Hoffmann’s Sandman.

In Shelley’s text, we encounter Frankenstein’s synthetic product, a monster 
whose tragic destiny raises a number of very deep and nowadays particularly 
relevant dilemmas associated with the physics and metaphysics of the person and 
with the fate of mankind facing the challenge of modern sciences and technologies. 
Frankenstein’s monster is one of the most tragic characters in world literature; not 
only was he denied a name by his creator, but also—and this is crucial— a future. 
Out of fear that he may represent the threat to the future of mankind by a race of 
future people, let us simply say proto-cyborgs, he was also denied a bride and thus 
the possibility of reproduction. Tragically, nameless and unhappy, he vanishes 
together with his deviant creator from the face of the planet. Frankenstein is also a 
text which, at a very early stage, envisages a shift from the traditional orientation 
of science, bound to analytics and description of the laws of nature, towards a 
science which itself has become creative, promethean, and— in a certain sense— 
also artistic; it directs itself to the production of the models of life as such. This is 
the shift, which in recent years was the concern of the theory of artificial life, 
conceived as an investigation into alternative forms of life in non-organic, symbolic 
environments. What is at issue here is life-as-it-could-be, as opposed to the familiar 
forms of life (life-as-we-know-it).

Also extremely relevant, even in the context of cybernetics and cyber�
anthropology, is Hoffmann’s Sandman. For the main character, Nathanael, falls in 
love with Olympia who is a synthetic being-automaton, built according to the logic 
of clock mechanism and with regard to the already mentioned Vaucansanian artistry 
of automata. Olympia is an unbelievably lovely being, who/which, however, is 
only capable of sighing “uh, uh”, and, at best, of articulating the reply “Goodnight, 
my dearest.’’Although Nathanael is educated, well-read and sensitive, he does not 
find this particular muteness of his beloved disturbing. He does not find it a matter 
of dispute; on the contrary, he even acquiesces and turns against words, against the 
customary, discursive communication. “What are words? Mere words! The glance
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of her heavenly eyes expresses more than any commonplace speech. Besides, how 
is it possible for a child of heaven to confine herself to the narrow circle demanded 
by wretched, mundane life?” (Hoffmann 1969:162.)

Without embarrassment, Nathanael thus loves a puppet which is dumb. He 
loves it as a being which for him is quite symbolised and idealised. By means of its 
very muteness and non-resistance this being shelters him from disappointments in 
the form of beings of real closeness, in which there triumph the weight of life and 
pain, the undisguised real, and the law of the day. To Nathanael, Olympia was an 
unthreatening replica, a partner, who gives back only what he gives. Nathanael 
prefers to hear only ”Uh, uh” to “Never more”, “I won’t”, “Nowhere”, and “No”. 
His love for the mechanical synthetic being implies an intercourse which is gentle, 
light, free of the leaden weight of the real; one plays with it or plays it. This 
syntheticity, no doubt, implies that another, non-transmitted, non-symbolised and 
non-virtualised reality, which can give the most painful and cruel feedback, is being 
put into brackets. Choosing Olympia, the main character chooses mechanically 
conveyed communication and a synthetic being (it is interesting here that he 
discovers the beauty of his beloved through an interface, precisely, special 
binoculars). This also implies relevance in the context observed by recent theories 
concerning computer mediated communications, since the protagonists of life in 
the net and through the net favour persons whom they approached through the net, 
at the expense of real persons, i.e. those in their physical proximity; often they love 
virtual clones more than real “proximate” people. Here at issue is again the fateful 
re-orientation to artificial, cloned, virtual, often merely programmed constructs 
and creatures, who could never be as dangerous and ‘difficult’ as are persons in 
physical proximity. (This is an experience of communication in cyberspace. There 
certainly are exceptions; even in cyberpunk novels, net connections are extremely 
committing, often without the possibility of breaking communication up as one 
pleases.) The contemporary user of the net, too, therefore often takes Nathanael’s 
stand; in a given situation, even in the so-called cybersex, they come to desire a 
partner in the form of Hoffmann’s Olympia.

The 1 ̂ ''-century masters already raised critical and universally human issues, 
but these can be articulated in a more expressive manner within the environments 
of modern technosciences and advanced technologies, interfaces, and nets. Above 
all it is contemporary SF (inspired by cyberpunk from the 1970s. and ‘80s.) that 
pursues these environments. Therefore the characters in this particular fiction are, 
as a rule, no supermen, although they may as well be quite successful in their 
actions; rather, they are very vulnerable, let us simply say ‘soft’ characters. Their 
existence is jeopardised, the environment of modern technologies draws them out 
onto that clear space where they cannot simply steal away to avoid the major 
alternatives of their own fate and direct confrontations with, conditionally speaking.
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transcendence as a recurrent symbolic and beyond-reaching institution. Let us recall 
Case from Gibson’s now legendary Neuromancer, a successful console cowboy 
who manages to break the ‘ice’ of the modern fortress Tessier-Ashpool, yet he is a 
vulnerable and tragic person from the edge of physical survival. The money which 
is accumulated on his Swiss bank account as a reward for some successful business 
in cyberspace, he will spend on a new pancreas and liver, i.e., for the urgent salvation 
of his ultimately endangered existence. He is no full-blooded James Bond and 
once the mission has been completed, there will be no holiday with beauties awaiting 
him on the Seychelles, but, as the first thing, the journey to the hospital to get the 
transplants. Alex in Bruce Sterling’s Heavy Weather (\994), too, is sickly, fragile, 
a hero in need of medical intervention. That is why at the end of the novel his sister 
and rescuer Jane declares their common fate: “We’re not lucky, Alex. This is not a 
luck time. We’re alive, and I’m glad we’re alive, but we’re people of disaster. We’ll 
never truly be happy or safe, never. Never, ever.” (Sterling 1994: 275)

Neither Case nor Alex are in any way a version of Rambo, and the same holds 
true for a number of other characters of contemporary SF. But, and this is the most 
important here, the vulnerability, fragility and tragic condition of the characters as 
“people of disaster”, who range from the characters found in Hoffmann and Shelley 
through to those found in Gibson and Sterling, is indeed a prerequisite for the shift 
in orientation mentioned at the beginning of this text, i. e. the move away from 
fascination with the achievements of the new technologies (which, however, is still 
dominant now in a number of cases) towards technologies which sustain the context 
for articulating the first and the ultimate issues of man as a person and social being. 
Encounters with technologies— often also in the form of natural disasters and 
consequences of misconceived social Darwinism and apocalyptic events—are used 
as a screen which grants insight into the clear space where the issues of the person, 
freedom, self-realisation, attitude towards death, fellow-humans and transcendence 
are articulated. All of a sudden, the most varied, extremely pointed and conflicting 
options stand side by side: birth, death, sex, transcendence, apocalypse, salvation, 
pain, happiness, transgressive action. And this background is also extremely 
productive for language itself, since the extraordinary, the deviant, and the reaching 
beyond may be adequately described in language which itself is driven to its extremes.

The issues concerning the characters in these texts, seen in the framework of 
various theories of post-modernity, point towards the postmodern destabilisation 
of the individual’s identity. In question are the issues of the individual as merely a 
software (RAM)construct, virtual agent and net clone (at this point let us recall 
Mark and his life beyond contingency with flesh in the novel by Pat Cadigan, 
Synners (1991)). Furthermore, there is the mind/body problem in the sense of the 
mind/network problem, the issue of the body without organs (the concept found in 
Deluze-Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus) and of organs without the body (Arthur
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Kroker’s concept in Spasm), the concept of terminal-identity (described in the 
work bearing this title by Scott Bukatman), and a large corpus of questions 
concerning the cyborg. The challenge for theory is undoubtedly the character in 
these works, as well as the atmospheres and situations in which the author places 
them. These are as unusual as they can be, and they also leave ontological questions 
in their wake, questions associated with the status of non-space, space-time, 
immateriality, non-geographical articulation of the net, recent life-like artificial 
and would-be-worlds.

The state-of-the-art technology of smart machines holds a special place in the 
modelling of such (techno)atmospheres set between issues of elegies and 
technometaphysics on one hand, and techno or, better raving ecstasy on the other. 
In a daring way it evokes extreme, even transgressive, situations and drives the 
‘parties’ involved into states of the ecstatic and the reaching beyond; they search 
their own limits and radiate even beyond them. The machines of advanced 
technologies are therefore also machines for articulating (techno)metaphysical 
questions and for producing extreme atmospheres. These are the machines which 
organise and arrange actions and reactions of objects and individuals, so that they 
find themselves totally immersed, as in a whirlpool from which they try to save 
themselves by giving away part of their most authentic properties.

Techno-Metaphysical qualities also accompany the actions of characters, the 
secret, often even transcendental goals. The goals of these characters with 
destabilised identities, as a rule, point to the experience of the distant, the reaching 
beyond and the unusual, the particularly terrifying and horrible. In Sterling’s novel 
Heavy Weather, which anticipated the now fashionable film-makers’ interest in 
extreme atmospheric conditions (for example, Stonnchasers and Twister), the role 
of transcendental and apocalyptic experience in Heavy Weather\s taken by tornado 
F-6, described as apocalyptic transcendence, as something which will grant the 
heroes the last and the supreme experience. Sterling conveys that in the monologue 
of Jerry: “People, you’ve all seen the simulations, you know, what I mean, when I 
say F-6. But people, the damned thing is finally upon us. It is here, it’s real, no 
playback this time, no simulacrum. It is with us in stark reality....This thing is 
Death, people. It’s a destroyer of worlds. It’s the worst thing human action has 
brought into the world since Los Alamos” (Sterling 1994: 218).

These words do not frighten the Storm Troopers, who get their kicks from 
heavy weather. The tornado-chasers are protagonists of the contemporary, extremely 
aestheticised world, oriented towards intense pleasure on frequencies as extreme 
as possible — to hear more than can be heard, to see more than can be seen with 
the human eye, to touch more than can be touched in a world of material objects. 
These are the imperatives of their hedonistic desire, which is techno-coded.

These characters already belong to the realm of techno, the rhythm of their
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lives pulses at 180 and more beats per minute. The model of society to which they 
belong is already a ‘raving society’, which implies ecstasy, performance, perception 
at extreme frequencies, a high energy level, and the speed associated with it, 
exponentially intensified inner rhythms of the body, trance. Their goal is to organise 
the day as the whole of life, i. e. to stuff it with events which can be transformed 
into aesthetic experiences. In Heavy Weather we find the following description of 
Jane’s object of desire: “Jane loved the Train. That elemental torrent of noise hit 
something inside her that was as deep and primal and tender as the pulp of her 
teeth. It did something to her that was richer than sex. A rush of pure aesthetic 
battle Joy rocketed up her spine and she felt as if she could Jump out of her skin and 
spread wings of fire.” (Sterling 1994: 109)

The experiences of modern man/woman as homo aestheticus, which are often 
intensified with regard to ecstasy and synaesthesicity (as in The Neiiromancer''3.n 
aching taste of blue” fills the mouth of the character. Case), are extreme especially 
when they are supported by the advanced technology of smart machines: “Now, 
belatedly, Alex’s clear left ear -  the one outside the headphones -  heard a sudden 
muffled rumble of faraway thunder. He was hearing in stereo. His ears were ten 
kilometers apart. At the thought of this, Alex felt in the first rippling, existential 
spasm of virch-sickness.” (Sterling 1994: 81)

The sensations of the extraordinary are intensified (techno also implies stepping 
into ludic culture) by games sustained by technological devices, smart machines 
and gadgets, which realise the transition from simulation to stimulation; modern 
machines begin to stimulate directly cognitive functions. The paradigm techno 
embodies a superstructure of perception that goes beyond natural boundaries. It 
represents a transition to the subject whose body, we can say, is not limited by skin 
but extends into and is connected with external technical organs and nets, as 
prostheses which enhance it.

This is an individual who feeds on stimuli at extremely high or low (and 
therefore unnatural, even counter-natural) frequencies; an individual in the state of 
ecstasy, who, rather than undertaking long and exhausting Journeys in exotic 
landscapes at the end of the world — turns to the interior of the self, to internal 
times and spaces, to the metaphorical landscapes, which are explored in high- 
adrenaline and high-morphine actions.

This is a person, who writes/speaks/imagines in the language of science fiction 
and technoscience (from artificial life and genetics through to chaos theory), yet s/ 
he does tie to the ground his/her visions, programmed according to the current 
hype\ s/he combines cyberpunk high-tech horizons with the horizons of traditional 
science fiction. After being ejected to the utopic Freeside, s/he desires actual 
grounding—Just as Frankenstein’s monster longs for a bride, identity, traces in 
‘firm’ reality. Thus the persons in the paradigm of techno— i.e. individuals as high-
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adrenaline ju nk ies— sooner or later asks them selves the question about 
transcendence. They need the tornado F-6 from Sterling’s Heavy Weather, and 
they need Downtown L. A. as a formidable setting of all possible and impossible 
apocalyptical kinds of violence. Their attitude towards erotics and sex is both 
ecstatic and apocalyptical at the same moment. Think of J. G. Ballard’s proto�
cyberpunk novel Crash (1966), in which the bodies of the characters also need a 
quite special clear space that is formed by ‘injured technology’ in interaction with 
the wounded body, that is, an environment styled by traffic accidents.

No doubt, this anthropological situation, described in a part of contemporary 
science fiction through atmospheres of (techno)metaphisics, (techno)elegies and 
ecstasy, directs one to consider the role of technology and science today, when 
technology no longer acts as a field detached from (general) culture, oriented merely 
towards the instrumental exploitation of nature; rather, it is part of the technocultural 
paradigm which is becoming the main stream in the world’s advanced societies, 
and involves the arts (both cyberarts and traditional arts), (techno)science, 
(techno)religions (and cults) and technology all tightly interwover. None of the 
links of this complex can be given competent consideration without being associated 
with — and without being defined against— the remaining counterparts.

It is characteristic of the chief units of modern technology, namely, of the 
smart machines, that they are not only physical but also (techno)metaphysical. 
They are machines for ultimate questions. These machines are not “good for 
something” in a traditional fashion, but have become enigmatic and questionable 
themselves. Their function is to approach life-like processes and by their very 
existence not only are clear spaces established, but so too are the obscure spaces 
o f modern technology, which are connected with techno-cults (like Heaven’s Gate), 
techno-Darwinism,and virtual capitalism.

Slovenian Ministry of Science and Technology Janez Strehovec
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